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Hanson m

The
Minneapolis.
Judicial Court. ; era of Troy vs. Leslie J. Ward of Troy. In
Part in a “Wet” Campaign.
| May,in1914, Ward bargained for the Roger gas
Justice Leslie C. Cornish of Augusta
Troy, giving him a bond tor a deed in
PreHennepin county, Minn., was to vote on Oct.
the sum of $5,000. The contract by which Mr,
4th on prohibition and among the speakers
siding.
The court was
called to Minneapolis to speak in the interests
occupied Thursday with the ! Rogers was to receive pay for the mill through
case of Cheater L.
of the wets was E. F. Hanson of this city, tie
Bailey vs. Sidney M. Web- j the defendant's work in it, and for him, was
both of Searsport and former
much involved, causing the
Judge to remark
first addressed a wet mass meeting in the audi- ber,
co-partners |
in trade in a
general store in that town. At thftt Mr. Rogers should have been a lawyer.
torium, Sept. 26th, is thus reported in the Minthe
The
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Wadding Bells—Hanson in
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The News of Belfast. .The News
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neapolis Tribune:
After explaining that he had lived in Maine
all his life except three years in a license town,
so that he knew conditions there, Mr. Hanson
said:
“If prohibitionists had told the truth about
conditions in Maine it would not be necessary
for anyone to come to this city to tell of the
long train of'evils that follow its introduction.
The object of prohibitionists is the same everywhere—city, county. State, and eventually
national prohibition.”
He then gave a synopsis of Maine’s legislation for the prevention of the sale of intoxicating liquor, commenced 94 years ago, since
which 26 special acta and amendments to the
law have been tried, There have been 69 years
of prohibitory law, and 81 years of constitutional prohibition during which rum sellihg
has been classed with murder, arson and similar crimes. He told of the appointment of
special constables, Sturgis deputies who are
empowered to supersede sheriffs and of the
removal of officials. Then he described the
famous “Yes and No Campaign,” when Article
26 of the Maine constitution
prohibiting the
manufacture and sale of liquor was passed
uptn by the voters. He quoted from the president of the Christian Civic League to 6how
that over 1.600 saloons, shops and tenements
were engaged in selling liquor.
While this
article went into the constitution with 44,000
majority, it stayed there by the small margin
*
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City Government.
meeting of the city government
Monday evening, Mayor Charles
;.residing and C, W. Wescott act-
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accounts

was

ordered paid:
.$

read,

51 50

1,294 80
pupils. 113 00
291 61
ng.
Ton

of

gent.

■jo

and supplies.
sand insurance.
ks

i,'..

teT,,

fire department.
dei artment.

Pri ce

1 purposes.

Gerera.

Uisceiianeoue.

400 80
186 13
383 16
480 13
974 98
855 70
48<»
930 90
158 98
160 93
234 20
82 00
215 80

.$7,563 60
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CARI.ETON DOAK, ESQ,
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of 758.
The prohibition speakers said the issue was
license or no license and that saloons would be
the Board of Assessors.
I on every corner and prostitutes and rum shops
A kitchen shower was given last Thursday I would
spring up like blades of grass. Mr.
afternoon by Miss Hazel Doak at the home of Hanson said, “when the fact was that no part
1
the
statutory law would have been affected
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. George R. Doak
in the least and no saloon could have been es<
High street, in honor of Miss Nellie Brown of j! tablished without the consent of the
people,
Little River, whose engagement to City Clerk The advocates of repeal lost out because
they
Carleton Doak, brother of the hostess, was re- j were over-confident.
“Horse loads of liquor arrived by
express,
announced.
A
luncheon
cently
was served at
boot leggers, pocket peddlers, kitchen bar
1.30 and covers were laid for 10.
The table rooms and SDeakeasies came in when the saloons
went out; ther.e was no protection for
decorations and appointments were especially j
the boys or the homes, even the farmers had
and dainty, and as a surprise to the ;
pretty
!
their liquors come by express and have turned
of honor her chair was filled with ! their homes into
| young guest
tippling shops where the
the articles comprising the shower, which fell moral influence of the home
upon the boy is
to the floor as she drew it from the table. The now of the very worst character.

City Solicitor, City

;jC:

nee

-"ring.
common

council:

person

or

corporation owning

street which has a
shall maintain on said premises
or
sink drain.”
cesspool

butting
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collector,reported as follows:
collected.$63,514 61
9 94
posit.
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menu

consisted

of

tomato

j salad, hot biscuits, olives, ice cream, cake, and1
hot chocolate. Miss Katherine D. Kittredge
j served.
The afternoon
in auction.
was spent
Miss Abbie Doak, sister of
the hostess, at home from Boston, Miss Ja-

The guests

were

mu^cib

ui

iiuruipui I,

aimb

munan

Heal, Misses Clara and Belle Keating, Miss
Gertrude Coombs, Miss Ruth Coombs, and
Miss Louise Reed, who on the 14th of October
will be married to Charles Brown of Belmont,
a brother of the guest of hohor.
Miss Gertrude M Coombs entertained last
Friday afternoon in honor of Miss Brown at
the home of her parente, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
P. Coombs, Franklin street.
Supper was
served at 6 o’clock and the guests were seated
at

one

table with

covers

for ten.

The color

scheme

■■

ig, 11.

WEDDING

BELLS.

rial Balance Sheet.
Blodgett-Nye. A very pretty wedding oc$1,006 68 curred at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Elliott M
am, etc. 1,683 95
Nye on Main street, Bucksport Thursday
■vorth Co..
19 45
evening.
Sept. 30th, at eight o'clock, when their
—ments.
605 00
286 48 eldest daughter Jessie Marie, was united in
-e, paupers, etc.
828 00
ne, pensions, etc.
marriage to Frederick Swazey Blodgett of
.n:d Harvester Co.
10 00 Bucksport. Rev. Henry W. Webb of the Elm
125 13 |
paupers of other towns..
street Congregational church officiated and
taxes...
390 57 i
used the single ring service. The wedding
iuo! purposes. 1,819 51
224 10
party entered the parlor to the strains of Lo112 44
hengrin’s wedding march played by Miss Flor-et. Library.
702 57

|
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nave another

to

vote, constitutional prohibition
will be buried by more than 20,000 votes. There
are prohibition sections where men
pass temperance resolutions and drink rum. At one
time $5 000 worth of liquors was seized in one
hall in Rockland, Me.; Bangor, Me., never has
recognized the prohibitory law and has scores
of saloons running wide open. They have what
they call the Bangor plan,.which means a small
fine for the seller. Reform mayors and sheriffs
never get but one term.
"In Portland, Me., 5,824 arrests are made

each year, or one for every 11 persons; within
13 years drunkenness in the larger cities and
towns has increased 45 per cent—the
population about 14 per cent.
"In Bangor during the past year there was
an arrest for drunkenness
equalling one for
every seven persons, while in Minneapolis I
have been told arrests are 1 for every 133
persons. The report of the police matron of Portland for 1912, showed that 551 children were
arrested and the increase had been about 85 a
year.
"The effect of the vile compounds sold as
liquors can be seen in the increase of insanity.
Forty years ago the insane numbered more
than 400, today they number thousands. The
stuff they drink make men crazy rather than
drunk.
Tne housewife who wants a little
alcohol for mixing some home medicinal
preparation cannot get it, but the man who wants
whiskey and rum can get all he desires.”
Mr. Hanson then quoted from recent issues
of papers containing resolutions passed
by
ministerial conferences in which it was stated
that the saloons were running wide open and
conditions were pictured in the most undesirable light
He predicted that the jitney buses would do
a land office business between the twin
cities;
St. Paul would get the money.
would have prohibition, he said.

Minneapolis’

[Minneapolis Tribune Sept. 29, 1915.]
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bisque, chicken opportunity

was yellow and was carried out in the
floral decorations and in the toy silk parasol
suspended from the electrolier and from
$63,524 55 i which
dainty packages dangled, tied with yelsurer.$63,30000
d.
224 55 i low ribbons running to each plate, where they
were attached U the place cards, which were
..$63,524 55 decorated with
yellow flowers. When the
chief
Shute,
engineer, reporttook up their place cards there was a
and his report was accepted in guests
shower oi packages which the guest of honor
placed on file:
Robbings house in East Bel- found to contain prettily embroidered handntal loss, valued at $2,500. in- kerchiefs. The
menu was: chicken boullion,
contents $1,000; damage $950;
crackers, chicken salad, hot rolls, olives, stuffCause of fire unknown.
imney fire in house occupied by ed celery, angel cake, gold cake, candied cherbum on Union street. No damries and whipped cream, coffee.
The evening
was spent with music and cards.
The guests
mney fire in house owned by J
were Misses
Hazel Doak, Belle Keatiiig,
Pice street. No damage.
alarm from box 35.
Lillian and Martha Knowlton, Blanche JenCity Marshal George W. Fris- nys, Jessie Hart, Annette Holt.
Marguerite
d accepted, council concurring:
hole Dumoer of arrests, 5; for Coombs.
for assault and battery, 1; for

taxes
e

I

Member of

j

iicvca

mmittee on lights and finance,
•he mayor, be instructed to incost of lighting in other nearby
-'-ange and submit a street lighting
•;e next meeting.
17 of the city ordinances be
'ding to section 1 the following

Clerk and

|
j

relating to hawkers, pedlars, 1
•-'ad and passed to be engrossed, j

ri,:

Supreme

The message of the mayor from Maine was
carried into four more districts of Minneapolis
last night in the fight to keep Hennepin county from adopting prohibition.
His name is Edgar F. Hanson and nine times
he has been returned winner in the city elections of Belfast on the Atlantic seaboard. One
term he spent in the State senate and he has
made all his campaigns on the wet and dry issue

i

j

j

January

term of the court Mr.

Bailey

brought action against Mr. Webber for $300
claimed to be due him on the
settlement of
the firm’s
business. The case was opened before the jury and withdrawn from
them by
Judge Spear and a verdict ordered for the
plaintiff for I1S5. Exceptions were filed and

Thursday morning

and

!

plaintiff, Dunton & Morse for defendant.
The case of W. H. Trundy, administrator on
the estate of Emma
Trundy, hia wife, of North
Searsport vs. J. B. Kenney of Newport, opened
at 5 p. m.
Thursday, was finished Friday going
to the jury at the
opening of the afternoon sesThe Grand Jury.
sion. Mr. Kenney was the son of Mrs.
Trundy
and the action was to recover
The Grand Jury reported one indictment
$110 balance due
on a note of $260
given by her eon in 1904, to the court at 9.1$ a. m., Saturday, and conwhen she was Mrs.
Emery and came to live tinued their deliberation until 3.45 Monday
with him, as was then supposed for life. Later afternoon, when they reported eighteen indictMrs. Emery married Mr. Trundy and her son ments after one of the longest sessions for
had paid the note to within $110 when
They found no indictments
she several years.
died. It came out.in the evidence that the de- in the following cases: Joshua A. Marshall of
fendant had agreed to buy a monument
for Lincolville, held by the Municipal Court for
his mother to cost $100, leaving only $10 bal- the murder,Aug. 21st,of his brother-in-law,Edance due.
At her deatn in
Searsport the de- ward C. Higgins of Lin coin ville; Herbert
fendant was called upon to pay funeral ex- Smith of Milo, held by the Municipal Court
penses to the amount of $39, using his own for breaking and entering the house of Charles
funds. The plaintiff claimed no
knowledge of Drinkwater of Northport, Aug. 11th; Mrs. Marthe agreement to buy tbe monument. At
2.30 garet Labrie of Bangor, held by Justice M.
Friday afternoon the jury returned a verdict C. Larrabee of Unity, charged with enticing
for the defendant. W. C. T. Runnells for Emma Boynton at Unity Sept. 16th. All three
plaintiff and John W. Manson of Pittsfield for were brought into court Monday afternoon and
defendant.
discharged. The indictments made public are
as

Friday afternoon the two cases of the Belfast Water Co. vs. the Inhabitants of the City
of Belfast and Same vs. The
City of Belfast

counts.)

jury,

contentions to the

Waterville, who
tiff, contended

Harvey D. Eaton

also

of

appeared for the plain-

that the contract

was

20

years

and

among other

resented

the

city,

and

counsel for the

The first

shall

Messrs. Buzzell and

pleaded

1

of taxes and rental will

be made to Dec. 1915 and the decision is to be
final.
The case of Albert Dickey vs Frank A. Bartlett was opened at 4 p. m. Friday. The parties live in Unity. In February, 1915, Mr.
Bartlett advertised for a man and wife to work

"Old as I am,” he said last night as he
wound up a meeting at Kistler’s hall, “I defy
any man to step up here before me and call on his farm in Unity. Mr. and Mrs. Dickey of
I am telling you facts and the story
me a liar.
Northport, then living in Caribou, answered
of the hypocrisy and perfidy that has been
ferca'
the advertisement and came to Unity to work.
bred in Maine as a result of the prohibition
I
section that we have in our constitution is not The plaintiff brought the action to recover$ 80
|
claimed to be due himself and wife, having re! yet half told.”
Etr?| Mr. Hanson spoke first at the Fifth ward ceived $85 in part payment for their services
*■5
tool house, where he was succeeded by Rev.
He also claimed
on the farm o£ defendant.
Wallace N. Short of Sioux Falls, S. D.
He
Blast
was hurried across the river to University
that Mr. Bartlett had agreed to pay them $30
unt.
738 57 ence Homer. The bride's gown was of white hall where another
*fegl
meetng was listening to per month, give them house rent on the farm
a
58 77 crepe de chine with veil held in place by a
't, collector 1908.
George Christian and Allan P. Cox. From
1909.
90 30
wreath of white rose buds and she carried a there he went A. O U. W. hall at Irving and and provide their “grub," and July 1st to in'W»wlton, collector 1910. 1,120 31
Twentieth avenues north and then to Kistler’s crease their pay to $35 per month. They be" U. ai;, collector 1911.
621 80 shower bouquet of white roses. She was at- hall.
came dissatisfied and left in July when the ad1912.
43 54 tended by Miss Agnes J. Leslie of Abbott
"All over Maine,” the speaker said, "we
vertisement called for a term of a year or
1913.
10 81 Academy, Andover, who wore
pink taffeta and have monuments to the colossal folly of that
>-k '. collector 1914.
3,282 40 carried
The defense was that Mr. Bartlett
pink roses. The bride was given in State in its handling of the liquor business. more.
i4i‘:
-\, collector, 1915.$ 29,707 06
There is, in the city of Lewiston, the house of had never promised them $35 per month after
Stock. 600,000 00 marriage by her father. Louis H. Chandler of one
poor man that was literally gutted by the July 1st and had paid them in full for their serb'Jrer, rust Funds. 68,876 90 New York attended the groom as best man.
jimmies and axss of what were known as the vices. Mrs.
-ash. 31,849 85 The parlor was
Dickey was called by the plaintiff
We took
decorated
in green and Sturgis deputies looking for liquor.
prettily
tie River bridge.
33130
and Mrs, Bartlett and E. D. Chase by the dea collection c.nd got him a new house after
up
white
and
the
was
in
ceremony
abilities account. 92,365 04
performed
|
it was over and the old house is there yet, just fendant. Both pleas were made Friday afterfront of a bank of pine interwoven with white
as it was, as a reminder to every passerby.
In
$736,970 53 asters, with large bouquets of white hydran- one club in Portland there are rows upon rows noon and Jndge Cornish charged the jury at
the opening of court Saturday morning, statLIABILITIES.
been
have
of
lockers
that
and
the
on
ripped
either
open
side. The living room was in
geas
ending.$590,000 00 variegated asters and sweetpeas. The color locki torn out. The lockers have been pre- ing that it was simply a case of fact and incondition
the
the
•
in
served
just
Sturgis com- volved no Questions of law. The evident
26.000 00 scheme of
outstanding.
the dining room was pink and green, mission left them as a constant reminder of
206 09
••tones...
was contradictory, and it was for the jury to
““''Aster Co.
2,020 00 and here dainty refreshments were served by the oppression of prohibition.
decide who told the truth. The jury report"in .t is me siuu ui uuug you win nave
tax.
2,810 26 juiae Frances in ye, sister oi tne Driae ana miss
* l«here when your law-abiding citizens attempt ed at 10.20, having found a verdict for the
15,89184 Natalie Nye of
Brewer, a cousin. Only the to enforce the law that your prohibitionists
"’foods. 68,876 90
plaintiff for the full sum sued, $80.20. The
immediate families and a few intimate friends are trying to foist upon you.
nalanceB of 1916 appropriation:
“The Sturgis commission was the group of jury was then excused to Monday at 2 p. m.
of the contracting parties were present. Those
interest.2,433 60
three men selected by Governor Cobb when A. L. Blanchard for plaintiff; Libby and Rog"l thi
from out of town were Miss Miriam Bacon of
500 00
moth.
he attempted to enforce the law and it did its ers for defendant.
fata
100 00
Abbot Academy, Andover, Mr. and Mrs. F, S. work thoroughly, as you may see, but here is
J
638 67
The case of Sidney L. Hannon vs. Philip R.
Nye and Miss Natalie Nye of Brewer. The the statement of Governor Cobb when he left
™eem.
8,787 49 bridal
the office at the end of his term:
Porter was opened before the jury Saturday
left
on an excouple
Thursday
evening
•'‘psrtment..,.
2,014 75
“*If prohibition is no better than I have
at 9.3C a. m. The plaintiff was formerly of
*•*« books.
1,208 48 tended wedding trip fur parts unknown. The been able to enforce it I would rather see rum
**■ Hill.
276 30 bride’s
Liberty but had been a police officer in Proviwas
of
dark
brown
broadgown
peddled free over the bar.’
*
traveling
%b school.
1,978 98 cloth with hat to match. Mrs.
“We have been struggling with this problem dence, R. I, for 12 years. He owned the
is a very
Blodgett
are
51
and
now
1,562
for 69 years
you
just beginning. homestead farm in Liberty, which he had
f*“»s.
‘bver bridge.
1,168 70 charming young lady and very popular in the Take some heed of our experiences in Maine.
*w,“l building.
1,687 30 younger social circle of the town. She gradu“What can we do in Maine? We have no rented to the defendant in April,1914, with the
that he should buy the standing
1,398 09 ated from the E. M. C.
more redress in such a case than we have in
Seminary in 1913 and an ordinary case of liquor selling, which, as agreement
partment.
1,121 49
lumber on the place and also erect on it his
is a graduate of Abbot Academy in the class of
and insurance.
is
35
has
our experience
1,143
proven,
absolutely none.
®’!
saw mill, using
the house to care
326 56 1915. Mr. Blodgett is one of the leading young
contingent..
“To show you the depths of degradation to portable
fallen I will quote the for his mill, etc. In October Mr. Hannon found
117 70
business men of the town and is the junior which our State has
"‘“‘highway. 1,292 96 member ot the
police matron of Portland, who stated that in that the defendant did not intend to buy the
George Blodgett Co. Both Mr. one year in that city 555 children, little boys
2.446 00
timber, that he had used the hay in the barn,
ln^n.jent of schools.
300 00 and Mrs. Blodgett are members of and promi- and
little girls, were arrested either for
peddling whisky. Do you had pastured his oxen in the fields and orchard,
^ aiion. 1,340 00 nent workers in the Elm street Congregational drunkenness or for
585 52
that the house had been injured and some of
want conditions like that in this city?
church. Mr. and Mrs. Blodgett were the re“Why, it is pitiful the lengths to which peo- his personal property was missing. He warn- 1
to
have
of
beautiful
a
53
in
of
community
will
cipients
.$736,970
many
gifts
prohibition
go
silver, cut ple
on hand.
They ed him from the place and brought a suit for
glass, china, linen, pictures, etc. They will be their little supply of liquor
it under the floors, in the walls, in the damages including $36 for hay, $30 for rent,
at home after Nov. 15th at the Blodgett home keep
ceilings. They keep it in their beds. I have $10 for an iron, $6 for a large steel bar, $7.50
A HAND car derailed.
on School street, Bucksport.
seen an old woman caught with half a dozen ;
for cider barrels, $15 for shutters and $1.80 for
bottles under her skirt hung to her belt by a
Cross-Batchelder. Harold Winlred Cross hook. I have seen four pint bottles in each glass for broken windows. Morton Clark and
f,jur Men Painfully Injured.
of
Morrill
and Miss Lottie Etta Batchelder of
1,1'
Boardman Cunningham of Liberty were called
pant leg of one old, decrepit man.
robing over Frankfort bridge on the Searsmont were married at the North church
“A friend of mine, when asked to furnish
r'
!>ranch of the Bangor & Aroostook parsonage, High street, at 8 30 p. m., Septem- me with a bottle of whisky for the cure of a by the plaintiff to testify in regard to the conber
Rev. Haraden S. Pearl officiating, cold; fished out his little stock from a recess ditions about the place, etc. Mr. Porter had
8 handcar
bearing four men became using30th,
the double ring service. They were un- behind his old mother’s picture in the parlor.
ilir‘ ,fc8t
refused to pay anything for use of farm, hay
afternoon
and
the
men
Thursday
attended. The bride was dressed in a blue Almost the only thing you cannot get in Maine
1■
or tools.
The total sum sued for was $143 80.
Painfully injured. T. J. Calhoun had a travelling suit with hat to match.
is beer. I like beer but in Maine I must drink
whisky or rum or not at all. The lighter and The defense was that he was not liable for the
^located, E, Curtis, John McIntyre
I
bulkier liquors are not sold and the quality of amount sued as he had not received value for
The Shoe Situation.
,iachelder were badly cut and bruised,
I &l‘f'
the whisky and rum is such that it makes men
that, but he was willing to pay a reasonable
ur had to be taken
to Stockton on the
not drunk but crazy.
MoBt footwear manufacturers are receiving
for what he had received and offered
train for medical treatment.
“There are no saloons in my town but re- amount
an increased volume of orders, wholesalers
8
ap- cently we had a storm and it flooded out the to settle for $70. Mr. Glidden, employed by
8t'lches had to be taken in some of the parently realizing that there is little
prospect great stone storm sewer which makes its way Mr. Porter,was called for the defence.
I
lut
Blanchis not
expected that the injuries of shoe values tending downward, owing to the down through the center of the city. The ard for the
I
and scarcity of leather. Moreover,
plaintiff and Buzzell for the destrength
^rioug
The
next morning our harbor was filled with booze
accident
as
an
unusual the
f
Russian
contract
for
large
army boots is
enough to stock a wholesale house. It had fendant presented their arguments before
n‘Kht have terminated fatally had it
expected to make heavy inroads into certain
in the recesses of this old storm noon when the court adjourned to 2r
tr
p. m.
that the high sides of the bridge ore- supplies of leather. Low temperatures stimu- been stored
I know men in my own city who can
sewer.
,t
late
lhe
broadening operations among retailers, drink a four ounce bottle of Sanford’s Jamaica Monday. At the opening of the court Monmen
4
from being thrown off the
who are
encouraged regarding the outlook
Cornish gave his charge to the jury,
eritirely. which is somewhat high at for the quite
ginger and it is staff that you out here couldn’t day Judge
tall and winter sea£ons.
Chief firm- stand
and at 3.15 p. m. the jury returned a verdict
one swallow of.
W tar1 ^!*ere W88a Push car ahead of the ness in leather centers on stock wanted for
for
has
done
us
in
“That is what prohibition
for the plaintiff in the sum of $78.68,
il ‘8 P°68ible that
something fall- export, or on goods used in the production ol Maine and with the help ot God as soon as we
hon that
The last civil case to be tried before the jury
might have derailed the latter boots and shoes for foreign armies.—Dun’e can we are going to get rid offcthe|prohibition
U8ed the trouble.
was opened Monday afternoon—Lute L.
Review, Oct. 2nd.
provisionjin our constitution.”
Rog-

j

1

^-r

passenger

U*

case

The

Mrs. Brooks Grindle of
John Collins.

ing Mrs.

Brooksville,

busi-

is visit-

|

tected

by levees,

or as

they

are

called in Hol-

Mrs. Charles F. Drake of Frankfort
spent
last Monday with Mr. and Mrs. Amos
F. Carleton.
L. S. Knight, traveling auditor of the WesUnion Tel. Co., New York, was in town
last Friday.
tern

Mrs. George W. Frisbee is
spending two
with relatives in Brockton, Taunton and

weeks

Medford, Mass,
Miss R. T. Newell arrived home last Saturfrom Crawfords N, H., where she
spent the summer.

day right

land, and in this section of the country, dykes.
These extend on both banks of the
MississipMrs. Margaret Wood, Vine street, left
yespi from New Orleans to the Gulf of Mexico,
terday for Portland to visit her daughter,
and for many miles above the
city. The hur- Mrs. Ernest C.
Milton.
ricane, producing what is called a tidal wave,
Miss Edna D. Crawford arrived
forced its way up the river and overflowed,and
Monday
in some places carried away, the levees and from Boston and will soon enter
upon her
duties
at
The
flooded the adjacent country, damaging unCity National Bank.
picked cotton in the rich cotton fields of the
Mrs. J. A. Fessenden and Mrs. L W. Pendledelta and destroying orange groves and
crops ton are at Hotel Kempton, Boston, not New
generally. All towns inland for 50 miles were York, as erroneously printed last week
badly damaged. The wind blew over 40 miles
Mr. and Mrs, E. E. Smith of
Providence, R.
an hour and was accompanied
by a heavy rain. I., motored to Belfast ana were
guests of Capt.
At New Orleans eleven small craft sank and
and Mrs. M. F. French, North port avenue.
six steamships were damaged. The United
Mr. and Mrs. Fred V. Cottrell have closed
states converted yacht
Stranger, assigned

to

Louisiana naval militia,was rammed by the
huge dry dock at the naval station and went to
the bottom. The gunboat Petrel was in the
dry dock at the time. The monitor Amphitthe

rite

driven

aground. There was no wire
communication with the outside world throughout the day.but brief radio messages
telling of
the city’s conditon were sent to Mobile
through
the wireless on the steamship Excelsior.
was

jrearo

it was

uoi

unUBUai tO

have tWO

three feet of water in some of the streets
of New Orleans, though only for a few hours
at a time.
The city then had surface drainor

age, the

gutters emptying into drainage canextending to the lake, where steam pumps
discharged the water into the lake. A sudden
tropical rain would bring down such a volume
als

their home on Congress street and left last
Thursday for Boston, where they will spend

the winter.
Mies Marjorie J. Carleton arrived home from
Boston last week, having resigned her position
as stenographer with Kimball &
McKenney,
bankers,
Mr. and Mrs. F. T. Sanborn of Bangor went
Brookline, Mass., last week to visit their
daughter and husband, Mr. and Mrs W. H.
Vincent.
to

Mr. H. H. Carter, mail carrier at the Belfast
post office, is taking his annual vacation in
Boston and

vicinity.

He

was

Mrs. Carter.
Mr.

and

accompanied by

Mrs. Thomas E. Bowker returned

of water that the gutters could not
carry it
off and people caught at places of amusement
by such storms paid all kinds of prices for

Wednesday evening
Bcwktr's, parents,
Shaw, in Winthrop.

carriages

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bradbury, Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph H. Howes and Miss Anne M. Kit-

to take them home. On one occasion
writer was glad to be ferried on a dray to
his home on Canal street. One time there was
the

the levees above New Orleans, but
water spread over a large extent of counand found its w«y into the
swamps withaffecting the city. On another occasion
break was on the opposite side of the

break in

try
out
the

river and

jury country,
a

the

adjacent

flooded. New Orleans now has
system, but pumps must be used as

sewer

formerly

guilty and gave sureties for $500
J. F. Wiley and J. P. Cole
For illegal sale he was sentenced

Algiers, opposite, and

were

to

dispose

THE

of the sewage.

NATIONAL

tridge

will go to

attend the

a.

R.

a

ar.d

visit with Mrs.
Mrs.

Charles H

Bangor today, Thursday, to

Music Festival.

Miss Sarah C, Collins returned yesterday to
duties as stenographer in Boston. She
was accompanied by her brother Alphonse,who
will spend several weeks there.

her

Mrs. Wm. Kotman closed their cot*
Shore, Northport, last Saturday and went to Bangor for a week's visit
before returning to New York.
Mr. and

tage

on

the North

Messrs. C.

G.

from
Mr.

The

O. Poor and W. M. Bean went to
the first of the

Pines, Quantabacook,

week for a sojourn of ten days. They go at
Col. Ambrose E. P, Stephens of Cincinnati
this season to enjoy the autumnal foliage
was elected commander-in-chief of the Sons of
$50 and 30 days in jail and appealed
Veterans.
Rev. and Mrs. Arthur A. Blair teturned last
to the Law Court, with sureties for $500.
The Army nurses of the Civil War elected
Herbert L. Harding of Knox was arraigned
Saturday from a trip through the White
Mrs. Alice C. Risley of Jefferson City,
Mo, as
Mountains in their auto. They later visited
for non-support of his minor children, Lillian their
president.
in Manchester, N. H„ and Marlboro, Mass,
F., Susie F. and Bertha E. Hard;ng of Knox
Miss Katherine R.A, Flood of
Newton,Mass.,
The plaintiff was his wife, Ethel L. Harding, was elected National
Mrs. Annie M. Pitcher, Miss Millie Mitchell,
president of the Daughwho was granted a divorce from the defendant ters of Veterans and Mrs. Grace Brooks was
Mrs. Harvey S. Cunningham and Mrs. Anna
(
in Sept. 1908, when the court ordered that he I chosen National patriotic instructor.
belle Underwood will leave this, Thursday
The report of Col. D. R. Stowitz,
should pay $3 per week for their support, !
quarter- morning for Bangor to attend the Music Festi
which he has failed to do. r£he defence was ! master general of the G. A. R., showed that val.
were 159,863 members in good standing Dec 21
that he had heart trouble and was unable to 1
Miss Mary A. Bickford, who spent the sum14.
earn the necessary funds to pay.
John R,
mer at her home on Cedar street, left SaturThe Women’s Relief Corps, organized 33
Dunton appeared for the plaintiff and H. C.
years ago, elected Mrs. Carrie Alexander-Baday for Brooklyn, N. Y., where she will spend
Buzzell for the defendant. Judge Cornish re- hrenberg of Belleville, 111, president, over three the winter with her niece, Mrs. G.
Harvey
other candidates. The corps voted from its
served his decision.
Self.
a gift of $1000 to be used as G. A.
treasury
R„
E.
Pendleton
of
Ellery
Islesboro, was before officials see fit,
Martin S, Ford, manager of the Equitable
the court Tuesday afternoon charged with
Life Ins. Co. of New York city, accompanied
Elias R. Monfort of Ci .cinnati, who received
non-support or his minor child in compliance 591
votes, was elected commander-in-chief by his wife, will arrive Oct, 26th to visit his
with orders by the court at the time of his after a spirited contest.Frank O. Cole of
Jersey parents, Rev. and Mrs. T. S. Ford, in Swanseparation from his wife. When arraigned he City received 231 and William J. Patterson of ville.
Pittsburg, 188. George H. Slaybaugh of
was asked by Judge Cornish if he did not
Washington, a Treasury Department employe,
Miss Margaret A Dunton returned last Friunderstand that the court had ordered him to was elected senior vice commander-in-chief.
weeks’ visit with relatives in
a
week
for
the
The
contest for junior vice comraander-in-chief day from a three
of
his
child and
pay $8
support
won by Levan Dodge of Berea,
Ky, on the Criehaven and resumed her duties in the law
replied that he understood. He also admitted was
second ballot.
B. F. Clarkson of Baltimore was office of Dunton & Morse. Mrs. S. S. L.
that he had not done as the court had ordered.
elected chaplain, and Reuben A. Adams of
Shute substituted in her absence.
He was asked if he knew that he could be sent Rochester, N. Y., surgeon-general.
Lee Robinson, who has been employed by
to jail if he did not obey the order of the
the American Express Co. at Bar Harbor the
court, to which he replied that he would never
FIRE IN WINTERPORT.
past season, has returned home and will subpay a penny as long as he drew breath for the
He was pronounced Mrs. Cyr Saves H<r Life'by Jumping Into a stitute for Stephen S. L. Shute during his vasupport of his child.
cation, which began last Tuesday.
guilty of contempt of court and was commitPond.
to

of this term.

adjustment

rear of New Orleans that is entered from Mobile bay, and before the building of the railroad connecting the two cities the Morgan line
of steamers made daily trips between Mobile
and New Orleans, landing passengers for the
latter place at the Lake End, where they took
the Ponchitrain railroad for the city. Both the
lake in the rear and the Mississippi river in
front, unless at a very low stage, are higher
than the city and the water fronts are pro-

net

sureties.

Elbert and William Wheeler of Boston, representing the Water Co., were present
and agreed to this disposition of the case.
The hearing will be in Belfast Nov. 2, 1915,
the

the

on a

property damage
Mr. and Mrs. George H. Priest of
approximately
Boston are
$12,000,000, while the number of the known visiting Belfast relatives and friends.
dead, Oct. 2d, was 198 and the missing 310.
Mrs. George Mixer has returned to
Camden
The greatest damage was done in New Orafter a visit here with Mrs. John
Collins.
leans, along the gulf coast and inland through
Harry E. Bowker of this city entered Shaw’s
the Lake Ponchitrain district of Louisiana.
Lake Ponchitrain is a body of salt water in the Business College in Portland last Monday.

in each case, with

water

Messrs.

waen

the witness in

waB

Herman H. Coombs left
Monday
trip to Boston.

ness

estimated at

the

on

verdict of guilty. On the indictreturned
ments as common seller and keeping liquor in
his possession with intent to sell, Mr. Mathews

drant rental

as

ease

a

company, and an
reached to refer the case to

in vacation

elevens,

the criminal docket was
tried Tuesday forenoon—State vs. Willie O.
Mathews of Lincolnville for illegal sale of
liquor. Hs pleaded not guilty. Joshua Mar-

contentions

law, also the adjustment of taxes and hydue, the decision to be rendered

Life.
West Indian hurricane reached the Gull
of Mexico Sept. 29th and ripped its way north,
ward through the Mississippi valley, causing

a

agreement was
Chief Justice Savage and Associate Justices
Cornibh and King to determine the principles
of

o.

Criminal Cases.

claimed that due to poor water pressure and
supply the city lost the North schoolhouse.
Judge Cornish suggested a conference in his
room, at which City Solicitor Carleton Doak,
Mayor Charles R. Coombs, Alderman C. W.
Wescott and Robert F. Dunton, counsel, rep-

Eaton,

nurnei

void

ftobert F. Dunton for the city claimed that
j
j the contract specified free hydrant rental after

anas

State vs. Charles Hubbard, for neglect to
support minor children.
State vs. Rennis W. Mathews for neglect to
support minor children.
State vs. Charles Robbins for assault and
battery.
State vs. Hugh Rooney, for common seller.

and counsel stated their

court.

xu^cr,

o,

alias “Aunt Hat” of Bangor, for enticement
of Miss Emma Boynton of Montville.
State vs. Willie 0. Mathews of Lincolnville,
three indictments: single sale, common seller,
and liquor in his possession for illegal sale.

01

A

XU

uaixici.

were

taken from the

follows:
Cole of Winterport for adultery (two

uscar

opened before the second jury with
Charles Kneeland and Clifton Whittum succeeding L. F. Marden and Robert P. Chase,
excluded as citizens of Belfast. The cases
were both for hydrant rental aDd interest since
1908;.the former for $4060 39 and the latter for
$665, the total, with interest, about $7,000.
The case is somewhat involved and
many intricate points of law figure. H. C. Buzzell
opened for the plaintiff and the case was then

Great Destruction of Property and Loss

brought

the case was taken to the Law
Court.which allowed the exceptions and
granted a new trial.
The case was reopened

occupied the day. It was given to the jury at
4 p. m. and an hour later
they returned a sealed verdict, which was opened at the
beginning
of the Friday morning session and was for
the
plaintiff for $40.29. Bangs and Buzzell for

drouth of 1914 caused the contract to be
to a close by Mr. Ward leaving the
premises. The account annexed was a lengthy
one showing a total deficit of
$1,405.84 with
credits of $915.60 leaving a balance of $490 24,
for which the suit was brought. Judge Geo.
E. Johnson was employed to audit the accounts and he placed the balance at $377.10,
disallowing Rogers the full amount claimed
on work of
turning rattle handles and finishing four carriages. John W. Manson, for defendant, claimed that Ward actually used the
mill only 77 of the 169 days in the account annexed because of the lack of water in the summer of 1914.
R. F. Dun ton, for plaintiff, was
not willing to allow credits claimed by defendant in the handle and carriage work, but
in every other respect the auditor's account
stood. Tuesday forenoon the jury returned a
verdict for the plaintiff in the sum of $243.10.

^personal.

THE FLOODS IN LOUISIANA.

He Takes

a

fine of

ted to

jail

until he

was

willing

to

comply

with

the order of the court.
State vs. Charles Robbins, appealed from
the Municipal court, for assault and battery on
James Manning of Lincolnville, was tried Tuesday afternoon, and Robbins was found guilty
and sentenced to jail for 60 days.
vatai

v^uits

ui

indictments

two

wmierport pieaa guilty to
charging him with adultery

continued for sentence.
tried Wednesday forenoon on a search and seizure case, an
appeal
from the Municipal Court. Sheriff F. A.
Cushman and Deputy Sheriff J. A. G. Beach,
who searched the lunch car of respondent
Aug. 14th, were the principal witnesses, and
John Leonard, who testified to buying liquor
of Rooney, was celled. James S. Harriman
for the defence claimed that the liquor produced in court wts for Rooney’s and Harry
L. Roberts’ personal use. The verdict was

and the

cases were

Hugh Rooney

not

was

uauies

State vs. Harriet S. Foyer, alias Harriet
Stevens, alias “Aunt Hat,” was opened late
Wednesday morning and continued into the

afternoon.
Codman Seriously HI.

October 1st Bishop Robert Codman of the
Episcopal diocese of Maine, was reported as
seriously ill in a hospital in Boston. His ill-

were

quictuy

exunguisnea.

wnen

Bne

returned to me house she found it in flames
and the efforts of Mr. Cyr and neighbors were
of no avail in confining the blaze, which soon
spread to the adjoining rooms totally destroying the house and barn. Part of the furniture
was saved and also part of the stock of
groceries which was kept in the front of the house
which was used as a general store conducted
by Mrs. Cyr. The loss will be about $5,000.
There is a partial insurance. The burned house
is about two miles from the village near the
B & A. railroad station. It was a story and a
half frame house and was built five years ago.

SECRET SOCIETIES.
Rebekah Lodge, I. O. O. F., will
6.30 p. m. at their regular
meeting Oct. 12th.
Aurora

have

guilty.

Bishop

D. J. Dickens has returned to Camden from
WINTERPORT, Oct. 3. By jumping into a
pond near her house, Mrs. J. S. Cyr saved her attending the meeting of the National Assolife Saturday morning when an oil stove in her
of Postal Clerks in San Francisco,
kitchen exploded setting fire to her clothes and ciation
badly ourning her body. With her clothes in Calif. During his month’s trip he visited the
flames Mrs, Cyr had the presence of mind to ; two
expositions and many of the most interrush for the pond which lies just back of the
in the west.
house and throwing herself into the water the esting places

a

supper at

William E.

Plummer of

Portland has been
of the Maine
Grand Lodge of Odd Fellows to serve the unexpired term of the late W.W.Cutter of Westbrook. It was decided that the time was so
short before the annual meeting of the Grand
Lodge, which will take place Oct. 26th, that it

appointed acting grand secretary

would be best f«.r all concerned not to
a

appoint

permanent secretary for the remainder of

interrupted a honeymoon trip on his the year. Mr. Plummer is the Grand Treasyacht, his marriage to Miss Margaretta B. urer of^the Grand
Lodge and is conversant
Porter of Philadelphia having taken place at with the
work, having been associated for a
Bar Harbor Sept. 16th. A preliminary operaconsiderable time with the late grand secretion was successfully performed Monday. The
tary.
scalp over the right temple was opened and a
ness

bit of bone removed. This was to relieve the
blood pressure in the hope that the left side,
which was paralyzed, would be restored to its
normal condition. When his health will permit, a growth in his head will be removed.
The Bishop was reported as resting comfortably later in the day. Tuesday he was unconscious and his condition critical.
Rev. E. S. Philbrook of Sanford, who has
accepted the pastorate of the First Baptist
church, arrived in Augusta Monday afternoon

visit

the guest of Edwin F.
church, and went to
attend the Baptist.
will enter upon his
Baptist church in this
city on the first Sunday in November.—Kennebec Journal.

for

a

short

as

Weston, clerk of the
Waterville Tuesday to
State conference. He
duties as pastor of the

Col. Levi M. Poor and Thomas H. Mathews
Augusta were in Camden Tuesday calling on
friends. The gentlemen were touring the
State and had already visited Bangor and Belfast and were to remain in Rockland over
night and continue their journey Wednesday.
In their Saxon car it is their intention to cover
all the State highways, both completed and
under construction. Mr. Poor is taking this
trip in lieu of the Washington reunion of the
G. A. R, as Mr. Poor could hardly be reviewed
by a Democratic President, while Mr. Mathews, who accompanies Mr. Poor as expert
chauffeur and companion,is enjoying this sightseeing tour as a relaxation from confining indoor duties. Both gentlemen spoke in glowing terms of the scenic beauties of Camden
and promised a return visit another season.—
; Camden Herald.
of

ing

from

Bingham.

Mrs.

Woodcock and Mr

Mrs. D. baunce Woodcock, who had been
with him at his Chase Pond camp, are on an
auto trip through Franconia Notch, White
Mountains, to Dover, N. H., Portland, Bath*
etc., and were expected to reach Belfast last
evening. Mr. Woodcock was unable to accompany them because of business.
and

Maine was highly honored last week when
at the convention of the National Ladies of
the G. A. R„ held in connection with the National encampment of the G. A. R., at Washington, Mrs. Mary R. Tarbox of Fryeburg was
elected senior vice president of the National
body. Mrs. Tarbox is well known in Portland
and in fact all sections of Maine, having held
the office of president of the order in Maine
department and her elevation to so high an
office proves that her ability and loviiness of
character is not only appreciated in her own
State but by all whose privilege it is to know
her. There were several candidates for the
office but Mrs. Tarbox received a majority of
the 600 votes
thrown.—Portland
Evening

Express.

Mansfield Mass., News of Sept. 17th
a long report of an
equal suffrage
rally in that town which included a parade
and a lecture by Dr. Anna Howard Shaw.
national president of the Woman's SuJfrage
Association. Prior to the parade a dinner
was given in honor of Dr. Shaw.
Mrs. Lillian
Brooks, president, and other officers of the
local organization, rode in the parade in an
auto. The News says: “The success of the
rally is due chiefly to the untiring efforts of
the president of the local league, Mrs. Lillian
Brooks, ably assisted by Mrs. Howe, the organizer, and officers of the organization."
The

contains

Richard Shaw, son of Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Shaw, who sailed from San Francisco on the
S. S. Shinyo-Maru for Hongkong, China,writes
from Honolulu of a most delightful ocean
trip*
There were many notables on boaid, including
American ambassadors, consul to Belgium,
members of the Aviation Corps and many
others. The first stop was made at Honolulu,
where Mr. Shaw enjoyed a motor trip over the
island, which he considers one of the most
beautiful he has ever seen. The ship makes
its next stop at Yokohoma and w as due to arrived in Hongkong Oct. 4th. Mr. Shaw is with
the International Banking Corporation,and has
been with this company since his graduation
from Bowdoin. He was for a time in San
Francisco, later in Kobe, Japan, for three
years, and has been at home for a year’s leave*
C.

Dudley A. Sargent’s

Dr.

and School for

Camp

Physical

HOBOES TRAVEL FAR TO BE RICH PAL’S GUESTS

Education.

_.

The Journal renders may be interestei
in learning something of the scope nd

Telephone
By-Ways

Sargent Schoet
Cambridge,
Sargent Camp fo

aims of the work of the

Physical

for

E ucalion at

Mass., and of the
Girls

Peterboro,

at

N

H.

These wen-

founded by Dr. Dudlej A. Sargent, wE
was born and passed his boyhood at Bel

fast,

Hundreds of small vilaway from
travelled roads,are read!!
accessible tosalesmeu who
know how inexpensive
and how
easy it is to telephone these places from

lages,

and has been for many years Directhe Hemenway Gymnasium oi

of

tor

Harvard

University, and the
physical training

foremost

advocate of

for botl
and women in this country.
In company with Dr. Sargent, and two
other Harvard professors, your corremen

convenient

points.

spondent started early in the afternoon
of Saturday, Sept. 25th, on the
seventy-

Sometimes it is impossible to "make” ail tplaces each trip, or personally to visit each ctomer oftener than once a
year.
A telephone call is the
best known substitute
for a personal visit. It
keeps one’s personality
alive. It gratifies the customer.
And frequently
it pavs for itself a hundredfold by the casual re-orders
it induces.

mile motor ride from Boston to Peterboro. Passing up through country which
became constantly wilder and wilder, and
and

hilly, we finally crossed a
ridge and descended into the
beautiful, hill-surrounded valley of the

more

more

mountain

Nubanusit and Contoocook rivers,
which lies Peterboro.
Continuing

through

village we
some six miles,

the

forest for

traversed

in
on

the

the trees meet-

Photos

the two upper classes or the Sargent
School. These girls, prospective teachers, are all over eighteen years of age,

ing over cur heads, and then, unexpectedly as it were, at the end of an aban- and average about twenty years. During
doned wood-road, we came upon the
July and August, while the school is havcamp with all its varied out- oor life and ing ils vacation, the camp is opened as a
activity. And by the way, moving pic- conventional girls’ camp for girls of from
tures taken at Dr. Sargent’s camp were twelve to
twenty-four years of age.
shown at Keith’s Theatre the past week.
Though these latter girls are not studyThe location is an ideal one.
On the ing to be teachers, belonging as they do
right of us, as we approached the bunga- rather to what may be termed the “solow, or central dining hall, sparkled the ciety type,” nevertheless, they not only
waters of Half-Moon Lake with us
respond quite as readily to the call of the
white, sandy beach— a sheet of water open as do their professional sisters, but
large enough lor all aquatic sports,but not are not backward in embracing the unsufficiently extensive to make swimming usual opportunities to perfect themselves
or canoeing dangerous when the
winds in out-door sports.
blow fresh.

On the left stretched out
open field of some thirty acres, smooth
as a lawn and resembling, in its
a

The writer feels that too much cannot

by American Press Association.

James Eads How, the millionaire hobo, and his guests summoned from all
over the country to attend the hoboes’
convention in New York recently.

I
through their youthful buoyancy, health times and places. Gouai lor i lellant.
Lena T. Cook from Frank J. Coo< of'
and enthusiasm, make a success of their
Rockland, for intoxication. Payson for
teaching under competent supervision.
libellant.
If there is one word, one idea, which
Addle S Brown of St. George from
stands pre-eminent in regard to the train- Walter F. Brown of Rockland, for cruelt
of Howard Leroy Brown
ing given by the Sargent School, “self- and Custody
Harold Raymond Brown, minor
it.
most
nearly approaches
expression”
Children, given to mother. Ingraham

The

physical

activities themselves

are

of course, conducive to this attitude, and
they create', in turn, a psychological condition which urges the student to show
forth what creative ability she may
The opportunities in the social
possess.
and recreative life of the school for such

are many, and are encourag'd
regard to Dr. Sargent’s con- leadership
because of the training they provide.
tribution
to
the
of
development
physical
layout,
Thus the girl who has some talent is
college campus. Tennis court, golf links. education for women. More than any
and given a
other man in this country he has enabled pretty sure to be discovered
ntiua, running iracK,
chance in a “show” to utilize her ability.
in fact, facilities for every known out girls to
the
same
exercise
enjoy
physical
While there is often a tendency at first
door game, were in evidence, and athletic and to attain the same
physical developgirls in bloomers, their hair loose down ment as was for ages the exclusive privi- for the girl3 to develop a certain amount
of mental and physical restlessness,—
their backs, or braided in
pigtails, were lege of their brothers. The resultant
skipping about with the snap and enthu- health, strength and buoyancy of spirits, due perhaps to the decided change from
an

be said in

wacc-uciii

siasm of

college boys.
Half hidden along the edge of the two
hundred and fifty acies of woods that
border the campus, and with the
farm,
comprise the estate, are the log cabins
or camps, where the girls
sleep, and in
the distant background,
particularly to
the west and south, rise chains of mountains, the highest of which, Mount
Monadnoek, looms up some 3,500 feet.
The bungalow, a large, central
camp,
contains the dining room and an
assembly
and study room.
Out of sight in the
trees, behind tbfs rustic structure, with
its broad piazzas and open-airfield stone
fireplace, is the power plant, from which
is obtained electricity for lighting the
entire camp and power for
running the
laundry, dish washers, ice cream freezers. etc., and for
pumping water.
In this well appointed camp,
fittingly
situated in its isolated, yet not too remote valley, eleven hundred feet above
the sea, assemble every June and
September, some two hundred girls—normal
students of physical education at the
Sargent School. Here, in addition to enjoying all the advantages of an ordinary
camp and of life in the woods and country, they are able to perfect themselves
under the personal supervision of
expert
teachers and under Dr. Sargent's direc-

tion, in what may be termed the out-door
part of their future profession as teachers of physical education.
The camp is essentially one where

things

done and where things are
On the lake, rowing, canoeing,
swimming, diving, etc., are taught. Before a girl is allowed to use a canoe, she
are

learned.

must not

only

have shown that she

can

hundred yards, but that she
can tip a canoe over in deep
water, right
it and climb into it again.
The variety
of strokes and dives that are taught can
best be appreciated by watching the two
hundred girls going through their various
contests and water-sports in the sparkling sunlight, which on a breezy fall
morning reflects from the miniature
waves of the lake as from burnished
3ilver.
Belfast readers will be interested to
swim two

archery, in the various forms of athletic

dancing, including folk-dancing, in singing, voice culture, dramatics, and in a
number of

branches of

the Arts

and

Crafts.

The hare and hounds runs, and
the tramps, or “hikes,” as the eirls call
them, are very popular, and on the day

the writer arrived at camp ninety girls
had walked to the top of Mt. Crotchett
and back, some twenty miles, and another party of forty were just returning
in

marching order, singing

their camp
songs, from an excursion to the top of
Mt. Monadnock, a twenty-five mile walk,

including
feet.
on

a

Not

climb of thirty-five hundred

hand for an

morning,
hours of

limping, and all
early breakfast

one was

none

were

rext

tbe worse for the eleven

walking and climbing.

Loyalty

to the camp and its spirit, and a splendid
enthusiasm for the work were everywhere evident and nowhere more than in
tbe camp songs sung around the campfire in the evening. A very pretty custom

consists in singing the camp song to each
visitor in turn, the visitor’s name being
interwoven at the proper placeB. Your
correspondent was introduced to the
students as “the only man they had ever
seen from Dr. Sargent’s native town,”

given an opportunity to tell
something about Belfast and the
Doctor’s boyhood days there.
During the visit of the writer, in fact,
throughout the months of June and September, tbe camp is occupied entirely by

and was
them

Weir

Fishermen.

The terrific gale of Sunday night,
did considerable damage in

Sept.

26th

vicinity.

The greatest loss

was

There will he no toll charge on a
Particular Party Call if you are not
connected with the person whose
name you have given to
the Toll

this

to the

Operator.

weir fishermen on Union Kiver bay. Fe.v
wmirs escaped severe damage, and several

E. R SPEAR,

both sides of tne oay were completely wrecked. The loss is felt especially
at this time, when, after a poor season,
the fishermen were looking hopefully for
the fall run of fish. Farmers lost principally through the threshing of fruit from
the trees.
In Ellsworth many branches
were stripped from shade trees, but no
serious damage was done.—Ellsworth
on

|

American.

Montgomery of Rockland, for cruelty.
Smalley for libellant.
Daisy M. Gray from Frank E. Gray
of Vinalhaven, for cruelty. Libellant to
assume her maiden name of
Daisy M.
Stratton.

may say, of certain aspects of the
work —this being particularly true of the

we

This

other men of his time has made.
does not

mean

that

women

are

to be

n
x

«...

ui

xxv/i-imig

mucuuru, mass.,

are

especially adapted

exercise to shine.

tor such

vigorous

It should be remem-

bered, however, that much of this work
is required of all the girls on account of
its valuable training in strength, courage
and agility, and because of its necessary

part in their equipment as teachers.
We have, then, before us as an object
of gymnastic training, the development
of the individual girl—first, for her own

$5,000 year
custody
of the minor children, Mildred B., 18,
and Edwin G., 15.
Sarah Jewett Minturn, who has also
been living in Camden the past year,
was divorced from John W. Minturn of
Syosset, Nassau county. New York, to
whom she was married in 1910. They
lived together until July 16, 1914.
Mrs.
Minturn was awarded alimony of $6,000
a year, which ceases in the event of her
remarriage.

Cruelty was the ground on which each
of the above divorces was decreed.
H.
C. Buzzell of Belfast was counsel for
the libellants, and A. S. Littlefield represented the libelees.

Kenneth and Harland
support
Pease. Withee for libellant.
her
is to fit the girl to go out and teach
Blanche E. Brackett from G. Chandchosen branch of work with as full an ap- ler Brackett of Thomaston, for cruelty.
preciation of its significance as the three Littlefield for libellant.
Lovina Whitehouse of St. George
years’ course can give her. As in the prep- from Edwin Whitehouse of
Brighton,
aration for other professional work, the
Mass., for cruelty. Smalley for libelaiiu

uuiu,

as

a

nuiinai

bcuuui,

uic

aim

range of subjects with which the teacher
of physical training must at least be in
touch
that

constantly widening,
progressive curriculum and

seems
a

that allows of

some

so
one

degree of choice

A brief recital of
necessary.
of the positions filled by the Sar-

seems
some

gent graduates will give an idea of the
diversity of the training which would be
required were each student to specialize in the phase of the work she takes
up. Among these school work, elementary, high, private, normal and college,
claims the majority of the girls; while in
addition playgrounds and other recreative activities, summer camps, dancing
classes, Young Women’s Christian Association and Settlement work, and lastly "corrective work” as assistants to
orthopedic surgeons or in hospitals, are
all important fields of labor for the physical trainer. For this reason opportunity must be given to the students not
only to be grounded in the subjects
which make up the physical side of the
work, but also to gain an insight into
the educational and social value of their
future careers. Thus the development
of character and personality is often
very pronounced among students of se-

lant.

Lottie G. Farnham from Herbert D.
Pnrnham

nrnalfw

A lirrmmt

in

fhu

of $1,500. Campbell for libellant.
Jesse F.
Wentworth of Appleton,
from Grac- E. Wentworth of St. George,
for cruelty. Custody of Austin
R.
Wentworth, minor child, given to the
and
of
Iva
M. Wentmother,
custody
worth, minor child, given to the father.
In each case the parent having the custody of the child shall allow the other
parent to see said child for at least two
weeks in each year, if desired for so
long at any proper and reasonable
times, said child then to be taken to the
home of the other, or to the home of the
grandparents, but in no case to be taken
out of the State. Ingraham for libelsum

lant; Littlefield for libellee.

Pauline Norton Smith of Camden from
James Hopkins Smith, Jr., of Falmouth,
for cruelty. Custody of Paul Norton
Smith and James Hopkins Smith, 3d,
minor children, given to the libellant for
seven months of each year, and to the
libellee for five months of each year,
each of the parties to have access to
said children at all reasonable times.
Symonds, Snow, Cook & Hutchinson for
libellant.
Grace M. Spaulding from Don C.
Spaulding of Camden, for intoxication.
Montgomery & Emery for libellant.
Lillian M. Sprague from Leon M.
Sprague of Vinalhaven, for cruelty.
Custody of Millard Keith Sprague given
to mother.
Roberts for libellant.
George A. Judkins of Vinalhaven
rious intent, while even the most unori.
from Myrtle E; Judkins of Stonington,
ginal,—and are there not some in every for statutory
cause.
Custody of Doroschool?—readily grasp the benefits at- thy Judkins, minor child, given to ther
tained from the gymnastic exercises, and father; libellee to see child at reasonable

for libellant.

Maggie S. Williamson

from Alfred
Williamson of Rockland, for intoxication.
Custody of Mildred, Earl and Dorice,
minor children, given to the mother.
Libelee to pay libellant $5 per week for
the care of said children. Smalley for

libellant.

Washington Prescott of Camden from
Annie May Prescott of Boston, for desertion. Custody of Mabel F. Prescott,
minor child, given to the mother. Libel-

lant to pay clerk of courts $6 a month to
aid in care of said child. Withee for libllant.
Estelle M. Ward from Roscoe K. Ward
for intoxication. Campbell for libellant.
Eliza A. Milberry from Charles M.
Milberry, for non-Bupport. Miller for

libellant.
Gertrude E. Ludwig from George A.
Ludwig of Hope, for intoxication. Custody of Dorothy E., and Raymond E.
Ludwig, minor children, given to the
mother. Montgomery & Emery for libellant.

Rudolph H. Britt from Josephine L.
Britt of Rockland, for cruelty.
The marriage of James E.Maloney and
Emily E. Jackson was annulled. The
parties are residents of Camden.
Halibut

Stock

Gloucester, Sept. 29.
for three weeks

ever

of

$5,840.

The greatest stock

recorded in

the North

Atlantic halibut fishery is that just made by
the schooner

Rex.

Capt. Augustus

G.

Hall

landed 55,000 pounds of halibut, for which 11
cents per pound for white fish and 9 cents lor
gray was received. He brought 10,000 pounds

ground

fish here.
The total stock
The fish were taken on the Grand
Banks. But for the recent high winds, which
obliged Capt. Hall to heave to for two days on
the passage home, the time of the vcyage
would have been considerably lessened.
of fresh
was

$5,840.

QUESTIONS YOU GANT ANSWER
ia milk constipating? Do you
know that coffee with milk or cream at
breakfast has a laxative action and tea
the opposite effect? Should constipated
people eat much or little meat and what
vegetables are best?
These and a lot of other questions that
everybody should he aide to answer are

Why

treated in the namphlet “Constipation,
Its Causes and Treatment” which with a
sample of Pinklets, the new laxative,
will be sent free on request by the Dr.

Williams Medicine Co., Schenectady, N.
Y. Pinklets are a simple laxative, act
gently but thoroughly and do not gripe.
If you don’t want to wait, for the sample your druggist will supply you with
Pinklets at 25 cents per bottle but write
for the book anyway..

Picked Up Adriff

Between Sprague's Cove end Turtle Head,
Owner can have
a 14-foot centerboard boat.
same by proving property and paying charges.
N. W. TILDEN,
North lalesboro.
3w39p
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E. FRANK COE FERTILIZERS. Menu fat:
ill the Beet Equipped Factory in the Country at Belfast, Maine.
JACK; ON & HALL BELFAST A(iF;NTS.
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At a Probate Court held at Beitast. within and
for the County of Waido, on the 14th day of
September. A. I) 191
ANNAH C. COLCOLD of Searspoit, heir of
Theodore P. Polcord, late of san Francisco.
Calif., deceased, having presented a petition
praying that the actual market value of the
estate of sair deceased subject to anii heiit
auce tax in the state ol
Maine, the persons
interested in the suscession tin reto and the
amount of the tax thereon, uiav be determined
b\ t* e Judge of Probste
Ordered. That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy or this
order to be published tin
weeks successively ir
The Republican Journal, a newspaper puMi.slice
at Jeltast, that they may appear ala Probatf
Court, to be held at oelfast. witlnn and for sair
County, on the 12th day of October, A I). 1916.
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause
if any they have,why the prayer of said petitioner snouid not be granted.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Ain hi it w. Leonard, Register.

\\T A 1.1*0 SL.—in t'ourt <»i rro!'
V?
fast, on the 14th day of s.Sarah A, Fuller, administratrix
Janies Hiller, late of Searsniout
deceased, having presented her f;:
count of administration of said

H

1

fnAmerica’s
4

j?

U

Greatest
Cigarette
Mahers of the Highest Grade Turkish
and Egyptian Cigarettes in the UhrU

j
1

\

Pr< bate Court neui at
for the County of Waldo,
September, a. I). 1916.

At a

j

I

aldo, having presented

bonds as tlie law directs. All per-,
mauds against the estate of sam
sired to present the same for setti--:
indebted thereto are requested !
ment immediately.
KlLKY U
Knox, Me., Sept. 14, 1916.

\ DM IMS l R a TOR’S NOT It

II7ALDO SS.—In Court »*t Probate, held at Bel
V? fast,on the 14th day of September, 1916-

ance.

Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
r’ at all persons interested may attend at a Pro
bate Court to be held at Belfast, ou the 12th
day of October next, and show cause, if any
they have, why the said account should not be
a.lowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur vv. Leonard. Register.
a

Probate.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice tt
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successivelj
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and fot
said Couuty, on the 12th day of October, A. D.
1915, at ten of the clock before uoon, and show
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said
petitioner should not be granted.

117 A 1.1)0 SS—In Court of Probate, held at Hei
V? fast, on tlie 14?.!: day of September, 1915.
Emma .Vi. Wording, administratrix on the estate
of Ellen F, W. Musselman, late of Belfast, in
said County, deceased, having presented her

first and final account
estate for allowance.

.IA \1 K.K I.IHHV. .linin'*.

Leonard, Register.

of administration of said

Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a ProDate Court,i to he held at Belfast, 011 the 12th day
of October next, and show cause, it any they
have, why the said account should not be allowJAMES LIBBY, Judge.
ed.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.

LDO SS.— In Court of Probate,lie.d at Belon the 14th day of September, 1916.
'v
A, Cowan,'administrator on the estate of
James E. Spr gue, late of frrankfort, in said
County, deceased, having presented his fli>t and
final accouut of administration of said estate for
allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be helu at Belfast, on the 12th day
of October next, and show cause, if any they
nave.why the said account should uot be allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.

WA
fast,
altei

ADMINISTRATOR’S

SS.—In court of Probate, held at Belthe 10th day of August. 1916.
Rachel
Pendleton, Frank I. Pendleton and
Beniamin F. Coicord, trustees on the estate of
Benjamin F. Pendleton, late of Searsport, In
said County, deceased, having presented their
first ac count of administration of said estate for
allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County, that all persons interested may attend at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the
12th day of October next, and show cause, if any
they have, why the said account should not |be
allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.
fast.
WALDO
M.

on

Morrill, Me., Sept. 14, 1915,
NOTICE.

The sub-

ADMINISTRATRIX’S
scriber hereby gives notice that she lias
administratrix of the

been duly appointed
tate of
Frank N. HOYLE, late of

es-

Liberty,

iu the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
ah persons having
bonds as the law directs,
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement and
ail indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately to Willis J, Greeley of Liberty, Me.,* my authorized agent iu the state of
ADDIE L. HOYLE.
Maine.

Attleboro, Mass., Sept, 14,1916.

>
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v
1

4
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1

bonds as the law directs.' All p
demands against the estate of sa ;
desired to present the same for
all indebted thereto are request!
ment immediately
JAMES A
Belfast, Me., Sept. 14, 1915.

i

j

NOTICE. The sonotice that be has
HYHPiitnr nf flu» P.i<t vul!

iEXECUTOR’S
by gives

nmntHd

of
LILLIAN J.

KNOWLTON, late
County of Waldo, deceased.
demands
having
against the estat

in the
1

ceased

*

desired t<» present the
tlement, ami all indebted thereto
to make payment immediately.
ANSON Kv
Freedom. Me., Sept. 14, 1915.
are

NOTICE. The sir
that they have Nof the last will

\ y give notice
tEXECUTORS'
k

pointed

executors

of

JAMES FATTEE, late Of R*
County of Waldo, deceased
having demands against the esuc
ceased are uesired to present the s...
in the

ment, and all indebted thereto an
make payment immediately.
( Lit FORD .1
SUMNERt I
Belfast, Me., Sept. 14. 1915.

{EXECUTRIX’S

NOTICE. Hie

by gives notice that she Impointed executrix of the last, wi

of

|

ANDREW H. I.ORRIMER, hit
the Count) of Waldo, decease
having demands against the
ceased are desired to present lie
tlement, and all indebted thereto
to make payment linineclately
in

«

!

MERCY M.

Searsport, Me., Sep.. 14, 1915
4

The
subNOTICE
scriber hereby gives notice that lie lias beeu
duly appointed administrator of the estate of
ANNIE L, VICKERY, late ot Morrill,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons liaviug
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
JOHN F. VICKERY.

A

DMIN IS! RATOR’S NOTH 1
scnber hereby gives notice lh

duly appointed administrator,wit

nexed. of the estate of
ELLEN A. SMALL, late of 8*
in the County of Waldo, deceasebonds as the law directs. All pers<
mands against the estate of said
desired to present the same for sett
all indebted thereto are requested
ment immediately to Harry E, niin^
port, Me., my authori zed agent In
Maine.
FRED C. EH" •'i
Boston, Mass., Sept. 14, 1916.
NOTICE. I b*
er hereby
gives notice that h
duly appointed administrator of the
EVA C. HURl), late of Libert'
in the County of Waldo, deceased,
bonds as the law directs. All p« '"
demands against the estate of said -I
desired to present the same for sett
all indebted thereto are requested t«ment immediately.
CLARENCE M 1
Liberty, Me., Sept. 14. 1916.

ADMINISTRATOR’S

■

4 DMIN1STKATOR’S NOTICE,

ADMINISTRATOR’S

NOTICE—The subscriber here-

GUARDIAN’S
by gives notiee'that she lias been duly apguardian of
pointed

|
!

MARCELLUS J. DOW of Brooks,
in the County of Waldo, and given bonds as the
law directs. All persons having demands against
said Marcellus J. i>< w are desired to present the
same for settlement, and all indebted thereto
are requested to make payment immediately.
GRACE DOW BACHELDER.
Brooks, Me., Sept. 14 1915.

S

I

A Pef heieby gives notiee that
appointed administrator of thee
MARY J. hURNS, late of
in tile Count
of Waldo,; decea-

Jallies C. Durham and Sarah W. Peterson, trustees on the estate of George E. Wight, tate of
Belfast, in said County, deceased, having presented their eighth account of administration of
said estate tor allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Beltast, on the 12th day
of October next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not he allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard. Register.

EMMA

.•»

ISRAELS ADAMS, late of Dor.
deceased, and given bonds as 1
All persons having demands ;ig;
of said deceased are <le ireu t<> pi.
for settlement, and ail indebted t
quested to make payment imiin d
1L Dunton. my authorized agent
Maine.
< arrii
Dorchester, Mass., Sept, 14, 19

JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard. Register.

WALDO

<

ADMINISTRATRIX'S MOT 11
A
scriber hereby gives noti.
been duly appointed admimstrari
of

count of administration of said estate for allow-

allowed-

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within anc
for the County of Waldo, on the 14th day oi
September, A. D. 1915.
m. wording, administratrix of the
estate of Ellen F. W. Musseiman, late of
Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deceased;
having presented a petition praying that the
actual market value of certain personal property belonging to said estate, now in her hands
for distribution, the persons interested in the
succession thereto and the amount of the tax
thereon may be determined by the Judge of

,

4 DM1NISTRA TOJR’S
NOTICE
A
scrit er hereby gives notice tha:
duly appointed administrator of tin
U U LI)A11 W 1GG1K, late or
in the County of Waldo, deceas-

auce.

88.—In Court of Probate, held at Belfast, on the 14tli day of September, 1915
Harry E. Bangs, executor of the will of Lydia
C. Carver, late of Searsport, in said County, deceased, having presented bis first and final account of administration of said estate for allow-

,5

clock before noon, and show eauhave, why the same should not
proved and allowed.
JAMES LUO
A true copy
Attest.
ARTHUR W. LkY)NA1; 11

that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to l»e held at Belfast, on tin* 12th
day of October next, and show cause, if any
they have, why the said account, should not he

Leonard, Register.

t
.*

terested

Ordered, that notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,

Ordered, that, notice be given to all persons inby causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively iu The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfa>t, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of October next, at ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the same should not be proved, approved
and allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.

At a Probate Court held at Melt;
for the County ol Waldo, on the
of September, a. d. 1915.
\ certain instrument, purporting
A will and testament of John ii
of Brooks, in said County of \\ .1
having been presented for probate.

Ordered, That notice be given :■
by causing a copy of th
published three weeks successive
publican Journal, published at ltd
may appear at a Probate Court, 1
Belfast, within and for said Coiuu\
ond Tuesday of October next,

Belfast, within and
on the 14th day of

IT/A L1>0 SS.—In court of Probate, held at Bel
VV fast, on the 14th day of September, 191f,
! Charles R. Coombs, administrator on the estate
! of Khoda Page, late of Belfast, in said County,
| deceased, having presented his first and final ae

terested

Monroe, Sept. 14,1915.

|

ALLEN WOOD, guardian of Emma
of Searsmont, n said County of
a petition praying for
license to sell and convey certain real estate
belonging to said Emma L Jameson, situated in
said Seaisniont, and described in said petition.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
ah persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively
in 1 he Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that they appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on tlie 12th day of October, A. 1). 1916,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
JAM EH LIBBY, Judge
A true copy. Attest:
ARTiu k W. Leonard, Register.

A certain instrument, purporting to be a copy
A of the last will and testament of Charles W.
Wilder, late of Boston. Mass deceased, having been presented for probate.

NOTICE. The subscriber hereby gives notice that lie has been duly
of the estate of
administrator
appointed
CHARLES A. HANSCOM, late of Monroe,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
WESLEY L. SCRIBNER.

j

Jameson

v*
a

At a Probate Court neld at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of September, a. 1). 1915.

A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W.

Ordered, That notice thereof
weeks successively, in The Repn:
newspaper published in Belfast,
that all persons interested may
bate Court, to be he'd at‘Belfast,-"
of October next, and show canhave, why the said account should
JAMES LI n
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonu
a

A
L.
MaRY

PROBATE NOTICES.

A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W.

ance.

<

competitive feature and those numbers physically educated like men, or that for desertion.
Faustina D. Johnson from Charles E.
in which individual skill and ingenuity they are to aspire to have large muscles
New Probate Laws
Johnson of St. George, for cruelty. CusThe beauty and value of and make athletic records. The highest
are displayed.
tody of Kenneth D Johnson, minor
call
for
in
The
last
ideals
legislature amended Chapters 66 and
physical development
most of the work, however, depends
child, given to the mother. Libelee to i 69 of the Revised
Statures requiring executors,
the womanly woman as well as for the
pay libellant $2 a week until further or- administrators and guardians to give public
upon its mass effect;—the unity, response
each being the complement der of the court. Johnson for libellant. notice of their appointment.
man,
manly
and;co-operation developed through many
Lillie E. Overlock of Rockland from
Chapter 66 is amended so as to read as folAlfred Johnson.
hours of faithful practice, the rhythm of the other.
Charles A Overlock of Liberty, for de- lows:
40.
and grace attained only by constant at“Section
Every executor or administrasertion. Staples for libellant.
three months after his appointAbbie S. Fitzgerald from Nahum A. tor, within
tention to the details of muscular co-orDivorced at Rockland.
within
or
such
further time, not exceedment
Fitzgerald, for cruelty. Payson for libel- ing three months, as the judge allows, shall
dination, poise, musical time and accent.
lant.
In the term of the Supreme Judicial
cause public notice of his appointment to be
Naturally, the increase in individual enRoscoe McFarland of Camden from published in some newspaper published in the
at Rockland, just closed, there
durance and vigor, as well as in direct Court
Grace M McFarland of Pittsfield, f( r der3 county where the deceased last dwelt, if in the
were 38 divorces granted and one mar- sertion.
Custody of Donald McFarland," State, and shall give such further notice as the
proficiency in gymnastic ability, cannot
This establishes a minor child, given to the father. Emery judge m writing directs.”—(Approved March
was annulled.
be estimated ty the on-looker, except in riage
10, 1915.)
for libellant.
new record for Knox county.
Section nine of
sixty-nine of the Regeneral terms of admiration for the glowLaura E. Stimpson from Joseph F. vised Statutes is chapter
amended by inserting after
Wealthy New Yorkers ngure in two of
ing health and vitality and the steady
of Thomaston for non-support. the word “guardians” in the first line of said
Stimpson,
these cases.
Madge C. Bruns, who has Custody of Marion Jr., and Francis E. section, the following words, “shall give notice
accuracy of the girls as they march, play been
living in Camden the past year, Stimpson, minor children, given to the of their appointment and make retur* thereof
“recess
dance
or
games,”
typical
per- was divorced from Edwin G. Bruns of
mother. Alimony in the sum of $400. to the probate court in the manner provided
form other group work. The more spec- New York city, to whom she was mar- Johnson for libellant.
by law relating to notices of appointment by
tacular parts of the program, such as ried in 1895. They separated two years
Laforrest A. Maker from Anniebelle executors and administrators.”
Mrs.
Bruns
was
awarded
alimony Maker of Rockland, for cruelty, Johnson
the apparatus work, high vaulting and ago.
in the sum of
a
and
swnging competitions, and the remarkable wail-scaling, permit the girls who

They will tell

)

Roberts for libellant.

ford for libellant.
Jennie E. Hccking of Rockland from

r-1

"|l

let your crops DECIDE

1857

>

hhellant.
Nettie A. Montgomery from Robert W

school years to the comparaLorana E. Lonizell of Camden from
perhaps best seen at the exhibition preparatory
tive freedom and intense physical work Julius Lonizell of Togus, for desertion.
of gymnastics held by the Sargent School
Withee for libellant.
of the Normal school, —this same restCarrie H. Thurston from Carl W.
each spring in the Boston Arena. Of
lessness when later put under control Thurston of
Union, for intoxication.
these exhibitions the writer has been an
and guidance is one of the important fac- Staples for libellant.
interested spectator for several years,
Margaret N. Robbins from Robie B.
tors in the growth of originality, adaptand the following summary of their aims
Robbins of Appleton, for cruelty. Smaland perseverance and helps to
ability
and scope, gathered from personal obserley for libellant.
make the young woman a power in whatAnnie B. Gould of Rockland from Warvation and from talking with Dr. Sargent
ever field she is later called, and if, perren H. Gould of Lynn, Mass., for intoxiand his assistants, may not be out of
chance, it may be for some of them, cation. Libellant to resume her maiden
place here.
name ol Annie B Achorn.
that of motherhood, and if Emerson
The exhibition itself covers two gen- to
Charles M. Wooster from Martha A.
in his statement that “men are Wooster of Camden for desertion.
is
right
eral purposes: first, it offers an opporCustody of Howard E. and Raymond K.
tunity to present before a large and en- what their mothers made them,” surely Wooster,
minor
children, given to the
thusiastic audience various phases of the this work which Dr. Sargent has pur- mother.
Crawford for libellant.
ffumnflofip nntivitioa nf tho nnnila* orwH
sued with such vigor lor so many years,
George T. Kitching from Rosetta
second, it furnishes a culminating point, makes for preparedness as that of few Kitching of Camd.n for desertion. Craw-

rroua

about the campus, opportunity is afforded for instruction in horseback riding, in

To

are

sake, that she may gain in bodily
Other divorces were:
strength, in quickness of perception, in
Mabel E. Doherty from John E. Dohand
muscular
control;
know that Lir. Sargent maintains that accuracy, grace
erty of Rockland, for cruelty. Littlehis camping experiences of forty years and, second, to train her through games, field for libellant; Milles for libelee.
Olive M. Pease from Llewellyn L.
ago, with the late George A. Quimby, group work, and concerted action to
Pease of Hope, for cruelty. Custody of
and others on the shores of Tilden’s and realize the necessity of cooperation, conMinerva O. Pease, minor child given to
Giiantahar-nnk nnnHn
Rolfaat
formity to regulations, and the depend- father. Custody of Kenneth G. and
enence
of
success
the
unselfish
Harland
him the ideas which led up to this present
upon
Pease, minor children, given to
the mother. Libelee to pay $2 a week
deavor of each individual,
camp by a lake in the woods.
for
of
In addition to ihe numerous land games
and sports mentioned above as carried on

for libellant.
F.orence L. Dutch of Brockton, Mass.,
from Alva L. Dutfh of Vinalhaven, for
cruelty. Custody of Alwiida S. Dutch,
miner child, given to the mother. Littlefield for libellant.
Iris H. Blackirigton from Leander K.
Blackingtou of Camden, for cruelly.
Custody of Edward W. Blackington,
miner child, given to I he paternal grandparents, said child to be with its mother
two weeks of each month.
Smalley foe

Loss

junction

A er hereby gives notice that
duly appointed administrator of the «
HELEN W. CROSBY, late of 1
in the County of Waldo, deceased,

bonds as the law directs. All personmands against the estate of said d»
desired to present the same Corsetu1
all indebted thereto are requested tment immediately.
ROBERT F. 1)1

Belfast, Me., Sept, 14,1916.
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SHOOS PRESIDENTIAL BEE AWAY.

Two Gold Medals-Highest Award
at The Panama

q, \. R. in
ins

Exposition, 1915

Washington.

Welcomed by President Wilson,
and Review by the President.
Veterans of
ion, Sept. 28.
War, here for the annual emi the Grand Army of the
v. re formally welcomed to the
,pht by President Wilson,
1-111 their battles 50 years ago
that the greatest instru!
the uplift of mankind the
er seen might not be im-

spoke amid scenes of
in the crowded convenwhich the old Census
been converted.
Col.
r, commander-in-chief of
roduced him amid thun;g and informed him that
-mod solidly behind the Adconduct of the present
problems, and that their
ipport him in any steps he
ait
r

H'

:
1-LJWGiii.ljr

‘“Itliupicu

LUC

j

Photo by American Press Association.
Elihu Root, former senator from New York and chairman of the convention which revised the constitution of New York state, refuses to consider any
lie is seventy.
nominal ion to the presidency because of his advanced age.

spoke to the veterans,
and friends. He did not

tie

on

the

growing

European

war

or

of it, but de:ess to the mission of the
and the lessons taught by
Hints on Child Welfare
A tr.
He spoke of the Civil
of the few in history of |
Every proud mother likes to see her
-ties should be proud.
! children strong, well and happy. The
i.
: the noise in the hall made
way to have pride in your children is
nis and resulting difficulty
to train them to good habits of body,
as well as of mind.
Teach them cleang the cro.wd forced the
''’P speaking for nearly 10
liness; tell them that fresh water, pure
gVthe chairman restored orair and sunshine are as good for them
!£as for birds, flowers and trees.
Don’t
g marked the formal opengive children medicine unless they need
Grand Army encampment,
it. When they do require something for
utinue during the remainder
their bowels or stomach, you can safely
After
his
week.
address the give them “L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine.
the
remained in the hall while the
Many mothers have learned to have conreus
affiliated
organizations
fidence in it, because when they were
i;.
tatG. A. R. made brief addresses. children their mothers gave it to them.
<1 lent’s address, in part, folA dependable household remedy, used
for over sixty years in thousands of
I:is a singular thing that men of a families.
itiun should have witnessed
oir_.
Buy a 35c bottle at your nearest
ave witnessed in the crowded
store, or write today for a free sample.
i-which you celebrate tonight.
FREE.—“Ye Olde Songs,” words and music
cart when you were young
of sixty popular songs sent free on receipt of
at struggle, the meaning of
3 outside yellow wrappers from the bottles,
■■re say, you thought would
! together with your opinion of our Medicine.
la,! during your lifetime, and
“L. F.” MEDICINE CO.,
Portland, Me.
has happened in the making
5,
Nation in the lifetime of a
n
the same way if called upon by the
rations.
President.
i.in in which you now live is
Washington, Sept. 29. Pennsylvania
lion for whose union you
::
avenue, through which the victorious
!"! You have seen many things Union
army inarched 50 years ago for reiaae this Nation one of the
view by President Andrew Johnson, was
vc Nations of the world with
■alined
early Wednesday with thousands
he
modern spirit of that
who braved a sharp wind to see the remyou have the ; sat sfaction
nant of that legion march from the Cape: i
say few soldiers have ever
itol to the White House to be reviewed
king hack upon a war abso- Ix.T
S
W/* I
All
Jr.
,.P
: is in this, that instead of dethe G. A. R.—survivors of the ensilade
ltas healed; that instead of
i of shot and shell on the battlefield, and
manent division, it made a
conquerors of the ravages of time! union.
tr
marched up Pennsylvania avenue this
a ion was from the
I
beginning
morning and reproduced the grand ret
nterprise, and you have seen view
of 50 years ago.
Flanked by the
f the two once divided secii,
cheering thousands who crowded the
e- :
country absolutely united,
“i'.vahich seemed as if it had the sidewalks, saluted by the president of
the United States, they were greeted as
:
ry kind of bitterness in it has
the heroes of the greatest crisis this
i.
gie generation put bitterness
country ever faced. They marched unteg
ut of his heart and you feel,
der a cloudless sky, the white sunlight of
the men who fought against
late September emphasizing the silver
Atat you were comrades even
of their hair.
From every flagstaff and
is,::
g:i you did not know it, and
from all the windows of the buildings
: '■•
,ou know that you are comthe line of march the stars and
ti
a common
love for a country along
stripes floated in the slow breeze. Bands
it:
ire equally eager to serve.
from every section of the country played
a miracle of the spirit so far
the airs to whose enthusiastic strain
:
history is concerned. This these men had made their historic
,e very few wars in which in
50 and more years ago
in-verybody engaged may take charges
The line of march was from P ace
e wars are to be
regretted; monument, at the west entrance of the
it t r
mar the annals of
history; Capitol grounds, up Pennsylvania avewars contrasted with those
[*
nue and through a court of honor erected
lit
annals distinguished, show
in front of the White House. At the
■ tr,- ..irit of man sometimes
springs head of the
procession was Lieut. Gen.
great
terprises that are even great- Nelson A. Miles
with distinguished army
“V’
iwn mind had conceived.
”'iu set the Nation free for that and navy officers as his aides. Col. Geo.
A.
Halsey, chief of staff to the com»t car e-r of
development, of unham- mander-in-chief
of the G. A. R,, was
fc:
lopment, which the world has the active marshal of the
parade. U. S.
bttsc: since the Civil War. But for
!<* i >rt I would not be proud of the Grant Post of Brooklyn, N. Y., acted as
special guard to Commander-in-Chief
ter:
ry physical development of
11
Palmer. In addition to the veterans in
of its extraordinary de*?"■- ,i material wealth and finan- the line there were Sons of Veterans,
various citizens’ militaiy organizations,
did I not believe that the
i
troops of the regular army, Marine Corps
ne United States wished ail
l fe
and sailors from the fleet of warships
r devoted to ideal ends.
Veterans
'her, : Hve been other Nations as anchored in the Potomac.
marchpd in their respective Grand Army
Sasw
there have been other NaIISas | uwerful; there have been other departments, the line being headed by
the Department of Illinois, which was
te ? n.spirited, but I hope we shall the first
to be organized after the war.
,fr f“rt; -t that we created this Nation.
Lieut. George C. Round, president of
\l08,,rve ourselves, but to serve raanthe Veteran Signal Corps association,
bg.
the signal announcing the start of
,1 nope 1 may say without even an im- gave
the parade.
«tiori ,f criticism upon
any other
A half century ago President Johnson
people in the world that it has al- from a
grandstand in front of the White
:h J ed to me that the
people of
'omted States wished to be regarded House reviewed 160,000 veterans of the
Ofcvoteil lo the promotion of particular Army of the North. Wednesday President Wilson from the same spot greeted
®P'e- of human rights.
the survivors.
Estimates placed tin
■n* l
ited StateB were founded not
number of veterans in line from 20,000 to
pro\.
free homes but to assert hu*
rights. This flag meant a great en- 25,000. All departments of the federal
and district governments, the public
tee ,t the human
spirit. Nobody, schools and virtually all business houses
marE‘ bodies of men, in the time that
were closed for the occasion.
first set up, believed with a very
With President Wilson to review the
"•i in the
of democracy.
efficacy
were members of the cabinet,
IJt I-Hiize
that only so long ago as procession
other distinguished officers of the Unitf the American Revolution
ea
justices or the Supreme court
®ocr'iry was regarded as an experi- andstates,
members of Congress.
f-he world, and we were regardThe
grand parade and presidential re'sia.h experimenters?
view was the crowning event of the an“al we
not only believed in it, we
nual
reunion
of the Grand Army of the
t
our belief was well founded and
Republic. It was in commeration of the
'a Nation
as powerful as any in the
review after the close of the Civil
aid be erected upon the will of grand
War.
j
People; that, indeed, there was a
Other events of the day’s program inero ,,uch a Nation that
dwelt in no cluded a drill
r
by bluejackets from the
ttion unless also in that other
on the White House lot, a reJ?.r the spirit of the people prevailed, warshipsin honor of the commander-inception
"i now know and the
world knows chief
and national officers of the G. A.
die thing we then
undertook, rash R., by the ladies of the G. A. R, and
denied, has been practicable, and
camp reunions.
We have set
up in the world a GovExcitement, exhaustion and minor
etlt maintained and
promoted
by
,
mishaps took a few veterans out of the
conscience and general conparade. The regular army ambulances
the line of march carried them
8tanc* here not to welcome you patrolling
to hospitals.
Nation’b capital as if I were your
tut
merely to welcome you to your
tOCUHS THAT ARE STOPPtD!
c*pital, because I am, and am proud
Careful people see that they are stopped.
y°ur servant. I hope I shall
’as *
hope we shall all catch, from Dr. King’s New Discovery is a remedy of tried
,
L!P|r‘t of this occasion a new con- merit. It has held its own on the market for
'ion
to the high duties of American 46 years. Youth and old age
L
testify to its
and healing qualities. Pneumonia and
”oanes p. Sherman, commander-in- soothing
lung troubles are often caused by delay of
of the Sons
of Veterans, one of
New Discovery stops
Peakers who followed the Presi- treatment. Dr. King’s
’Declared that the sons of the men those hacking coughs and relieves ia grippe
"light for their country in the'Civil tendencies. Money back if it fails. 60c and
ar"
tl.00.
now to do
out
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SICK Ob' THE PRIMARIES.

FOR MOTHERS

theirjfull duty

[F.

B

Sanborn in Springfield Republican.]

Although the absurd primaries
Tuesday have turned out well on

of
the

whole, the success of McCall cannot disguise the fact that the people are tired
of this substitute for the good old caucus
and convention system. Its crowning
was the cancelling of 4000
thrown by citizens who wanted the
chance to do what twice that number of
voters have been doing for years—selecting from the three parties the best
men
to fill the State and local offices.
At a time when party lines are so loosely
drawn that, in Massachusetts alone,
50,000 voters yearly (by average) change
their party conception it was a restriction of the voter’s right of choice to forbid him to choose from the yard-wide
ballot-sheet the names he might prefer.
No doubt many Democrats did
vote for candidates in
ttje Republican
columns, but in doi g so many must
have lost their vote; and this last fact
might have made the nominations open
to doubt.
The pluralities seem to have
been so large, however, that a danger
of this sort was avoided.
But the intrinsic absurdity of making the tired
voters go the polls twice to elect the
same man, and then
perhaps to lose the
chance to elect him by some freak of the
primary balloting, and to have to do
this every year, instead of once in two
years, as the wiser voters of the rest of

absurdity

votes

lxtrw

uo,

is seen 10 ue too mucn.

It gives the rich and the self-seeking too
much advantage over the poor and honest members of their party; and it deprives both nomination and election of
their complimentary character; while it
makes our government personal beyond
all reason, as Roosevelt made our national politics, when he rnd John Hay were
writing slangy letters of fulsome compliment to each other, during the plutocratic era of the Republican party.
The
publication of these letters in the magazines and newspapers cannot raise the
reputation of either the dead or the living epistolary. Politically T. R. is as
dead as his secretary is physically; and
the Republicans will never risk putting
him up as their candidate against Wilson* who would thereby draw a million
votes away from the Republican ticket.
The sailor who, seeing on a gravestone:
Weep not for me, ye friend so dear!
I am not dead, but sleeping here,
exclaimed, “Well! if I was dead,I’d own
up,” finds a parallel in this posthumons
activity of T. R. His rhetoric remains,
but its effects are merely warmed-up
dishes from the grand Armageddon banquet. Little attention need be paid to
tnis voice from the grave.
AUTOMOBILES

MAKUvG

FARM

LIFE

MORE ATTRACTIVE.
Farm and Fireside, the national farm
paper published at Springfield, Ohio,
has been offering priz“s for the best letters entitled, “What’s an Automobile
Worth?” In the current issue the prize
winning letters are published. Following is an extract from one of these letters:
“By this speedy, tireless helper you
have a bigger and better market for
butter, eggs, poultry, fruit, vegetables,
all the smaller products of the farm,
and you don’t need to kill a whole day
going to town either. The boys can go
to see moving pictures of the war, hear
a

concert

by Sousa’s band,

or

can

see

the State league ball game, when the
work is not too pressing.
“The old homestead has become the
most attractive place on earth for both
the boys and the girls. The old folks
are twenty years younger, and spruced
up like young folks. They were going
to retire to the city, but thought better
of it when they bought the car.

YOUR GIRL’S APPETITE
When your growing daughter’s appetite
becomes fickle and she shows a desire for
Bour, starchy or chalky articles look after
the condition of her blood
If she is pale and languid, nervous,
without ambition and irritable her blood
is unable to meet the demands made upon

it.

Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills are a specific
remedy for ttie form of anemia, or lack
of blood that afflicts growing girls and
proper treatment with these pills will not
only correct the trouble but prevent it
from progressing into a worse form.
During her ’teens a girl lays the foundation for her future health. Lack of
blood at this time may rob her of robust,
healthy womanhood. It is of the greatest importance to administer to girls who
grow pale and weak a safe, non-alcoholic
tonic and Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills meet
every requirement of the most careful
mother.
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills make the
blood rich and red and it carries renewed
health and strength to every part of the
body. These pills are recommended
wherever a tonic is needed.
Your own druggist sells Dr. Williams’
Send today to the Dr. WilPink Pills.
liams Medicine Co., Schenectady, N. Y.,
for the book, "Building Up the Blood.’’
It is free.

Glenwood Coal Ranges, Gas Ranges, Furnaces and Heaters, awarded Two Gold
Medals at the
Panama-Pacific International Exposition, San Francisco, Cal., 1915.
Glenwood Ranges are the product of New England’s largest
and best known foundry.
They are designed by makers of

life-long experience.

They weigh

more,

better and burn less fuel than most ranges.
wonderfully smooth and easy to keep clean.

are

finish,

compact structure, big roomy ovens, easy working
grates and countless other features.
Owing to their sturdy construction and fine workmanship
they will stand hard usage, do better work and last much Ion"er than the ordinary kind.
They certainly do “Make Cooking and Baking Easy”.
Get one and make housekeeping
drudgeless. ?

put together

The castings

are

They are handsome, convenient and mechanically right—no
modern feature lacking.
Smooth cast, Colonial design, plain

nucnell <a
RECENT DEATHS.
Mrs, Ada Bird Keene, widow of the j
late Capt. Samuel L. Keene, died suddenly Sept. 27 h a' tier home in Brooklyn, N. Y. Mrs. K“ene was the riaugh
ter of AdoniramJ. an i Hannah Miller
Bird and was bo n in Rock and in 1857.
In 1881 she was married to Capt. Keene,
their wedding trip oeing taken on the
bark C. P. Dixon, which C-pt. Keene i
then commanded.
A few years later i
Capt. Keene retired from the s *a and i
became a ship broker in New York in
j
the firm of Brown & Keene.
He died in j
1890 and for a few years afterwards i
Mrs. Keene made her home in Rockland.
Mrs. Keene was well known in Rockland musical circles, being a membe of
the Wight Philharmonic Society and the
Rubinstein club. In Brooklyn she had
joined the Maine Club, the Contemporary Club ami several musical organizations.
Funeral services were held in
Brooklyn and the remains were brought ;
to Ruckland tor burial.
Mrs. Keene is j
survived by one son. Wilson Keene; by
two
daughters, Misses Hannah and
Mary Keene of Brookly ; by three'
brothers, A. J. Bird and A. D. Bird of
Rockland and John Bird of Cam.ien, and
by three sisters, Miss Harrie'r. Bird of
Portland, Me., Mrs. Charles Wood of I
Portland, Ore., and Mrs. Frank Packard
of Vancouver. Washington.
Alfred C. Osgood, one of the best known
residents of Bluehill, was found dead in
a field near his house Tuesday afternoon,
Sept. 26th. He had been gone from
the house for some time and his wife
went to look for him and tound his body.
Heart disease, to which he was subject,
Mr. Oswas the cause of his death.
good had lived in Bluehill practically all
his life and was a veteran of the Civil
War. serving in the 31st Maine Infantry.
He recently attended a reunion of that
regiment at Bangor, which he much enjoyed. He was a brother of Rodney S,
Osgood of Bluehill, who was elected
president of the regiment at Bangor. He
was one of the most active and valued
members of James A. Garfield Post, G.
A. R., and rarely missed a meeting. He
served several terms as deputy Bheriff
and was held in the highest regard by
all who knew him for his many excellent
qualities and good citizenship. He was
Besides his wife he
about 70 years old.
leaves one daughter, Mrs. George Fred-

erick of Methuen.

i
!

I

j

j
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Interment
etery.

was

made in the

village

lrussell, Belfast

cem-

Mrs. Ellen Porter Milliken, widow of
Ftank Milliken. died suddenly Sept. 21at
at I er home in Washington, D. C.
Funera) services were held Srpt. 28d and
interment was in Arlington
cemetery.
Mrs. Milliken was a native of Camden,

the daughter ot the late Benjamin Porter.
Her husband w as a brother of the
late Hon. S. L. Milliken of this city.
THE

SARDINE

SITUATION.

|

The heavy storm which swept ovvr
the entire New England coast Sunday
ha-, broken up a large proportion of the
weirs or fish pounds, and apparently has
driven fish off shore. The result has
been that the catch since is practically
nil!, and from the buying standpoint of
the finished product this condition should
be particularly interesting. The lateness
of_ the season (there are but nine weeks
left) coupled with the fact that the price
of raw material is the lowest in years,
will undoubtedly prevent the majority of
weir owners from rebuilding this year,
especially as there is little evidence of
any large body of herring remaining in
shore.
These things have all strengthened the packers’ asking prices, and although there has been no concerted effort to advance quotations it has been
impossible to buy at the old two dollar
price. The majority of the packers have
been disinclined to make any firm offers
on large blocks of stock.
When we take into consideration the
fact that, although there has been a full
normal pack this season the output has
been absorbed almost as quickly
as
canned, and the e are no large spot
stocks being carried to depress the natural upward tendency of prices, it will
be very difficult to forecast just what
the sardine market will do, but it is absolutely certain that prices will not go
any lower. The current prices hardly
show the cost of production, and it would
certainly seem unbusinesslike for packers to sacrifice their small holdings, which
cannot be easily replaced. As large sections of the United States are not as yet
supplied, it would seem safe to forecast
a
steady advancing market this fall,
which may go as high as $2.50 per case.
—

!

day afternoon, conducted by Rev. Mr.
Atkins. Mr. Gray had always led an
honest, upright ;life and was regarded
with respect and esteem by all who
knew him as a kind, loving husband and
father. Interment was in Greenwood
cemetery.

In Chocolate, Gold, Silver. Maple, Nut and
Fruited Spice, also the
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Small and

Large Size Sponge Cakes,

Delicious with ice

I

2

for dessert, at the

cream

=H. L. Whitten Co’s.—
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Alvarado Gray of Cape Rozier, son of
Otis and Lydia Gray, died Sept. 25th
after a lingering illness of tuberculosis.
He leaves a wife and one son. Funeral
services were held at his late home Mon-
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0

For Infants and Children
The Times last week contained ar ac- ;
1
count of an accident which befell Mrs.
Use For
Addie Hancock, a former resident of
Bucksport, at Arlington, Mass., where Always bears
she was making her home with her
the
daughter, Mrs. James H. Jones. Mrs. Signature of
was
taken
Hancock fell, broke her hip,
to the Boston City Hospital and died
Libby Retains beat.
The
rethe
result
of
the
from
injury.
mains were brought to Bucksport on the
Augusta, Me., Sept. 28. A rescript
Sunday boat and the funeral took place has been handed down
by Justice Bird of
Monday afternoon from the residence of the
Supreme Court in the case of Howard
her sister, Mrs. J. R. Emery, at three
B. Crosby of Waterville vs Morrison
o’clock, Rev. Wm. Forsyth officiating.
of Oakland, in which Mr. Crosby
Deceased was 76 years of age and is Libby
contested the seat of Mr. Libby as Kensurvived by one sister, Mrs. Emery; one
nebec County Commissioner, the decision
son, Frank Ginn of Boston, and three
in favor of Mr. Libby.
daughters, Mrs, James H. Jones of Ar- being
of
Ginn
ShawEdith
Miss
Mass.,
lington,
nee-on-Delaware, Pa., and Miss Josephine Hancock of Boston.—The Bucksport Times.

Drake’s Cake

01

Over 30 Years

In the October American Magazine
entertaining and

contributor writes an
helpful article entitled

“Growing Young

at Fiftv.” This man tells how he was old
at forty-six, with death just around the
corner. At fifty he is ten years younger,
more

youthful, just through obeying a

few simple rules. In the following extract taken from a conversation between
this man and his doctor appear some of
the “don’ts” for men in the forties:
“The things that I mustn’t do or'that
I must limit myself in doing were numerous. A lot of them had to do with diet.
Hot breads, pie crust, fried things were
utterly taboo. Meats and the allowable
things, however, were to be eaten in
moderation. I should have but two meals
a day, preferably breakfast and dinner.
And if I got hungry in the meantime,
I must content myself with a little fruit.
‘It won’t seem so satisfying at the
moment,’ he made clear, ‘as a luncheon
of the kind you’ve been used to, but half
an hour afterward you will not be hungry,
and you’ll feel a great deal better.’
‘No alcohol, you said?’ I suggested.
“A Bingle glass of beer will not matter,
occasionally,’ he .directed. ‘But no cocktails, high-balls, or anything of that

all the wav by water.
SCHEDULE.

BANGOR LINE
Turbine Steel Steamships Belfast and Camden.
Leave Belfast Mondays, Wednesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 2.00 p. m., for Camden,
Rockland and Boston. Leave Belfast Tuesdays,
Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays at 7.30 a.
m., for Searsport, Bucksport. Winterport and

Bangor.
Returning: Leave India Wharf, Boston,MonThe funeral of Edgar W. Carr of
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Fridays at 5.00
General
days.
Hosat
theMaine
who
died
Unity,
m.
pital at Portland, was held from the Man- p.
MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
son street Methodist church, Pittsfield,
S. S. North Land and North Star.
Sept. 30th, Rev. Nelson R. Pearson, pasLeave Franklin Wharf, Portland, Tuesday,
tor of the church officiating. Miss Gesner
11 months. Thursday and Saturday at 6.00 p. m.
sang. His age was 37 years and
FRED W. POTE, Agent,
He is survived by a father, Henry Carr,
Belfast, Maine.
and by three sisters and one brother.

anti one cigar.however,
where he drew the line,
‘Moderation,” he concluded, ‘is to
be your watchword in everything. Real
moderation. Anc. that doesn’t
mean
leading a comparatively regular life for a
month, or two months, or three months,
and then jumping over all the fences in a
single night. You are to lead a strictly
regular life, day after day, week after
week, year after year. That’s your
sentence. And, believe me, you are not
going to find it half as hard as your think
you will.’
“And 1 didn’t.”
were

a

WrfStMliip Lines
FALL

Twelve'cigarettes

“DONT’S” FOR MEN IN THE FORTIES.

sort.’
“For breakfast I might have half a
cup of coffee, and since I had been for
almost constant smoker he
years
would not take tobacco away altogether.
an

i

j

"

RHEUMATISM AISD ALLiEH RAINS
—

THEY MUST UO !

The congestion of the blood in its flow

causes

pain. Sloan’s Liniment penetrates to the congestion and starts the blood to flow freely. The
body’s waimth is renewed; the pain is gone.
The

“man

neuralgia

or
or

woman

other

who

pain

has rheumatism,
and

fails to keep

Sloan’s Liniment in their home is like

ing

man

refusing

a

bottle of Sloan’s.
hold six times

as

rope.

26c and 60c.

much

as

a

drown-

Why suffer. Get

a

$1.00 bottle

25c size.

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTO R I A

Republican Journal

The
—

■

—

—

—
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larger ones as much as $15,000. Every
industry as well as that of shipping was
prospering and as a consequence everybody waB more or less happy at the port
the

of New Orleans in the late sixties and
early seventies, while at the present time
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY
it looks as though another wave of prosThe Republican Jour. Pub. Co. perity is beginning in southern as well as
at all maritime ports of the United
States nd largely through the misforA.
CHARLES
PILSBURY. \
Manager tunes of other nations.

Bu“

\dvertising Tkrms. For one square, one
rich length in column, 25 cents for one week
And 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
Subscription Terms. In advance, S2.00 a
year; $1.00 for six months; 50 cents for three
months.

Germany's note
unsatisfactory to

in the Arabic case is

government—no

this

doubt part of the Kaiser’s game for de-

lay.
ter

Later—Germany has thought
of it, and will make amends.

bet-

Since writing last week the brief paragraph on the New Augusta House—the
unsolicited, unbought testimonial ot an

appreciative wayfarer—some other facts
concerning this hostelry have come to
mind. It has always been the aim of
The Journal

to

record the achievements,

abroad, of Waldo county
people in particular and Maine people in
general,and to a native of Stockton, (now
Stockton Springs) Hon. Charles S. Hichborn, i3 a very large share of the credit
due for the fine hotel of which Augusta
can boast today.
Active in promoting
and finar cing what all concerned recog-

at home

or

University
1,206, which exceeds
last year’s total by 77 students. The
Sophomore class is the largest in the
nized must prove an unremunerative
history of the University.
pecuniary investment, Mr. Hichborn
secreLuther Haddocks, executive
gave his close personal attention to all
The total enrollment at the

of Maine is

now

tary of the Maine State Sea Food Protective commission, was in this city yesterday and held a conference with Senator

Charles F. Johnson concerning matters
pertaining to the work of the commission
in its relation with the federal government.— Waterville

Sentinel.

Of course Luther Maddocks was meant,
but under the circumstances the error is
excusable.

Many

of

our

readers will be interested

in Mr. Alfred Johnson’s article

on

Dr.

the details of

construction and to the

buying and placing of the furniture and
fittings, and is today the president and
general manager of the Augusta Hotel
Company. As he is the president of the
First National Bank of Augusta and has
other business relations this necessarily
involved some sacrifice of personal interests. While the summer hotels open
their doors for the busy summer Beason
and then close, the Augusta House has
three months of profitable business, to

Sargent’s summer camp for
girls. Dr. Sargent is a Belfast boy who be followed by twenty-one months when
stands foremost today among the author- j it is kept open at a loss. We doubt if
ities on physical culture. He secured a there is another such case of public spirit
college education and attained his pres- in the country. One other fact should
ent high position unaided save by his be mentioned. There is no odor ascendnatural abilities, and his native city is ing from the basement such as in years
past permeated the old Augusta House.
proud of him.
It is a clean house, morally and physiine recent gaies nave lenueu 10 encally.
hance the high cost of living—at least so
Dudley

far as “brain food” is concerned. The
OBITUARY.
few vessels that went out were not able
to do much fishing and prices of fresh
Edward H. Carpenter, a prominent resident
In Boston, of Castine, died at his home in that town Oct.
fish soared in consequence.
Sept. 29th, wholesale dealers were get- 2nd after a long illness. He was born in Chiting 18 to 20 cents a pound for cod with cago 45 years ago. and spent his youth and
the heads off, which means about 25 j early manhood in Brookline, Mass., where he
He was
was graduated from the High school.
Almost
cents a pound to the consumer.
graduated from Harvard University in 1893,
all kinds of fresh fish were scarce and
and for a time was engaged in the life insuhigh in the Boston market last week, rance business in Boston. In the year 1900 he
and the season for mackerel, bluefish came to
Castine,and bought the J. W. Dresser
and swordfish is almost over.
fishline manufactory, which business he reThe offensive of the Allies in the west
continued the past week and was generally successful. It is thought that
will now hold their present positions
te prepare for a fresh offensive, and they

they
are

said

to

have

abundance of muni-

an

The Russians

tions.

are on

the offensive

of their long battle line, and
elsewhere the Austro-Germans are mak-

on

most

ing little

Nothing

progress.

definite

from the Dardanelles, though the Turks
Interest
are claiming victories there.
now centers

in the

Balkans,

where hos-

tilities may begin at any moment.

garia

evidently

has

Bul-

decided to cast her

Germany, and Greece will then
come to the aid of Serbia, and British
and French forces have already been

lot with

landed in Greece.
she can send to the

Italy

has an

army
theater of war,
An Austroand Russia will do her part.
German army of 250,000 is said to be in

readiness

town, displaying
the schools, serving as a member of the school committee and as superintendent. He was an ardent Unitarian and a
the

various activities of the

deep

interest in

prominent member of the First Independent
Congregational church, serving as chairman of
the parish committee, also as treasurer, and
being actively engaged in Sunday school work,
several

years

as

superintendent,

He

was a

past master of Hancock lodge of Masons, and
a member of the Loyal Legion.
He is surviva daughter and two sons,and by
sisters, Miss Harriet Carpenter of Brookline, Mass., and Miss Alice Carpenter of New
York. Funeral services were held at the late
home Monday, and in the First Congregational

ed

by his wife,

two

church, Brookline,

Mass

Tuesday.

new

join Bulgaria and attempt
way to Constantinople.

to

to open the

organized and continued until the time of his
Mr.
as the Casting Line & Twine Co.
Carpenter erected a handsome residence in
the town, which became a centre of generous
hospitality. He was closely identified with
death

The increase in the number of steam-

engaged in the coastwise trade is due
in part of course to the fact that fully
three-quarters of the fliet of five and
ers

six-masted schooners once engaged in
the business are now employed in the
West Indian or off shore trade, But

judging

from the number of steamers
now in process of building in this coun-

try for Boston companies, some with 9,000 tons capacity, and which will be added to the fleet within six months, it

William P. Smith of Waldo died Oct. 2nd at
the Waldo County hospital, aged 70 years and
5 months. He was a native of Smith Island,
but had lived in Waldo many years.
He is
survived by his wife, formerly. Miss Sarah
Seeking of Swanville; by their two sons,
Arthur of Monroe and David of Waldo, and by
a
sister, Mrs. Nancy Rollerson of Citypoint.
Mr. Smith served three years in the Civil
War ,in the 11th Maine Regiment and was a
member of Thomas H. Marshall Post, G. A. R.
of Belfast. The funeral was held at his late
home Monday at 1 p. ra„ Rev. David Brackett of Belfast officiating.

Charles L. Gray, a native of Deer Isle and
of the late Oliver and Lucy Severance
Gray, and formerly a resident of Castine, died
in this city Oct. 4th, aged 69 years, 10 months
and 23 days. He had been suffering for some
time, and was ill only two days with the last
attack, which caused his death. He had followed the sea practically all his life. One
daughter, Mrs. Moses A. Dow of this city survives. His brother came over from Castine
Tuesday to take the remains to Castine for
interment.

son

an assured fact that the greater
part of the coal coming to New England
ports hereafter will be landed from
steamers.
What the big schooners will
find to do if conditions after the close of
the war deprive them of their present
employment remains to be seen, but
meanwhiie they will have paid for themAllen M. Moody, who was impaled upon an
selves with a handsome profit added.
iron spike when the top rail of a Lincolnville
bridge gave away three weeks ago, died last
The Journal recently quoted a Belfast Saturday at the Knox hospital in Rockland.
business man who expressed the opinion His condition never furnished tangible hope of
that the farmers of Waldo county would recovery. The body whs taken to Lincolnville
find dairying more profitable than pota- Sunday by Undertaker Swan of Camden. The
This opinion seems to pre- victim of the peculiar tragedy was nearly 46
to growing.
years of age. He was a teamster, and also the
sections of the State. It
in
other
vail
village sexton. His family survive him.
that
has been found on

seems

investigation

in central Maine has increased
over 40 per cent, and this increase is still
going on. Over half a dozen new dairy

dairying

societies have been formed.

ing

associations

and where

they

are

are

The test-

becoming popular

used the best results

obtained. The Waterville testing association has been able to eliminate all

are

boarder cows, and now practically all
herds are producing a good average, and from the cream sent to the

dairy

creamery $70 profit is realized from each
In this market the price of the
cow.
best dairy butter to the consumer has
for some time been 37 cents a pound and

the demand has often exceeded the sup-

ply.
_

Reminiscences by the editor of The
Journal, Capt. George L. Norton, are now a regular feature of that
paper and while specially interesting to
seafarers they appeal to many others
Who are familiar with the persons,
places and incidents recalled. Of special interest to the writer, and doubtless
to others, are the reminiscences of New
Orleans in which often figure two well
known Maine men, Capt. Thomas J.
Woodward and Pearl Wight of the firm
of Woodward & Wight, ship chandlers.
They are the only ones now living of the
principals of the shipping firms at the
time of which Capt. Norton writes, and
Marine

of which he says:
Those were the days when cotton ships
lay at the levee loading for Europe from
two to four tiers deep for a distance of
at least four miles along the river front.
Freights were high and not one of these
cotton ships paid leas than $10,000 in disbursements before sailing, and some of

The News of Brooks.

PURE BLOOD MAKES
HEALTHY PEOPLE

Mrs. Ira Bowden

was in Belfast recently.
Repairs are progressi on the chapel at
Farmers are beginning to harvest the new, East North port and the cement foundation is
potato crop, which is reported light in this practically done.
section.
As the Unitarian church is not yet
ready for
Mr. Edna Roberts of Rockland, Mass., is vis- occupancy that society will unite with the
this
beUniversalists next Sunday.
iting at his brother’s,Elmer G.Roberts,
ing his first visit home in ten years.
There will be a regular meeting of the JunMrs, John Dickey died from the effects of a ior Alliance of the Unitarian church Friday at
shock and the funeral was held last week at 3.30 p, m., at the parsonage.
her home on Hall hill, Rev. David Brackett of
Next Sunday the Unitarians and UnitrersaBelfast officiating.
lists will worship together in the Universalist
Mr. and Mrs. Cheney Higgins, Miss Addie church, with a sermon by Rev. A. A. Blair.
Davis and Mrs. Ebi^n Miller motored to Belfast
Services were held last Sunday at St. MarTuesday, Miss Davis remaining to visit her
garets Episcopal church, Rev. Henry Jones of
niece, Mrs. Inez White.
Camden officiating. There will be no services
A large number of the sisters of Silver Crown there next Sunday.
Temple, K of P are planning to attend the
The services at the Baptist church will be as
Pythian Sisterhood convention to be held in usual next
Sunday, Preaching service mornBelfast this, Thursday, evening.
ing and evening, Sunday school at noon and
Mrs.
Elmer
Roberts
motored
to
and
Mr.
Christian Endeavor at 6 30 p. m. Prayer meetSome8ville, Mount Desert island, last week, ing this, Thursday, evening.;
where they were guests of Rev. J. N. Walaer,
There will be a preaching service next Sunthe president of the Brooks Water Co.
day at Mason’s Mills church at 10.30 a. m folMrs. A. B. Payson, who has been convales- lowed by the Sunday school. The
preaching
[
to her service at
cent for sometime, has been taken
Trinity church will be at 2 30 p. m.,
father’s, C. N. Forbes, for a week’s visit, and followed by the Sunday school.
it is hoped she will continue improving.
At the Congregational church next Sunday
Several of our village people have been in there will be the usual morning worship with
Belfast most of the time for two weeks at- sermon at 10.45; Bible school at 12, noon; meettending the session of the Supreme Court. Geo# ing of the Young People’s Society at 6.30 p. m.
H. Johnson is serving on the traverse jury.
Prayer meeting this, Thursday, evening at 7.30

Hood’s Sarsaparilla surely and effectively removes scrofula, boils and
other blood diseases because it drives
out of the blood all the humors that
cause these diseases.
They cannot be
successfully treated in any other way.
External applications for their removal have proven almost useless,
because they cannot drive out the
impurities that are in the blood.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla makes pure
rich blood, perfects the digestion, and
builds up the whole system. The skin
becomes smooth, clean and healthy.
This great blood remedy has stood the
test of forty years. Insist on having
Hood’s, for nothing else acts like it.
There is no real substitute. Get it
today. Sold b,y all druggists.

The News of Belfast.
Charleo N. Black has sold his Cadillac car to
B. Stantial and bought a 1916 Cadillac.

A.

Mrs. Ralph M. Johnson of New York Miss
Mabel Johnson of Washington, D. C., Miss
Louise Hazeltine and Miss Anne C. Crosby of
Belfast, motored to Bangor Sept, 29th and
and took lunch at the Bangor House.
Miss
been

Jessie E. Hart, B. H. S. '16, who has

employed by the

New

England Telephone

Bernard Staples, the eldest son of Mr. and
Mrs. Marry Staples, has been visiting his
parents, returning last week to Massachusetts,
where he is taking a course at Tufts’ Dental

office of Leonard & Bar-

Co., has entered
rows, succeeding Miss Pearl Whitten,resigned
who is to marry Alanson Thomas of Camden
this month.
the

College.

voluntary bankrupt has been
filed with the cleric of the United States district court by Charles Larrabee, Unity, farmer. Liabilities, $685. Assets, $489, claimed
exempted. Principal creditors listed, James
Pillsbury, Edward Rand and Edward York, all
of Unity.
Attorneys, Williamson, Burleigh &
A

petition

The Churches.

sumed work after the

summer recess,

re-

and it is

hoped the interest will be good during the
coming season. The next meeting will be on

a

trained

nurse

magnificent old elms

of

on

ing her services.
Mrs.

ages!

Sellers

entertained last
Miss Bertha
Whitten and Miss Ruth Macomber. Miss Whitten left Saturday and Miss Macomber will
leave next week for a course in Shaw's Business College, Portland.
Tea was served at
6'30 p. m., followed by music.
The guests
were
Misses Lev erne Whitten, Elizabeth
Chamberlain and Marian Brown of Belfast
and Miss Clara Palm of Brookline, Mass., who
is spending the summer here.
Horace

B.

in

Christine Jones is preparing to leave
home next week to take a course at a business
Miss

honor of

college

John Gordon. The large residence
of Mrs. Gordon will comfortably accommodate
the four sisters and make an agreeable arrange-

being together. The fifth sister,
Mrs, Vira Crowell, recently embarked for a
second trip on the sea of matrimony, and as
Mrs.Fred Moulton haB settled down in the new
cottage on the hill, built by Mr. Moulton the
past year to replace the set of buildings dement in all

Club Picnic. The Hospital
enjoyable picnic last Thursday afternoon at Windanspray, the J. W.
very

stroyed by

Jones

A

SMUGGLER.

Ab all who know

Capt.

convinced would be the case, the
that he had engaged in smuggling
opium and Chinese into this country proves

Hayes
report

were

Wednesday evening,

with Mrs.

The Hospital

NOT

Special invitations will

be

a

for

that

fine.

WHITE’S CORNER (W

CASTORIA

8
8
I
8
B

8

I

and

8
I
|b

mentally.

1

W. Clark & Co.

8

Clothiers, Belfast.

PICKLING and
PRESERVING
We have

F. R. York of Brooks
■

1

was a

visitor at C. W.

Nealley’s Sunday afternoon.
The young ladies who

High

school

were

are

at home

attending Bangor

for the week-end.

Chester Knowlton of Monroe is at C. W
Nealley’s cutting his ensilage corn for the silo.
Mrs C. M. Conant entertained the ladies of
the Monroe W. C. T. U. last Friday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Haley and daughter
Phyllis spent Saturday and Sunday in Dix-

THE BEST OF

The Saco Valley Canning Co. finished their
work at the Blaisdell factory Thursday
night,
Sept. 30th.

With Hyomei you take into the air passages
of your throat and head a balsamic air that
goes into the minutest cells, and should effectually kill all germs and microbes of catarrh.
Its purpose is to enter the blood with the oxygen, killing the germs in the blood, and restore
health to the whole system. Many astonishing testimonials have been received from those

helped by Hyomei.

A complete outfit is inexpensive and includes an inhaler, dropper and sufficient Hyomei for several weeks’ treatment.
Perhaps the strongest evidence that can be
given to doubters, is the tact that A. A. Howes
& Co. have so much faith in Hyomei that they
sell every package under a positive guarantee
to refund the money if it does not relieve.

rresh rood

|

69c., 79c.,

$1.69,

SPICES, ALLSHCE, WHOLf
MUSTARD.

Hogan
Bakery

and

I

I

,3(s

I

I
I

Fresh from the Bakery.

1

Toilet Articles and Playing Cards
A. A. HOWES & CO.,

GROCERIES,_DRUGS

I

I

MEOILINES

1

EVERYTHING IN

SCHOOL SUPPLIES
^€* A 7 e€-

L. J. POTTLE’S
Successor to H.

Davis’

5, 10 AND 25 CENT STORE
Church Street,

Hay ford Block,

Belfast, M

SWAN VILLE.

Mrs Mary Haley is enlarg
the village and Andrew Moore

Miss Ethelind Havener of Searsport is with
Mrs. A. E. Nickerson

Mr. and Mrs Henry Luce an
ed their mother, Mrs. Lora Ch
The apple crop is small

Mrs. Walter J. Nickerson of Belfast was in
Thursday and Friday to finish packing her household goods.
town last

ONLY

$1.39,

up to $5.00.

VERY TRULY YOURS,

CARLE & JONES.

recently blew
ground.

Mr. and Mrs. Will Stevens returned to Bev-

erly, Mass., Sept. 28th, accompanied by

day

evening,

part

a

wnm:

Sept. 29th, and

w

Miss S. A. IViansur has been
home of Warren

and Mrs. Emery Cunningham returned
Bangor Friday night accompanied by Mr.
and Mrs. S. P. Strickland, who spent a few
days with them, later going to Temple Heights.
Mr.

burgh, at the
few days.

Mr. A. H. Nickerson of East Corinth, who
whb called to town by the death of his brother
Alfred spent the week-end with his brother E.
H. Nickerson and family, returning home

Thompson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Edmund Thompson of this town was fatally injured last Friday forenoon while threshing
grain at the home of Mr. Louie B. Nickerson.

great

j

Oct. 13th.

from

Monday.

a

The Rebekahs held

Miss

Sadie M. Nickerson, who will enter the hospital there to train for a nurse.

j

j

Mr. Crocker from East Mae!
village church last Sundav
at the Center in the
morning.

|

the

!

Mrs. E. M. Dollotf from liar
Dolloff’s sister Emma from Cam
Albert Durham’s last week.
Durham took them in their car
den.

5

Mr. and

!
<

Mrs. Freeman Clark
have charge of the

Oct. 15th and
of the

telephoi.
funeral services were held at his home
Nealley, who has given good se
Monday afternoon. Interment was in Green t< her farm.
[
Lawn cemetery. Much sympathy is extendMrs. Annie Conant entertai
ed to the bereaved relatives.
T. U. last week.
It was a red
Mr. A. Eugene and Mr. Ernest Nickerson
birthday of Frances Willard,
of Portland and Mr. Percy L. Nickerson of
her memory was paid by remarkBath arrived in town Saturday night to attend
on the beautiful life she gave
the funeral of their father, Hon. A. E, Nickance cause.
The next meetin.
erson.
Percy and Ernest returned home Sun- Mrs.
Larby Oct. 15th.
The

day night
pany

and A.

Eugene

left

Monday

in

with his uncle, Mr. E. H. Nickerson and
and
.liss Vinie M, Nickerson, for

their homes i

Portland.

The funei 1 of Hon. A. E. Nickerson, who
died early l.iursday morning Sept. 30th, was
held at his late home Sunday afternoon and
was largely attended.
Rev. A. A. Blair, pastor of the Universalibt church, a personal
friend of the deceased and of whom he was

especially fond,was

called home from his

vaca-

officiate and spoke words of comfort to
A male quartette,
the bereaved relatives.
Messrs. Pitcher, Parker, Johnson and Coombs
The
of Belfast rendered three selections.
flowers contributed by relatives and friends
The casket was
were profuse and beautiful.
draped with the flag and the veterans attended in a body and a large delegation from Marition to

ners Lodge of Searsport accompanied the procession to the cemetery and held very impressive services. Six brother Masons acted
aa bearers:
Capt. D. H. Nichols. Capt. B. F.
Colcord and Capt. West and Mr. Harry Merri-

thew of Searsport and Mr. Fred M. Nickerson
of Monroe.
The other’s name we did not
learn. An obituary will appear later.

a

supper

Friday

The Thimble Club will meet with Mrs. Lora
Chase Tuesday, Oct. 12th.
The three small children of Mr. and Mrs.
are ill with a bowel trouble.

Hartley

Farmers

are

NORTH

digging potatoes, but they

out very

j

i

ISLESLCR

Miss Elizabeth Bates was
Castine for the week-end.

\

Marian Coombs will
for Lewiston to visit her frien*
Miss

Mrs.Adrianna Bunker and M
were

in

Bangor

last

Friday

|
j

and

j

Mrs. Isabel Sprague returned
last week after spending sever
Mrs. Velocia Coombs.

\

Mr, and Mrs. Edward PendleC
their annual visit in Lewiston
Mrs. Fred Pendleton.
Mr.

]

j

Mrs. E. S. Preble hav
Harbor, where Mr. I
livery stable during the summer
and

|

from Dark

NEWS OF THE GRANGE
The married people of Victor Gra
mont, served a supper for the sing

*-■

literary contest last
quite noticeable for I
lament, plainly printed with colort
"Gee, I wish I were single."
winners in

One cake

the

was

Seaside Grange at the meeting laC
to have the annual ha
under the direction of the *egular
mittee, Roy E. Sholes, A. B. Small*
Earl Braley.

night, Oct. 8th.

turning

line

evening voted

MONROE.
The Odd Fellows will have

farmers

com-

family,

Fancy

98c., $1.25,

I

...

WARD’S BREAD AND CAKE

Charles

Blankets

White, Gray

MIXED

TUMERIC AND

BOAT, G<EE>

improvement

CARLE & JONES

sunrise

VINEGAR,

WHOLE CLOVES,

wonderful change in the treatment of catarrh.
Prior to three years ago the medicines ordinarily employed in the cure ^of this disease
were drugs, sprays, lotions, etc.
In some in-

Mrs, Clara Fish of East Hampden is assisting in the care of E. C. Clement, who is fail-

ing rapidly.

I
I

need i'u:
of pie!

PEACHKS FOR PRESERVING RECEIVED 3Y EVERY
PEPPERS, BUTTON ONIONS. ETC.

K.

EVERY DAY AT THE

mont.

I
■

RIPE

port..

stances they benefited, but the
was not lasting..

I

serves, etc.

Howard A. Gregory, Searsport, to James L.
Cunningham, do.; land and buildings in SearsArthur

everything you
supply

up your winter

The following transfers of real estate were
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the week ending October 5, 1015:
Isaac
Gamble, Frankfort, to Jennie B.
Gamble, do.; land and buildings in Frankfort.
George W. Dunaver, Stockton Springs, to
Manson G. Littlefield; do; land andbuildings in
Stockton Springs.

Buy

FOR FLETCHER’S

8

A well

who have been

interport.)

Blankets

Children Cry

physically

The Main Street

occasion.

10c. per doz.

Frank Pierce is slowly convalescing from
typhoid fever, Mrs. Pierce was taken ill
about a week ago with the same fever and is
very sick. Miss Sadie Rector, who has also
b een sick with it, is much better.

Harry

large number.

sent out

DOUGHNUTS

from one hour after sunset to one hour before
(ch. 170;) reducing the general nonresident license fee from $25 to $15; strengthening the law for the registration of guides
(ch. 234;) shortening the season two weekB on
ruffed grouse; harmonizing seasons under
State and federal laws on migratory species;
protecting the smaller shore birds at all seasons; and prohibiting more than daily limit on
ducks to be transported (ch. 258;) shortening
the season one month on gray squirrels; broadening the law prohibiting hunting on Sunday,
clarifying the alien license law, and extending
the sale season two weeks during which licensed residents may sell deer hides and trophies
(ch. 277;) prohibiting the use of boats other
than sail or row boats in hunting wild fowl in
certain coastal waters of the State (ch. 345.)

8

Next Sunday the Universalist Sunday School
observe Rally Day. There will be special
selections rendered by tbe children and an

Whole M Bread

Geo. Hibbard of Etna made a short visit last
week with his son, Geo. Hibbard, Jr., and
family, of Searsport avenue.

In this record-breaking age of
progress wba’
have done is discounted. What you look
like m,
do is the nine points that count in
your favor.

TO

condition. Mrs. Coombs positively declined
re-election and a meeting was appointed for
October 6th with Mrs. George D. Mahoney,
when a new president will be elected. Plans
for the winter's worx were discussed.

cottage on the Condon shore. Several
of the members went in the afternoon with
their sewing and at 6 o'clock supper was served, to which the gentlemen had been invited.
As the weather was not fit for an out-of-doors
corn roast one hundred ears were cooked on
the kitchen stove and served on a long table
in the living room with sandwiches,doughnuts,
cheese and coffee. After supper there were
two tables at cards, some sewed and others
sat about the open fire and toasted marshmallows, The committee having charge of the
affair was Mrs. Harry L. Kilgore, chairman,
Houston
Mrs. Robert P. Coombs, Mrs. N
Small and Mrs. Leroy A. Webber.

8
8
8

are, that will fit you both

Walker, Appleton, to Edward
Millay, Liberty; land in Liberty.
Abram L. Fish, Liberty, to Edward
Millay*
were served, and all
present did their utmost do.; land in Liberty.
to give the young lady a pleasant “send off.”
Jesse
E. Staples, Belfast, to Charles M.
j
The installation of the officers of Golden Howes, Liberty, et als., Trustees; land and
Crown Lodge, Knights of Pythias, was held buildings in Belfast.
W. S. Hunt estate, Searsmorft, to M, F.
Sept. 28th by D. G. C., CheDey Higgins, and
the following were installed: P. C., Walter ; Hunt, do.; land in Searsmont.
H. Young; C. C., Leroy E. Godding; V. C, F.
H. Smith; Prelate, T. A. Stubbs; M. of W.,
OLD AND NEW WAY
A. E. Webb; M. at A., Guy Prime; I. G., John
Manuccia; 0. G., Elmer Tripp. Regular meetTREAT CATARRH
ings are now being held for the remainder of
the year, after the long summer vacation.
Breathing a Germ Killing Air Endorsed By
The Roberts sisters have moved their goods
Actual Results.
from the rent occupied so long by them in the
The discovery of Hyomei has wrought a
W. S. Jones’ house and will make their home

the annual meeting of the Baptist Sewing
Circle, heid in the church vestry Sept. 29tb,
the officers of the past year were renominated as follows: president, Mrs. Robert P.
Coombs; vice president, Mrs. J. G. Aborn;
secretary, Mrs. George D. Mahoney; treasurer, Mrs. Gerald W. Howard, director of the
work committee, Mrs. Fred J. Clements. The
treasurer's report showed that during the past
year $239 had been raised by fairs, suppers
and special order work, the largest sum raised
for many years, and the president's report
also showed the society to be in a flourishing

a

Portland.

in

Sept. 29th, tie members of the Christian Endeavor society gave a social at the church vestry in her honor, which was largely attended.
A fine program was presented, refreshments

At

Club had

Clean up; paint up; dress up. The big
combi,,
that speaks for health, happiness and
succes
cannot side-step who you are as
long as there m,
to behold your outward appearance.

There’s a goodly lot ot these excellent
KUPPENHEIM11
and Overcoats as low as §15 and
§20. Hand tailored clot".'

Dr,

the lawn

Kilgore residence was blown down, and two
experience and has had several others so seriously
damaged as to make their
cases in Islesboro, so that she is well known to
removal necessary. The telephone system was
of
the people.
Her qualifications for
many
put out of commission to a considerable extent
the duties of a district nurse are unquestioned
by falling poles and wires, and linemen have
and Islesboro is to be congratulated on securbeen busy to the present time repairing damyears

Thursday evening

I

Wake up man, this is TODAY!

The old McTaggart homestead, now owned ; rangements made for the Rally Day Services
by John Hobbs, was burned to the ground Sept. next Sunday. Several new departures will be
30th. A large pile of straw left by a threshing
entered upon this fall to increase the interest
crew against the barn was apparently ignited
and improve the efficiency of the Sunday
by a smouldering spark from the last train school.
down. Fortunately the house was unoccupied
At the Methodist church next Sunday mornat the time.
ing Rev. Horace B. Sellers will speak on
Since the death of John G. Gordon, the vet- “God’s Failures” and in the
evening on “The
eran clothing manufacturer of Waldo county,
Worth of a Man.” At 2 p. in. there will be
the old pants factory, which had teen one of preaching services in the Wood's
schoolhouse,
next fair day.
the notable industries of Brooks, has been Northport.
At 7 30 this, Thursday, evening
islesboro is to have a district nurse, for one closed
down,permanently,to all appearances. A regular prayer -meeting, and at 8 30 the probayear at least, the expense to be borne by the splendid opportunity for some enterprising
tioners’ class. Tomorrow, Friday, evening the
townspeople and summer residents, and Miss clothing manufacturer is now available here, jg Boy Scouts will meet in the Opera House.
Inez L. Barker of Center Montville has been
During the recent “line gale” one of the
TRANSFERS IN RE AL ESI ATE.
engaged and will enter upon the duties in a
of the
Miss Barker is

■

Hie yourself down to this establishment
tome,
Fall and Winter clothes are
ready for inspection.
successful ones keep abreast of the times in
matt.
both dress and business.

Weather permitting the Waldo County Veteran association will met today in Silver Harvest Grange hall, Waldo, and a large attendThe meeting will be sadance is expected.
dened by the death of Albert Emery Nickerson, the first president of the association,who
had ever been active in its interests and who
had never missed a meeting.
If the weather
is unfavorable the meeting will be held the

few weeks.

may be clean physical)
to look it to
get

man

attended and enthusiastic meeting of
the officers and reaohers of the Universalist
1
Oct. 13th and every member is asked to be Sunday scoool was held last
Monday evening
present, as there is important business to be j at the home of the pastor, Rev. A. A. Blair.
arranged, and a banquet will be served.
Plans for the winter were discussed and ar-

McLean, Augusta.

many

A

morally—but he’s got
impression “over.’1

will

to be utterly groundless. A more loyal,
patriotic, law-abiding American citizen than
Capt. Hayes is not to be found on sea
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Smith and children of
or
shore. Letters from Capt. Hayes reNewburg visited his sister, Mrs. C. W. Nealceived here by the family state that greatly
ley, Sunday.
The remains of the late Henry Dunton, a to his surprise, he was hove-to, boarded and
Mrs. Lucy Blair and three children of Morsearched
revenue
by
officers, but he had nothformer resident of Burnham, whose death oclistown, N. J„ were guests of Mrs. R L. Clemcurred recently in Barre, Vt., were brought to ing but a cargo of log-wood and fustie and was
ents several days last week.
Capt. Hayes has often
Burnham Friday and interment was made in promptly released.
TRY THEIR
Quite a numner trom this vicinity attended
the family lot in Mount cemetery. The re- expressed in severe terms his aversion to the
a whist party at Odd Fellows hall in Monroe
mains were accompanied by his son. He leaves Chinese and the opium trade and he writes a
friend: “Rather than smuggle such a cargo Tuesday evening, Sept. 28th.
a sister, Mrs. Estelle Cole, and several brothinto the United States, even were 1 employed
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Clements, accompanied
ers.
by a firm who would do so, I would give up my by Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Haley, motored to Execommand, even if it was in the South Sea ter Sept. 29th and attended the fair.
EAST BELFAST.
islands,” Capt. Hayes has sailed for many
Mrs. Margaret Norcross and Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. George A. Leavitt are in Bos- years for the Pendletons of Islesboro and New Moses
Wadleigh of Old Town were callers at
ton on a visit.
York and recently made a successful trip to
G. H, York’s and U. B. Jewett’s last Friday
thence to Jamaica, where he
Lisbon,
Portugal,
S.
left
Oct.
6th
on
a
business
T,
Thompson
afternoon.
loaded for Philadelphia.
FRIED IN LARD AND
t rip to Cincinnati, Ohio.
Mrs. Edna Harquail and Miss Avis Harquail
The Game Laws.
With the opening of the
Mrs. Herbert Brown of Bay View Farm has
arrived
by boat from Castine last Saturday
hunting season there are many requests for
returned from visits in Portland and Rock- iuformation as to changes in the game laws, morning, called here by the illness of Mrs.
etc
and
we take the following summary from
land.
the Rockland Opinion, the dates applying to Harquail’s father, E. C, Clements, and re*
Miss Alberta Nickerson is confined to her Knox, Lincoln and Waldo counties:
Deer turned to Castine by auto Sun day afternoon.
home by illness. She is attended by Dr. F, C. November 1st to December 1st; hare, rabbit
October 1st to April 1st; gray squirrel, SepSmall,
tember 1st to November 1st; ruffed grouse,
rMr. John Stephenson is quite ill at his home partridge, October 1st to December 1st; woodon S wan Lake avenue.
He is attended by Dr. cock, October 1st to December 1st; plover,
snipe, yellowlegs, August 15th to December
J. C. Ham.
1st; rail, coot, gallinule, September 1st to DecMrs. Lizzie Bassick is ill with rheumatism ember 1st; duck, goose, brant, September lat
to December 16th. New laws of general apand is a great sufferer. She is attended by Dr.
plication passed by the last legislature were
J. C. Ham.
those: Closing the season on bull moose until
1919 (ch, 146;) shortening the season one month
your Blankets of
Mrs. Elmer Decrow and daughter Charlotte
on rabbits (ch. 154;) forbidding night hunting
left last Saturday for Roslindale, Maas., for a Si birds from sunset to sunrise and mammals

visit with relatives.

Swat the old suit!

and

o’clock.

effort will be made to get out

Happy Vailey Chapter, O. E. S., has

as a

I Dress Upfl
I

poor in this section.

are

At the

day, evening
mittees will

meeting

the supper

torn*

and decor;*

be appointed.

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CAS TO R I A

1

--

The News of Belfast.

will be given away at the Opera
^
at 8 30.
House next Saturday evening
Charles Adams, a brakeman on the Belfastu!-nham freight, has been transferred to the
set

tea

For one week, beginning
sell our chocolates at the

Charles H. Walden is still at Rocky
Pitcher’s Pond, and Mrs. H. C. Pitcher
ut Tuesday to spend the remainder of
week with her.
t.

gular

DARBY &

meeting.

prayer

been received from Mrs. Amos
ng (Cora Morison) announcing their safe
va 1 in San Juan, Puerto Rico, after an unaily tine and quick trip,
have

tiers

Succes sors to L. S. Shiro,

Lytham Slugg, the year-old son of
and Mrs. Morris L. Slugg, was christened
Sunday morning in the Congregational

peter
y.st

by the Rev. Haraden S. Pearl.

h

and

supper under the auspices of the
rsalist Ladies’ Circle, will be given in

Sunday

last

across

Sylvester

the

in

and

car

sportsmen have been considerably exthat the law against Sunshooting is to be enforced this season,
3l

isted

over rumors

sensing
-tore

s

matter in A.

day

the other

sent said:
he

the

“Well,

never

kills

vertised

one

A. Howes &

of the gunners

won't affect- any-

it

following

The

The Loring Musicale Review will be the attraction at the Colonial theater next week in
connection with the regular program of picThis musical comedy company of fiftures.
teen people is playing at the Jefferson theater,
Portland, this week and promises to be a good

Ut.

Southworth,

been occupythe Edith M. Southworth house, No. 3
.h street, has taken a lease of the H. H.
D.

rubs

tenement

on

who has

High

and

street

popular price entertainment.

will

early in December. Miss Southoffering her house for sale, and if not

is

hich

only

few

a

a

double tenement

changes

will be

>ber 11-16 will be observed

national

display week and newspapers through- j
country are co-operating to make it j

w

the

w

as a

neees-

greatest demonstration of the kind ever
•opted. A. A. Howes & Co. will have a
w display of Peruna in the window of
drug department and on the grocery side
have a showing of the season’s fruit and
_t tables.

I
[

ing spent socially.

automobile operators’ licenses have advanced in rank by Capt. Knapp’s death.
Commander Pratt is a native of Maine and enbeen revoked by Secretary of State, John E.
Bunker, under the new law which went into tered the Naval Academy in 1885. He became
effect this year, and which provides that the j a commander on July 1, 1910. During the war
Secretary of State may revoke operators’ j with Spain, Commander Pratt was on the Nelicenses for drunkenness and fast driving. wark. He is now serving as aide to Capt.
This is one of the laws advocated by the Maine William S. Sims, commanding the torpedo
Automobile Association and which was put flotilla of the Atlantic fleet, and is aiso in comthrough the Legislature by its efforts. It is mand of the cruiser Birmingham, flagship of
believed that it will have a pronounced effect | the fleet. He is in his forty-seventh year.—
New York paper.
in curbing reckless driving of every kind.

1

Church street and will occupy
nt with Miss Ida S. Burgess.

»:

the tene-

The club
will be open Wednesdays and Saturdays
present for food sales.
ue

the

Guild Supper. The young ladies Guild
North church entertained the Ladies’

ie at

a

picnic

supper last

Monday

than

$50

was

actually

in

dispute,

the

question

J being

upon the actual terms of the lost note.
Veroict for plaintiff, $57.90. A. S. Littlefield,
esq., for plaintiff; H. C. Buzzell, esq., of Belfast, for defendant.

At the Wayside.

served

The

following guests

Wayside
past
registered
6.30 p. m. in the vestry. Mrs. Fred R. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Train of New York and
r. Mrs. Wm. E. Weshee and Mrs, Elon B.
first
who
were
the
Bar Harbor,
guests to regisr.rest were the supper committee,
Three ter when the the tea room opened. They re'.jb.es were arranged, the guests of honor oc- i marked:
“This is our second visit; we hope it
The table decora- wont be our last.” Mr. Train is the well
ung the center one
were garden flowers and the menu inknown author. Mrs. Marian Bucklin, Adelyn
:ed a variety of salads and other good Tripp and Lotta Bucklin of Camden and Mrs.
too

•:gs

numerous

to

mention.

The par-

pronounced it a fine supper,
hostesses were Miss Margaret L. Keene,
thereof

rs

Davis and Miss Anne M, Kitbusiness session that followed
Evelyn M. Holmes, Mrs. C. W. Proctor
Mrs. Carle H. Stevens were made a nomiJohn

:ge.

T.

At the

ng committee to report at the next meetf the Guild officers for the coming year.

William H, Hall, Mrs. Leslie C Follett
Alice P. Poor were made members,
.as for the wintei’s work were discussed
the evening spent socially and with sewMiss

'Tliu,

iv.

joun

v^ucnran

i_,napver,

u.

at The

the

week:

Hatch of Medford, Mass, aiso registered, and the following ladies entertained
local parties: Mrs. Georgia S. Pendleton, Mrs.
Thomas P. Leaman, Miss Louise Hazeltine.
Mrs. Wildes will keep the house open during
the winter for lunches and parties and is fur-

George S.

nishing

the

tea

room

with

winter

hangings

and rugs.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward R. Pierce have engagrooms at No. 6 Foster street, Brookline,
Mass., for the winter and will leave in about

ed

weeks, or as soon as they can place their
Church street home in readiness for Mr, and
Mrs. Ira M. Cobe, who have taken it for the
winter and will occupy it at their convenience,
keeping their big house in Northport in readiness for weeK-end parties, etc., and at Christmas time they plan to entertain a large house
two

their first meeting of the season in
Woman’s Club room Monday evening, with
^
B. O. Norton and Miss Isabel Ginn hostes.
The table decorations for the banquet party, including Madam Scotney, her husband,
3.30 were salvia and phlox, red and white, Howard R. White, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph M.
fa
the place cards small flags on standards.
Flanders of the Boston Conservatory of Music,
1
menu was cold chicken, mashed potatoes,
Miss Florence Hardemann, the talented violinb'-t. rolls, olives, fruit salad, tarts, assorted ist, and other musicians and friends. Mrs.
cake, cream pie, coffee. Mrs. Annie M. Frost, Pierce will continue her art studies at the
secretary of the Chapter, was toast mistress, Boston Museum of Fine Arts, and it is hoped
and the following toasts were given: “Why
that on her return her friends may be given an
We Belong to the D. A. R.f” by Mrs. Eve- opportunity to see her winter's work,
yn C. Frost, the first regent; “The Historical
A Utility Shower. The officers of Primrose
hide of the Organization,” by Miss Lucy A- j
I Chapter, O. E. S., tendered a utility shower last
ochran; “The Work of John Cochran Chap*
Tuesday evening at the home of Miss Alice E.
’er. written by Mrs. Viola R. Mayo and read
Simmons, Franklin street, in honor of one of
by Miss Isabel Ginn; “Our Aim for 1916,” by
their number,Miss Louise Johnson Read,whose
Amy E. Stoddard, the Regent; “The
marriage to Charles Brown of Belmont, takes
s
>al side of Our Chapter,” by Mrs. Cora J.
place Oct. 14th. It was a complete surprise to
>wker; A Patriotic Reading, by Miss Alice the
guest of honor, who did not realize until
immoDs. At the business meeting that
the gifts were “showered” upon her that she
wed Misses Amy E. Stoddard and
Emeroy was the guest of honor. It was a very happy
n
were made delegates to the State Counaffair, and was attended by Dr. and Mrs. Orris
to be held in
Oct.
20th and S.
Farmington,
Vickery Mrs. Lulu Carter Hills, Mrs. Mattie
Julia
G.
Me
Mrs.
Keen was made a com*
Varney, Mrs. Cleora Haney Read, Mrs. Geneva
fn .tee to
procure a flag for use in the meetHills,Miss Loula Mason,Mrs. Maude Littlefield,
and Mrs. Etta P. Savery a committee to
K
Miss Florence Chaples, Miss Bertha Wiley,Mrs.
ure a marker for Fort Pownal at
Sandy- Allie Southworth, Miss Alberta Wadsworth,
t in the town of
Stockton, It was voted Mrs. Cordelia Brown, Mrs Essie P. Carle,Mrs.
ve a prize to the student in the Grammar
Ida Webber, Miss Isabel Smalley, Mrs. Adel^ des making the greatest
progress in United ! bert Millett, Mrs. Myrtle Lord, Mrc. Vesta Ellis,
tes
history during the year.
Mrs. Mrs. Fred Rackliffe, Mrs. Sarah E West, Mr.
\\. Mahoney was made a committee to and
Mrs. R. H. Howes, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
-' der the
Chapter’s assistance to the Local Ritchie, Samuel H. Lord, Isaac S. Hills,
»nal Defence League. At Mrs. E. C.
Following an evening of games and music.Misa
*t's suggestion it was vpted to give a Read
poured coffee while Miss Simmons and
and thimbl" p »rty as a benefit to the
Miss Wiley served Scotch woodcock, sandHome, arrangements to be made later.
wiches, olives, cakes and candy.
held
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The Boy Scouts.

A meeting of those inBoy Scout movement was held
last Friday evening in the Methodist church
vestry with about 25 boys present. Enrollment and registration were made, and a full
troop of 32 will be organized, divided into four

Dunton,

president; Mr. Wescott, treasurer; Miss Wiggin, collector; and Sue M. Partridge, clerk
The treasurer's report showed a balance on
the credit side.
The Boys’ Convention. Prof. Ralph P.
Mitchell of the University of Maine was in
Belfast Tuesday evening in conference with a
committee from the Board of Trade in regard
to the Boys’ Convention to be held in Belfast
Nov. 5th and 6th. The committee consisted
of Messrs. S. A. Parker, M. L. Slugg, Wilson

patrols,

these to be

organized according to
boys bought their scout books

uniform. The
and some ordered their suits, and the work
was explained to them fully.
The next meeting will be held in the Opera House tomorrow,
Friday, afternoon at 4 o’clock, when the candidates will be examined m the tenderfoot degree. The boys are very enthusiastic over
the work so far.

Mr. and Mrs. Robert P. Chase, Mrs. Albert
C. Burgess, Mrs. Elmer A. Sherman, Mrs. Albert M. Carter, Misses Charlotte W. Colburn,
Annie L. Barr and Grace H. Hall will be
guests at the Bangor House Thursday, Friday
and

Saturday

to attend the

Maine Music FesClement, who will attend,
will be the guest of her son, Dr. James D.
Clement, in Orono. Misses Inez E. Crawford
and Maude E. Barker will visit friends and
relatives, and a large number will go today to
attend the Melba concert this, Thursday,
tival.

Mrs. Amos

evening and others for a day or so. Mr. and
Mrs. Elbridge S. Pitcher, Mrs. Jamea T. SleepClement W. Wescottand Mr. and Mrs.
Ira M. Cobe have course tickets and will ater, Mrs.
tend

some

seat for

if not all of the sessions

Melba concert

the

was

sold

Every
early

Tuesday.

Belfast and Camden Car Withdrawn.
The Maine Transportation Co. rather unexpectedly discontinued their service between
Camden and Belfast last week, and the car
has been withdrawn from this route as is the
case with all their lines in this State.
On the
county will be present. The Boys’ Band and
of the big car to Union with the members
the Boy Scouts will meet the trains and escort, trip
cf the Belfast band it was discovered that the
the boys to the Opera House, where the exerfire-box was cracked and a new one was orcises will be held. There will be a
banquet dered. Having none in stock the car was tied
for them in Memorial hall and they will visit
up a week while a new box was being made.
Belfast’s principal places of business in a body
The repairs had just been completed and the
Nfw Advertisements. Carle & Jones be- car was to have started the following morning,
lieve in Preparedness, and their fall and win- when Driver Tewkesbury was called to Portter lines in every department are better than land on account of the serious condition of his
they have ever carried, and they would be mother, who is in the Maine General hospital.
pleased to show you. See their announce- The management found it impossible to secure
ment-Harry W. Clark & Co., the Main the services of a steam car driver at this time
street clothiers, have their fall and winter of the year for so short a time, figuring that
of October would about complete
clothes ready for_ inspection.
A
goodly the month
lot of Kuppenheimer suits and overcoats the service, and accordingly the car was withas low
as $15 and
$20....Carle & Jones drawn.

Ellis, Clyde B,

Holmes and Orrin J,
Dickey.
Prof. Mitchell outlined a program for the
speakers, which will include an address by a
member of the Boston Chamber of Commerce.
It is expected that about 100 boys from the

The little River Bridge. Edbert C. Wiljust receivd 5,000 rolls of 1916 wall
prices 5, 8 and 10 cents. They son of the.firm of Green & Wilson, civil enpleased to show you the samples.... gineers of Waterville, who recently made surSave money by saving your eyes. Frank F. veys at Little River, has sent to Mayor
Graves, Graduate Optometrist, Odd Fellows Coombs blue prints showing the three locaBlock, fits glasses on strictly scientific princi- tions proposed for the new bridge, the cost of
ples. .Winter is near at hand, when blankets which is to be divided between Belfast and
will be needed.and Carle & Jones have them at Northport, viz., the present location, the locaprices from 69 cents up to $5....Darby & tion just above approved by the county comShales, successors to L. S. Shiro, Phoenix Row, missioners, and a new location above the barn
will have a special sale of chocolates at reduc- of E. D. Burd, crossing the river near the waed prices for one week, beginning to-day, Oct. ter works dam with a three span bridge. The
7th.... The Edith M. South worth house, No, 3 blue prints show the grade and other details of
Church street, a very desirable residence, is each route. Mr. Wilson haB written to three
offered for sale. Apply to Ralph D. South- bridge companies for estimates of the cost of
a three span bridge, and an
early response is
worth, 12 Main street, Belfast.
expected. Mr. Burd has offered to give the
C. L. S. C. Annual Meeting. The annual right of way across his land, but it is
expected
meeting of Seaside Chautauqua Circle was that land damages will have to be paid for
held Monday, Oct. 4th. at the home of the crossing the land of J. W. Wilson on the
President, Mrs. C. A. Hubbard. The secre- Northport side. While no decision will be
tary’s report stated that 38 meetings ana one made until estimates of the cost of the three
picnic were held during the year. Four C. L. span bridge are received the Belfast and
S. C. books were studied anc. the membership Northport officials are inclined to favor the
questions answered. All the required reading present location with some modifications. The
was completed.
Eight new members register- bridge would be moved a little up stream and
ed for the C. L. S. C, class of 1918, The week- the grade raised a few feet. A cut on the
ly programs have included music, readings, west side at the Northportend would straightdiscussions, papers and book reviews. This en the road and thus remove one of the present dangers. The recent
hai been a very successful year in all departcutting away of
ments of Chautauqua wosk.
Officers were bushes on each side so that the approach to
the bridge is not so blind as heretofore is a
elected for the coming year as follows: Presimeasure of safety that is
appreciated. The
dent, Mrs. C. A. Hubbard, who begins the State law reauired this to be done before Oct
twenty-first year as president of our uhautau- 1st,
qua Circle; vice president, Mrs. F. H. Mayo;

HOSIERY

QUICKLY VANISHES
in

Your money back if you want
which A. A. Howes & Co., the

remedy'6
This is

“

““* Mi‘°',,a'the

L. S. C. work for this American Year. The
C. L. S. C. class of 1919 is named the
American Class. The motto is “Peace and
Democracy,” and the class flower the American Beauty rose.
The next meeting will be
with Mrs. C. A. Townsend, 55 Cedar street,
Monday, Oct; 11th, at 3 p. m. The lesson,
chapters one and two of the C. L. S. C. book,
“Social and Economic Forces in American History,” with the required reading from The In*

I

■_■

dependent of October 4th. Program: Current
Events; talk, “The Civil War in England;” an
address, “History of our United States
Money;” singing the Chautauqua hymn.
\

dlKJ?t,on

Wh«f°frefund
w“ata
art^oA'#
hf
Sj*

the?emedyh“

Aprons,

25c.

#

light,

2
2

50c,

Aprons.
A

®

and

$1.25

q

Skirts

Dress

Separate
& C. Make

jg

All $5.00
None

None

cheaper.

•
0

higher.
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NEW RAINCOATS--THREE GRADES

S

2

BEDDING--Sheets, Pillow Slips, Blankets and Puffs.

•

W

Samples, yard goods,

9

Your

sent

application.

on

solicited.

inspection

{

Goods sent

Very truly

on

#

approval.

£

yours,

S

CARLE & JONES.

«M ••• •— ——— ••• WHMWWW MM**
Webber and family have
Dr. Ernest S
moved into the apartment in the Marsano
block which had been occupied for some time
by Mrs. Margaret White. Mrs. White will
leave for Chicago about Oct. 10th to spend the
winter with her sister, Mrs. George Pratt.

►7* *T<f ift £,?4 -Jk ►?*

£

Miss

J

Maine

^p

Maude E. Mathews, treasurer of the
Woman’s Missionary Federation, went
to Waterville Tuesday to attend the three
days’session of the Baptist State convention.
The delegates from the Belfast Baptist church
were Messrs. 0. E. Frost, vice president of

Canning
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time the
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Notes.

in

A

new

morning when at work with

a

thresh-

placed on the steamer Belfast, similar to the
one recently installed on the Camden, although
not quite so shrill. It is now difficult to tell
the whistles of the steamers apart, although
com-

Both

than any other on steamers entering the harof the Hub....The Boston Towboat Com-

bor

pany has sold the sea tug Underwriter to Smith
& Perry of New York for towing lumber and
piling barges from Jacksonville and Brunswick to New York. The Underwriter was
built 52 years ago at Philadelphia and was
formerly the Charles Pearson... .The steamer
James T. Morse

came

bacic

on

her route
was

before

her unfortunate

encounter with

the

Maine

Central

Pemaquid

steamer

early last
service

near

each

were

nent

Monhegan

doing

her

regular

He

an-

Harmon & Son, Thorndike
Station, bebuying potatoes Sept. 25th, paying 40
cents per bushel. Not
many are coming in
MondayAhey advanced in price to 45 cents."
James Tweedie of Thorndike has finished
dig; ging and reports a short crop—about 50 per
cent of last years.

Mrs. Helen Batchelder Shiite entertained inI formally at the Woman’s Club
room at 1 p. m
| briday, Mrs. John O. Black
catering. The
guest of honor was Mrs. Bertha
Hadiey Robinson of Norfolk, Va., who is
i

visiting

cover, and the

place

cards

Stonington,

with

Rockland and Portland, and the Mineola is
again on the East Boothbay route_Beginning Monday, Oct. 4th, the four trips a week
schedule went into effect on the Bangor line of
the Eastern Steamship corporation. Steamers Belfast and Camden will be in commission
as usual, and one of them will leave Boston at
5 p. m. on Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and

ing

was

FOR SALE
TlroEdiHiISitlwnli
HOUSE
No. 3 Church Street.
Eleven

and bath:

also

For further particulars,

in-

quire of

RALPH D.

SOU1HWORTH,

12 Main

Street,
__Belfast, Maine,

PATTERSON’S

spent socially with cards and music.

Ought

rooms

perti- j roomy shed and barn.

guests were Mrs. Rena White, Mrs. Lynwood
B. Thompson, Mrs. Harry Vinal, Misses Leverne Whitten, Geneva F. Hutchins, Florence
D. Chaplee and Marian M. Perry.
The even-

stunt between

also

Mrs.

were orna-

appropriate—a
quotations from Longfellow for Miss
calendar

extended to Mrs. Maude Ellis
Busse,
Lena Ellis Johnson, Mrs. Annie
Dyer
Brown and Miss Mildred M. Slater. The
table
decorations were garden phlox and
green,
The menu: corn boullion, chicken
salad, beaten
biscuit, coffee, ice cream with hot chocolate
fudge sauce and assorted cake.
were

j

and

her

mother, Mrs. Urania S. Hadley, at the home
of Mrs. M. W. Rich, Main
street. Invitations

27

was

Whitten, and one with menus and recipes
for Miss Sanborn. The menu was chicken
salad, hot rolls, olives, pineapple whip with
whipped cream, cake and coffee. The other

With the Morse again doing
the Rockland-Bar Harbor route the
is

5‘ years.

with a green stenciled four-leaf clover
—for luck.
The center piece was a basket of red roses and the table candles were
red. The favors for the guests of honor

month.

on

about

mented

Sept.

29th in better condition than she

have received cards

Peter

Red Supper, Mrs. Luther i
A. Hammons, Misses Alberta Farnham and
Florence M, Brown entertained at Mrs. Hammons’ home on High street last Friday evening in honor of tMiss Bertha Whitten, who
went to Portland Saturday to attend the Shaw
Business College and Miss Winnifred Johnson
Sanborn, whose marriage to Mr. Benjamin H.
Mudgett takes place this month.
Supper ^
was served at 7 o’clock.
The table decora- !
tions were green and red, with a red rose at
A Green

note oi tne ceirast ana me cnime tone oi

Camden.

Swanville

great grief to his parents.

whistles are musical and
penetrating. Boston waterfront experts claim
that the Camden whistle can be heard farther
the

friends

gan

years of age and unmarried. The accident
caused general sorrow in Swanville and was a

whistle has been

around the waterfront and

Belfast

bushel this

»

bass

J»

nouncing the engagement of Mr. Theodore K.
Farley of Ipswich, Mass., and Miss Gladys A
Fatal Accident in Swanville.
Charles daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harry M. Sc. Clair
Thompson was almost instantly killed last of Buffalo, N. Y„ formerly of Beverly, Mass.

Liberty reports that there
more

garaner

potatoes last year got but
year from a like planting.

machine on the farm of Louie Nickerson
Monmouth Corn Canning ing
at the plant
in Swanville. The belt had slipped off and
Saco
the
Co. in that town, and in this city
Mr. Thompson attempted to adjust it while
Valley Canning Co. has had a far better season the machine was
still running. He was caught
than expected, and the management is looking
in the machinery, but no one can say just what
forward to a splendid season next year. The j
did happen as others of the crew were busy
pack, some 100,000 cans, exceeds that of last | and did not see the
accident. One arm was
1
of
the
corn
excellent.
and
the
is
quality
year
pulled from his body at the shoulder, both
The factory has employed about 50 people, j
were broken and he was otherwise in1 legs
both men and women. This week the factory
jured. He lived about 20 minutes after the
began canning apples and the apple canning accident. Mr. Nicktrson called Dr. Foster C.
season will last until about Thanksgiving.when
Small of Belfast, who arrived just after Mr.
the factory will be closed. Apples are coming
Thompson had passed away. He was the
in steadily and the factory is receiving many
son of
Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Thompson
About 7,000 cases of
more than expected.
formerly of Searsport. The family had lived

are

S|

PREMISES.

of the

Steamer

Belfast, Maine,

&
&

GRAVES,

Optometrist,

of

concerned these conditions prevailed

excellent quality.
are prospects of

apples

&

Successor to F. I,. Adams, Odd Fellows’
Building.

that could save the

and there has been at least

will be

t

PRINCIPLES

STRICTLY SCIENTIFIC

FRANK F.

V*

crop would be warm weather in the fall and
the holding off of killing frosts, and fortunate-

ly

Save Worry By Saving
YOUR EYES

It looked

though

as

A

failure, and that this would
of our canning factories. It

a

result in the loss
wa3

past

Season.

»?« &* #!& *>?«

■S

convention, Charles H. Twombly, Gerald
Howard and Mrs. Benjamin L. Robertson.

igf S& B?« >£>

&

*

the

MUSIO SHOP,

to Paint

ought to have painted last year, but. 1 hated
to pay $2 a gallon.
I've got to paint this yea-; it’ll take a little
Friday for Bangor,via way landings. The steam- more
paint; I suppose 1 gallon in 10; and a little
ers will connect at Rockland on Wednesdays
more work, I suppose l day in 10.
and Saturdays for landings on Bluehill ana Bar
My job would have cost last year about $50;
Harbor lines. Returning leave Belfast at 2 p. it is going to cost this year $55.
$5 gone. I suppose it’ll be the same again,
m. Mondays, Wednesdays, Thursdays and Satif I wait again.
What if paint goes-down to $1.75 a gallon?
for
at
Rockland
Boston, connecting
urdays
with steamers leaving Bar Harbor at 10 a. m.» $2.50 on the job!
I shan’t wait; what a fool I was!
and Bluehill at 9 a. m., on Mondays and Thurs- 1j
DEVOE
Mason & Hall sell it.|
days.
I

47 Main

Street,

MUSIC MDSE.

RENTING
J.

LEE

Belfast, Maine.
TEACHING
REPAIRING

PATTER 50N, Proprietor.

We Examine

The Eyes
By Modern Scientific Methods

A

Strong

j

Growing

Bank

Assets

4

*

over

$2,000,000 and Growing daily. £f

ON SAVINGS ACCOUNTS.
r^trarmrtn

i-yrr -jit rsn it« nr, r.ff

j

(without the aid of drugs)

And

®*VWE

w<j«w¥¥w

hit

the

Most

Up-to*Date

Glasses

!

CITY NATIONAL OF BELFAST

L

I

and

=IS THE=

J

tv mvwi

St

£

2

all light,

Specials, 79c. 99c.

dyspepsia

Do not be miserable or make
your friends
miserable with your dyspepsia. Ui-o-na will
he|p you. If it doesn't, tell A. A. Howes &
Oo. that you want your
money back and they
J
will cheerfully refund it.
the better W,H be
from
the first rge
few doses of Ui-o-na and its continued
use will sooni start
you on the road to perfect
and enjoyment of food.
Mi-o-na has been so
uniformly successful
that every box is sold under
a positive
guarantbe money if it; does not relieve.
could be made?
tier Pr°P08|ti°n
s?we® & Co* £ive theil personal guar“"***
b»ck if you want it” with
“°.n*y
°f
Mi-o-na that they sell. A guarBDeBkB Tolum** tor the merit of

9

PETTICOATS

it is the way
popular drug-

great

2

Black Mercerized -all prices.

Dress Kid and Chamois
A fresh supply.

W

an

i0r

Waitress and Nurses

KID GLOVES

•

Aprons,

Button Front Bungalow
medium and dark,

Forest Mills, Pants and Vests, Union Suits

unusual plan, but Ui-o-na has so
Planets,” author, Martha Evans Martin. These, much merit and is so almost invariably successwith some required reading from The Inde- ful in relieving all forms of indigestion that
they run but little risk in selling under a Kguarpendent, a weekly magazine, comprise the C. antee of this kind.

new

5 doz. Bungalow

UNDERWEAR

M

2

APRON SPECIALS

Gordon, Round Ticket Hosiery in fall and
winter weights

pare them closely recognize the difference.
Before it was very easy to distinguish the

MISERY

•

We carry the good did fashioned
Wrappers

those who

51UMALH

|

HOUSE DRESSES

Chiffon Cloths and Fancy Silks to match.

2

#

carried.

The “Domestic” Dress needs no
praise
from us. Women who have worn them
know the quality and fit.

have

secretary and treasurer, Miss L. A. Cochran;
critic, Mrs. M. N. Rhoades. The work for the
coming year includes the study of four C. L. S.
C.books as follows: Social and Economic Forces
in American History; author, Albert B. Hart;
“Changing America,” author, Edward Albert
Ross; “American Ideals, Character and Life,’
author, Hamilton Wright Mabie; “Ways of the

ever

Poplins. Serges, Gaberdines, Silkenfels,
Crepes and a variety of Fancy Suitings
with Messalines,Taffetas, Georgette Crepes,

paper;
will be

..

have

we

WE SHOW YOU?

DRESS GOODS

Heavy Street,

Wnsh.

'

& JONES

really Better than

are

3_MAY

Finished Fabric.

terested in the

I

Every Department

Wm. Arthur Shales has sold his house on
Congress street, formerly the Wm. Pitcher
homestead, to Walter B. Dutch, who several

Seattle,

Commander Pratt Fromoted.
Commander William V.Pratt,Lieut. Commander
Dudley
W. Knox, and Lieut. Charles W. Early will be

19.

Our Fall and Winter Lines

street

bought and has been living in the
N. G. Pettingil] house, 9 Elm street. Mr. and
Mrs. Shales have taaen a rent in the William
Woods house on Cedar street. Mrs. L. M
Orff, Mrs. Shales’ mother, will keep house for
them while Mrs. Shales elerks in their store.
Mrs. Elizabeth Brooks and son Bartlett, who
have been living in the Shales
home, will go to
Foreland before returning to their home in

Mr. and Mrs.Albert L.Cuzner,
recently married, were guests of honor at a social in the
Baptist vestry Tuesday evening under the auspices of the Y. P. S. C. E„ and were presented with a quartered oak rocking chair.
Cake and ice cream were served and the even-

The following case !
Tried In Rockland
The annual meeting of the Belfast Home for
was tried at the recent term of the S. J. court
Aged Women association was held at the
in Rockland: Oscar W. Carroll of Union vs. Home
Tuesday evening and the following diGeorge Wood of Swanville. This is an action | rectors were elected: Hon. and Mrs. Robert
the business meeting of the Woman’s Club on a note dated February 24, 1914, for $150, j F. Dunton, Mrs. Sarah
R, Pierce, Mrs. Charles
Monday it is hoped to make definite ar- according to plaintiff’s claim. This note was A. Pilsbury, Mrs. Frances H. Murch, MissJ.
ments whereby the club may retain the ! lost. The defendant paid a portion of this A
Wiggin, Dr. Elmer Small, Mayor Charles R.
ices of Mrs. J. O. Black during the winter.
note by delivery of three heifers, of which the Coombs and Mr. Clement W. Wescott.
Dr.
less
Black has moved into the Flanders block
agreed value was $103. Consequently,
Small was elected president; Mr.
vice

■

|CARLE
|

kitchen

years ago

Over 60

there

she will convert it into

house.

Condon Camps, Smithfield, to remain during
October. He is greatly benefitting by the out
doer life.

postfor the week ending Oct. 5th: Ladies—
Grace Bowe;, Bertha Burdeen, Mrs.
A. Fuller, Miss Jennie Roberts, Mrs. C.
: aw, Mrs. Carrie Stevens, Mrs. Ray White,
t.emen—Ernest Grigg, Rufus Libby, John

tiph

tenement

H.

I

let-

remained uncalled for in the Belfast

r:

a

|

Telephone

PREPAREDNESS

E, S. Pitcher have closed their
cottage at The Battery and are at their city
home on Northport avenue for the winter.
Their daughter, Mrs. James F. Sleeper, is still
with them but will leave for her home in
Beloit, Wis the iast of the month. Hon, and
Mrs. John R. Dunton, summer sojourners at
The Battery, are at their home on Church

|

anything.”

Letters.

into

a

ant^ 21 Main Street.

gress

MelntoBh and Miss Eva
Holmes will leave Monday for a three weeks
ChariAssociated
vication and business trip to Boston and New
The annual meeting of4he
ties will be held in the Police Court room, | York, and Miss Holmes manicure parlors in
Thursday, Oct. 14th, at 4 p. m., by call of the ! Phoenix Row will be closed during that time.
president, Mr. Wm. B. Woodbury.
| ThomaB H. Marshall Circle celebrated their
H. A. Peters and family, who have been oc- ; third birthday party at their
regular meeting
on
Northport Tuesday afternoon, with ten at the
cupying the E. S. Pitcher house
birthday
I
avenue, have moved to the new house on Mil- table.
Mrs. Julia G. McKeen provided the
ler street recently built by Loren Cross.
; birthday cake. The table decorations were fine
Maurice D. Towle, who had been at home green vines and cut flowers There was a good
for several days, returned yesterday to the attendance.
street

Birch Point camps

the lake to the

woodcock.

Bondage with Lottie Pickford
is the special feature at the Opera House tonight, Thursday.
Charles B. Eaton began work Tuesday on fair.
remodelling the barn at his place at 3 Court I Mr. and Mrs. W.

and Mrs. John Sylvester, Mr. and Mrs.
an H. Coombs, Mrs, Frank Towle and
arrie Greenlaw motored to Belgrade

\

4 wounded partridge flew through
window at the home of William H.

S

Hall, Constreet, last Thursday, carrying with him
a shower of broken
and
glass
badly frightening th occupants of the room. The window
Virgil L. Hall, William H, Hall, Oscar Wil- was
up at the bottom, thus making a double
kins, C. E. Read and Dana Clement of Water- sash at the
top, each pane 15 by 36, and both
ville left Monday in the former’s car for
Bos- were broken to bits.
ton and Brockton, where
will
attend
the
they
Mr and Mrs.

The House of

vestry of the church on Monday evening,
8th, at 6 o’clock, Tickets, 25 cents.

America

An alarm from box 35 about 3
p. m. Sept
30th called out two companies of the fire
department and upon investigation it was found
to be the work of mischievous
boys. There
was no fire, but their prank cost the
city not
less than $25. The culprits were discovered
and admonished and are not likely to
repeat
the offense.

Phenix Row, Belfast, Me.

Friday

public

A

25c. lb.
18c. lb.
12c. lb.

The Otto Nelson Construction Co. of Bangor I
Owing to the demand Manager Clifford was
unable to book "A Fool There Was” for the
replacing the walk around the post office.
dates announced in a recent
Two of our local gunners were afield last
issue, but haB
and brought home 14 birds, partridge it clinched for Oct. 20-21.

is

Seeing

Tuesday, Oct. 12th. Progr; m: Paper, "Gallant Little WaleB." by Miss Maude
E
Mathews; reading, ’’Hill-top Churches,” by Mrs.
Morison; reading, “The Welsh Religious Revival of 1904,” by Mrs. C. M.
Craig.

t—.'

___

D

-.—_

Opera

announce*

The monthly meeting of the
Woman’* Club
will be held Monday, October
11th, at 3 p, m.
A large attendance is deBired as
business ot
importance is to come before the club. Mrs.
Amos Clement, the present, will
preside.
The Traveller’s Club will hold the first
meetof
the season with Mrs. Edward J Morison
ing

SHALES,

v,

,.

Manager Clifford

will follow this series.

Thursday, Oct. 7, we shall
following reduced prices:

40c. CHOCOLATES
“
30c.
“
20c.

» Young Ladies’ Social Union of the Bapchurch met at the vestry Monday evening
adjourned to this, Thursday, evening after
•c

on

CHOCOLATES

D:ain line.
Ladies’ Aid of the Methodist church
give a public harvest supper in their vesOct. 13th from 6 to 7.30 p. m.
y

Sale

Special

and Mrs. Edgar L. Harding are on their
annual hunting trip in Northern Maine.
Mr.

--

The South American
travel;pictures have
been meeting with favor at tha
House.

j|
|

.q,,J

At Reasonable Prices.

Broken Lenses Replaced

Chase & Doak,
Optometri sts,
25 Main Street,

Belfast, Maine,

APPLE

Commercial Supply Much Less Than
Year.

Market Conditions Show Marked

Improvement.
The marketing

of the 1915

apple

crop

opens with more encouragement to growand dealers than they found in the

ers

prospects for the 1914 crop. According
investigations conducted by the Bureau
of Crop Estimates, last reports show the
condition of the crop to be approximate-

to

per cent of the yield last year.
The merchantable supply or commercial

ly

80

crop,

as

distinguished

from total

produc-

tion, therefore, would appear to be ap
proximately 40,000,000 barrels at the
highest, whereas the commercial crop of
1914 is variously estima’ed as having

been from 50,000,000 to 60,000,000 barrels.
It is reported that, in the large areas
where barreled apples are produced, the
crop of early fall varieties is relatively
larger than the crop of winter varieties.
This would seem to indicate that withir
a very short time a considerable quantity of apples included in the bureau’s
estimates will be eliminated from consideration. Furthermore, it is said that
the crop in some sections is seriously afTo the
fected with fungus and blotch.
extent that these defects prevail will the
be
reduced.
Under
merchantable supply
these conditions, therefore, it would appear that the commercial crop of winter
varieties may be considerably smaller
than the total production the reporl
would seem to show.
The business conditions show a marked
improvement over last season, according
to trade reports received by the Office of
Markets and Rural Organization. The
South, particularly, is in easier condition, and it is said that the United Kingdom and countries in the north of Europe
will take liberal quantities.
However,
with reference to Europe, it is to be remembered that steamer space is in great
It is reported that all cold
demand.
chambers are under contract with meat
packers until the first of the year, and
ordinary space is said to be more limited
In shipping circles it is
than in 1914.
maintained that Europe may not be expected to take the same quantities as
last year.
and

cheapness

of

apples during

harvest the crop at one picking, but rather should glean the trees
for only such fruit as is ready to come
off, repeating the process until the crop
has been picked in uniform condition.
The advantage is that the snipping period may begin earlier and last longer,
thereby securing greater time for effecting distribution. Furthermore, if all the
fruit is harvested at the same time, it is
to be remembered that shipments represent extreme stages of maturity, ranging from ripe to green in the same package, and that frequently toward the end
of the season over-ripe condition of a
portion of the crop may result from failure to pick first only what is in condition
for marKeting.
Careful handling from tree to car is

attempt

prevent deterioration.

It

GET RID OF THOSE POISONS
IN YOUR SYSTEM!
You will find Dr. King’s New Life Pills a
most satisfactory laxative in releasing the
poisons from your system. Accumulated waste
and poisons cause manifold ailments unless released. Dizziness, spots before the eyes, blackness and a miserable feeling generally are indications that you need Dr. King’s New Life
Pills. Take a dose tonight ard you will experience grateful relief by morning. 25c.
THE

OF

ONE

BEST

OPERA

COMIC

SONGS EVER WRITTEN.
In the September American Magazine Harry B. Smith writes an extremely entertaining article entitled,
“Some Inside Information About the
Musical Play.” Mr. Smith has written
the dialogues and lyrics of one hundred
and thirty musical pieces, involving between three and four thousand songs
He and Reginald De Koven wrote “Robin
Hood” which netted Mr. Smith more
than $225,000 in royalties.
At times Mr.
Smith’s royalties amounted to two thousand dollars a week. The present article
is filled with good stories of old-time
stories and famous comic operas. Reference is made to Dan Daly, the famous
comic opera singer, long since dead, who
sang the best song that Mr. Smith ever
wrote. This song was in “The Rounders” and was entitled, “Same Old Story.”
The words follow:

“History,
Men

and

nature, too, repeat themselves,
they say.
oniy habit's slaves; we see it every

are

day.

best for

Life has done its
some

For

nothing's anything
is

find it tire-

me.

I

all,

and

still;
at

nil.

ev'rything

“Same old get-up, dress, and tub.
Same old breakfast; same old club;
Same old feeling; same old blue;
Same old story—nothing new.
“Life consists of paying bills

as

long

as

you

have health.

Woman? She’ll be fond of you—as long as
have wealth.
Think sometimes of marriage, if the right girl
I could strike;
But the more I see of girls, the more they are
alike.
“Same old giggles, smiles, and eyes;
Same old kisses; same old sighs;
Same old quarrel; same adieu;
Same old story—nothing new.
“Go to theaters sometimes to

the latest

see

plays—

Same old plots I played with in my happy childhood days.
Hero same; same villian; same old heroine in

tears.

Starving,

homeless
in her ears.

in the snow—with diamonds

Leading

man

all teeth and

cuffs;

Same soubrettes—still twenty-two;
Same old jokes, too—nothing new.

“Friend of mine got married; in
a

boy!

a

year

or

so,

Father simply foolish in his fond paternal joy.
Talked about his ‘kiddy,’ and became a fearful
bore.
Just as if a baby never had been born before.
Same old crying—only more;
Same old business, walking floor;
Same old ‘kitchy-coochy-coo.’
Same old baby—nothing new.”

CRYING fOR HELP

OASTORI A

Mechanics

F ree!

Magazine.

A*

Many

Sterling, Conn.—“I am a girl of 22
A Prohibiton Marching Song.
years and 1 used to faint away every
month and was very
A marching song, “To Keep Prohibiweak.
I was also : tion Up in Maine,” lias been written,
bothered a lot with both words and music, by Rev. E. S. Uffemale weakness. I 1 ford of this city, and it has such a good
swing and go that we predict it will meet
read your little book
with lots of favor at temperance rallies
Wisdom for Woor wherever meetings connected with
men, and I saw how
It is particularly
that subject are held.
others had been I
likely to catch the fancy of the young.
E.
has
had
the
helped by Lydia
[ Mr. Utford
song printed in a
Pinkham’s Vegetaneat leaflet, to sell for a cent a copy, and
will supply them in any quantity. "Send
ble Compound, and
decided to try it, and I for some copies and get your young peoit has made me feel ple enthused to keep prohibition up in
Mr. Ufford’s famous
like a new girl and I am now relieved Maine,” he says.
“Throw Out the Lifeline,” is sung
of all these troubles. I hope all young song,
all round the world. The new song is
girls will get relief as I have. I never different, but quite as interesting in its
felt better in my life.”—Mrs. John way. —Rockland Courier Gazette.
Tetreault, Box 116, Sterling, Conn.
Massena, N. Y.—“I have taken Ly-

Following

smaller than our own, have encouraged and fostered such plants, we
have drifted along in dreamy indifference
to what the balance of the world were
doing. That the day is at hand in which
we must awake and strengthen our arms
both at sea and on land, ,s already generally realized. The voice of the jingo
is hushed and that of the pacifist—wellmeaning out easy-gomg —is stilled in the
presence of a responsibility more vast
than any which has confronted this nation
since o:d Liberty Bell rang out the glad

IN STERLING
LIVES fl GIRL

dia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound
and I highly recommend it. If anyone
wants to write to me I will gladly tell
her about my case. I was certainly in
a bad condition as my blood was all turning to water. I had pimples on my face
and a bad color, and for five years I had
been troubled with suppression.
The
doctors called it ‘Anemia and Exhaustion, and said I was all run down, but

Free!]

Mum of Attracting Attention to Our House and tbe Line
oi
Pianos Wo Handle Wo Will Give Away the

a

even

rotation
some system
Too much stress cannot be laid upon the bers of the
corn clubs who have obtained
of thoroughly packing the fodacre
one year can
large yields on their
news.
der in the silo so as to exclude the air as not
repeat their performances the followOur stale of unpreparedness is absomuch as possible. It is upon this one
season. The farm clubs, therefore,
ing
thing that the keeping of Bilage largely are designed to teach the boys how best lutely pitiful, and can be mentioned with
perfect frankness, for while the mass of
depends. A device consisting of a joint- to use this acre the year after they have our
own people know little and apprecied pipe, or some variation of it, attachgrown their corn. Each one of the mem- ate less our lack in
every essential, the
ed to the top of the blower pipe is at bers should
or have the care of, at
own,
war archives ol
every foreign country
present in use for distributing the cut least one farm animal which should be are
with
records of what we have
corn fodder in the silo.
By the use of carried on the acre, returning a profit to not. bulging
The submarine of 1915 and the 42this distributor it is possible for one man its owner and
fertilizing the soil. The centimeter gun give us something very
to scatter the cut corn evenly and at the
third year the acre is to be sown to corn definite
with which to compare ourselves,
Without the use
same time to tramp it.
again.
and the
An
is appalling.
of this device it is necessary to have at
In this way the boy’s clubs now provide effective comparison
standing army between the Atleast one man in the silo to fork the ma- a
practical three years’ rourse in the lantic and Pacific of barely double the
terial over so that it is evenly packed,
principles of sound agriculture. The im- poiico force of New York City, to guard
besides the saving of one man’s labor,
portance of the movement is shown by 5,000 miles of seacoast and the richest
the distributor does away with the nuis- the fact that
nearly 75,000 boys are now country in the world, does not suggest
ance of having the loose material flying
enrolled in the corn clubs of the South, that
sagacity and forethought on which
around, thus annoying the man in the and several thousand more in pig clubs, we have
prided ourselves. Both our navy
silo, and also lessens the danger of his not only
learning themselves, hut fur- and army, what we have of each, are exbeing struck by some foreign object that nishing an invaluable object lesson to
cellent; we are justly proud of them, but
may have passed through the blower.
the giuwn farmers around them.
a single fire
engine cannot put out a big
Oftentimes the corn fodder is so dry
The exact rotation that is followed in
conflagration.
when it is cut that it is necessary to add these farm
clubs is,of course,determined
America, the birthplace of the aerowater to make up for the deficiency in
by individual conditions. In some sections plane and submarine, still uses the one
moisture and provide for the proper the acre
should be sown to a cover crop chiefly as a circus
entertainment, and of
packing of the silo. This water is most lor grazing, and turning under in the the other has a
mere handful, and those
easily added to the blower when corn is spring. After this treatment, cowpeas, of short
cruising radius and doubtful rebeing cut, and it is also more thoroughly soy beans, or peanuts may be sown and
liability.
mixed with the cut material in this way.
for
the
prizes given
greatest yield. ElseA kind Providence has spared us thus
The Top Layer.
where such crops as rye and crimson far, but we must not
tempt fate a moFor the top layer of the silo a good clover, rye and bur clover, or vetch and ment longer, and in the
provision of an
oats
he
sewn together. Excellent
stalks
is
to
use
may
practice
heavy green
adequate defense —for we have no desire
from which the ears have been removed. results have already been nbcained by or occasion to aggress-the most remote
This forms a heavy layer that packs well many boys with crimson clover, one : farmer a hundred miles from the nearest
and at the same time contains a smaller reason being that they take more pains railroad is
equally interested with the
with inoculation than the average farmer. ! city dweller on an
amount of food material so that the
exposed coast.
For
the smaller boys in the first years
minimum loss is sustained if it spoils.
Congress does not always appropriate
of
their
in
the
clubs
1 acre fhe funds at command in a
Various methods and materials have
membership
way the most
j
been used for covering the top of the is. probably enough to handle. The corn commendable, nevertheless the President
to
their
feed
live
stock
have
to
None
they require
silage
may j and the next Congress should have the
prevent its spoiling.
given complete satisfaction, but the one be obtained in exchange for small grain, j unanimous support of the entire counmentioned above has given as good re- hay, cowpeas, clover seed, or 6ome of try, as we awake from our
Rip Van
sults as any, especially when the top the other products of their acre, or else ; Winkle
sleep and come down to the real
layer was thoroughly wet down and the average boy, by helping his father on problems and responsibilities which have
packed firmly by tramping. The best a farm, many rective sufficient feed of been gathering with the advent of the
practice is to commence feeding as soon corn in return for his labor. Older boys | twentieth century.
mav.
of course, find 2 acres none mo
as the silo is filled, in which case there
will be no loss of silage through decay.
much, putting l,acre in corn and the I One Egg Out of Fifty Gets broken.
other in small grain and legumes.
In order to stimulate interest, the au- !
Coats For Warriors.
Farm and Fireside says: “Two per
thorities in charge of this demonstration cent of all eggs sold are broken before
The J. B. Pearson Co., which has a work are recommending that prizes be they get to the consumer. Two per cent
busy factory in Thomaston, has lately offered for legumes and for the small ; more are dirty. The total loss from all
completed there an order of 5000 coats or grain by the club members as well as for : causes is over one sixth the total egg
If a boy uses his grain crop for crop.
reefers for the Italian army. The coats corn.
are
made from duck, sheep-skin lined, grazing or turning under, he can compete
for
and have sheepskin collars. They are 32
prizes on such crops as peanuts, Deans,
inches long. If one could only follow peas, and lespedeza. It is also an exceltheir car er what a story he would have lent opportunity for valuable demonstration in the best methods of harvesting
to tell.—Courier-Gazette.
the seed of the clovers, vetch, etc.
After a year of this work, preparation
should be made to plant the acre to coin
again. The boy will then know much
more about corn production and farmi g
in general then when he first entered ti.e
club. At the end of the third year mo;t
of the club members will probably be
compelled, for one reason or another, to
leave the club. It is recommended that
Who Suffered As
Girls certificates by the highest authorities of
the colleges and States should be given
Do—Tells How She
to every hoy after three years’ work of
the character outlined. —U. S. Dept, of
Found Relief.
Agriculture Bulletin.

Just order a sack of
{ William Tell Flour i
A and you needn’t worry li
l\

about

baking day.

Bread?

El Always light, fine and white. IM
111 Cakes and pies? Biscuit? Iju
HA The best you ever tasted! IgBf
Besides, William Tell goes
j
HU farthest worth remem- l$ji
when
is
so
ImH
bering
living
high. Think of all this, JH|
and instead of ordering

BEAUTIFUL PRIZES
ABSOLUTELY FRE E
Ring

Diamond

Ropers' Combination

Silver Coffee Set

Roger’s

Chest of

Silver

X.

J

Gold Knife and Chain
Silver

Berry Spoon

Chain
J

<m

^■

seven

READ THIS CAREFULLY

Cost's^'

picture"

must find at least 7 of the 10 faces in the
and
this puzzle will get
something. You can use this or other
if
desire
To 21 neatest, correct and artistic solutions
will be
absolut,
free the 21 prizes in the order named.
Remember that neatness
e
ticness will be taken into consideration
by the judges as wel
ness.
Only those living in New England are eligible and
on*
from one household.
Winners will be notified by mail
All
be m our hands, not later than October
15,
Ma or b ""S
ing answers
our piano store.

i

”1*

all

onlv’

answtrt n*

1915.*

answers

LORD’S PIANO WARER00MS
757 Boylston St., Boston, Mas
34 Lawrence St.,
or
Masonic

Lawrence,

Buildiny

Mass.Portland,

SPECIAL TO WOMEN MAINE CEN1RAL
The most economical, cleansing and
germicidal of all antiseptics is

Maim

RAILROAD

BELFAST AND BURNHAM
On and after Sept. 26.
1915, train,, coat-flurnnan.and Watervilie with
throug
for and from Bangor,
Watervilie, port
Boston, wil, run as follows:
PltOM

A soluble Antiseptic Powder
be dissolved in water

Ic

AM

needed.

as

ItM.KtSTj

Belfast depart.

Brooks
Knox.

12 :'
,12 2.,
,12 3.
jo 4
12 5:
1 05
11:;
.1:
I 35
2

7-2
>7 44
7 50
7 5,8 wS
8 zO
11 n
8 3J
-,4.
854
11 50
3 20

Thorndike..
Unity.
JADnnecook.

Fwfchum,

i’M

7 05
17 It)
'7 20

Citypoint
Waldo.

As a medicinal antiseptic for douches
in treating catarrh, inllammation or
ulceration of nose, throat, and that
caused by feminine ills it has no equal
For ten years the Lydia E Pinkham
Medicine Co. has recommended Paxtine
in their private correspondence with
women, which proves its superiority
Women who have been cured»>say
it is “worth its weight in gold.’’ Ai
druggists. SOc large box, or by mail
The Paxton Toilet Co., Boston, Mass

I

am

arrive

Bangot^.

Clintoiak,.

BentonTTS.
Watervilie'.

Portland.
Boston, p m.
TO

--

3
5 5:

BEIT \>T
3 00

Portland. 12 00

7 Or

AM

•:

Watervilie.
£angbr.
Benton.

piauo moving

a

7 IG
7 00

10 02
—

10 08
10 17
10 30
tlo 40
10 55
11 05
ail
11 35
til 45
til 55
12 01

Burnham, leave... 8 35
Winnecook. ;8 45

specialty.

Unity

Leave orders at the staDie corner of Main
and

AM

Boston. 10 00

prepared to do all kinds of trucking. Clinton.

Furniture and

Cross

streets,

prompt attention.

they
Telephone

and

FOR SALE AT YOUH GROCERS

126

8.54

Tlorndike. 9 02
Knox. t9 10
brooks. 9 25
Waldo. t9 35

will receive
connection.

Citypoint.

W. W. BLAZO,

!

The kidneys often cry for help.
Not another organ in the whole
body more
delicately constructed;
Not one more important to health,
The kidnejs are the filters of the blood.
When they fail the blood becomes foul and

and Shampooing. Also Facial Work
Full lino of all kinda of Hair Work at ■>
parlora over Shlro’o Store, Phoenix Row.

MISS EVIE HOLMES.

I

anvone5
material'

gTven

TRUGK

! 1 l.14

I

faces in this picture?

Trace the outline of the faces on this or a senarsto
<■
Number them 1, 2 3, etc. Mail or bring answers ‘to
our store
to
\
ou
nothing
try.
may win one of the large nriz-s
R Lli

FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORIA

Scarf Pin

PM

tH|

!

Lorghnette Chain

Gold Pencil and

Can you find

—

Children Cry

Shirt Set
Shirt Set, Roman
Finish
Chatelaine Pin

Watch-Chain and
Charm

Ladies’ Wrist Watch
Gentleman's Gold
Watch
Boys’ Wrist Watch
Lady’s Gold Watch
_

Cuff Links

Bracelet

Silver Tea Set

r1

Gold Locket

Set

tFlag

station.
Limited tickets

Waldo Avenue, Belfast.

$5.25 from Belfast.

GUNS KEPT TRAINED ON WARSAW’S STREETS.

t9 45
9 50

Belfast, arrive.

for Boston

are

nov.

D. WALDRON,
General Passenger A
G. C. DOUGLASS.
General Manager. Portland
H.

1

■

Young Girls, Heed This Advice.
Girls who are troubled with painful or
irregular periods, backache, headache,
dragging-down sensations, fainting
spells or indigestion,should immediately
seek restoration to health by taking Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.

The

Kebuplican Journal and! Me
Magazine one year each 5:
$2.10, paid in advance

Subscriptions
Write

DIRECT LINE

may

be

call

at

or

new or

renews'

this office

(Waits magazine II

Eastern Bay Straw Co.

But Daily Growing
Less.

32tf

Popular

The employment of eo many plants on
munitions of war and the incident training of thousands of men to the work is
an asset to this
country of very great
importance. For while other nations,

necessity

Lots of it in Belfast

ng

Cry

H H. Windsor, in the October Number of

Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound brought me out all right.” —Miss
La visa Myres, Box 74, Massena, N.Y.

“Same stern father making bluffs;

NOTICE.

FOR FLETCHER’S

PREPAREDNESS A DUTY.

Clubs.

|

necessary
iB not difficult to understand why a lot
of fruit does not arrive in the market in
prime condition if it is picked and piled
on the ground in the hot sun, placed in j
packages in a heated condition, and finally hauled in wagons without covers and 1 poisonous.
springs over rough roads. With propel
There can be no health where there is poisfacilities apples picked on hot days should oned
blood.
not be packed until the following day.
Backache is one of the frequent indications
For this purpose shelter should be pro- ;
vided in order that the frui: may be pack- ; of kidney trouble.
It is often the kidneys’ cry for help. Heed it.
ed in a cool, dry condition. Growers whc
Read what what Doan's Kidney Pills have
have no packing sheds should either build
them or arrange to use their barn floors. done for overworked kidneys.
The wagons should be equipped with
Read what Doan'c have done for Belfast
springs and cover provided for the pro- I people.
fruit
from
the
weather.
tection of the
Mrs. Hattie Wallace, 86 Waldo avenue, BelCuIIb and cider stock should be eliminated from the better grades and as fat fast says: “Doan's Kidney Pills are a fine kidney medicine.
They have been used in my
as possible diverted to cider mills, canneries, and evaporators. While in short- family for a number of years and I and others
crop years there iB a fair demand foi have had great benefit from them. I willingly
low-class apples, still by filling the aut- recommend this medicine to other
kidney sufumn markets with poor stocks, it is posferers."
sible to obstruct seriously the disposition
Price 50c at all dealers. Don't simply ask
of the standard grades, and force into
cold storage larger quantities than the for a kidney ren edy—get Doan's Kidney Pills
conditions may justify. In general, only —the same that Mrs. Wallace had. Fosterlong-keeping standard-pack apples should Milburn Co., Props., Buffalo, N. Y.
be placed in the coolers, though it is frequently profitable to store for relatively
short periods such sorts as Grimes,
Wealthy, and Jonathan, for withdrawal
Guaranteed work In Chiropody, Manlour
during autumn and early winter as the

Children

Farm

storage

! areas of the northern belt. On the other
hand, States that go to market, latest
should be in no hurry to rush the markets
during the period of greatest movement.
In brief, the crop should be distributed
throughout the longest time possible,
cold and dry storage being judiciously
utilized for conservation.
Small towns outside of the apple belt
are often poorly supplied, even in large
Growers of the Middle
crop
years.
West have taken advantage of this condition by going to such towns with cars
of apples and selling on the track. In
order to succeed with this method the
shippers should know conditions of supply and demand in the town selected,
ascertain the railway and township regulations controlling track sales, and precede delivery of the car by judicious advertising. The mayor can give information as.to whether a license is required,
and the railway agent as to whether
track sales are allowed.
In so far as the apple grower is concerned, cooperation in distribution and
marketing is highly commended as an
economic system for securing judicious
handling. Of course, it woulu be impracticable for growers to organize upon
the eve of crop movement, because
disaster would likely result as the consequence of too little time for perfecting
business arrangements.
However, in
communities where cooperative packing
and selling agencies are operated, the
growers should do all possible to strength
en such exchanges with their patronage
! and counsel. The disloyalty of members
is the chief element of failure in cooperative circles, and apple growers are
strongly urged to stand by their associations as the best way to solve the problems that are common to all.

to

to

Boys’

Keeping of Silage Depends Largely Upon Extension of
Corn Club Idea Gives Boys
Thoroughness with Which Fodder is
in Crop Rotation and Live Stock
Training
Such methods add maPacked in the Silo.
terially to the life of the product.
Feeding.
The ideal time to cut corn for silage is
Owing to geographic location, some
The success of boys’ corn clubs and pig
when
the
kernels
have
the
milk
passed
important apple-producing States have
clubs in the South has led those in charge
and
are
to
dent.
At
stage
beginning
natural
of
an
season,
I the
advantage
early
i It would be folly for such States not to this period the greatest amount of loori of the work in this section to plan lor
that
It
is possible material can be obtained and the best the extension of the movement through
advantage.
j profit by
tor growers so situated to leave their quality Of silage made.
The cutter should be adjusted to cut the lormation of boys’ farm clubs. In
;
crop on the trees until the period of
\ greatest movement, and frequently in the corn in short lengths, with three- these clubs the boys who have already
learned in the former organizations how
\ years past they have suffered great loss fourths of an inch as the limit. In gen- to
produce large yield0 of corn and the
The Southern States of the eral the finer the fodder is cut the more
uy doing so.
value of live stock will be taugnt the
bell should begin early and market easily and more compactly it can be
apple
1
the greatest portion possible prior in the packed arid in consequence the better the elementary principles of crop rotation,
the economical feeding of live stock, and
period of greatest movement, and there- quality of the silage.
the
upbuilding of the soil.
Influence of Thorough Packing.
by avoid competition with the producing
Without
of
memcarefully,
without delay.

the
past year will be reflected in a satisfactory consumption this year. In other
words, it is thought that the habit of
eating apples may be expected to hold
over from last season.
However, one or
two correspondents maintain that the
conditions of one season do not affect the
next in so far as consumption is concerned.
It is generally reported that abundant
storage space will be available and that
comparatively there will be no great
difficulty in financing the movement of
the crop. Conditions for liberal consumption are said to be good in most markets, ^
and altogether there is a decided leeling of optimism on the part of those concerned as compared with absolute gloom
this time last year.
It is to be remembered, however, that
40,000,000 barrels of merchantable apples, which is thought to be the maximum estimate for this year, are a goodly supply, and that to assure a steady
normal movement throughout to the conclusion of the season next spring, large
|
quantities must pass into consumption
between now and the first of the year.
Unreasonably high prices at this time
will mean a curtailment of consumption
and the storing by the growers of larger
I
quantities than the conditions might !
Justify, with the result that later on they
might receive net prices below the level
of opening values.
By this it is not me nt that growers
ought to sell now for less than market J
value, nor is it meant that buyers are to
be encouraged in depressing opening
values. The outlook is normally encouraging for satisfactory profits to all concerned if good judgment is used, and it
is meant to urge upon growers and dealers
alike the advisability of breaking
deadlocks with reasonable.concessions on
the part of all. Arbitrary ideas of values
should be avoided, so that the movement
of the crop may proceed in a healthy
way.
Unfortunately, when the demand for
apples is good, many growers and packers seem to feel that poor grading is
justified, and in such years there is a
tendency to lower standards. Attention
is called to the fact that no condition can
justify anything but an honest pack.
For a poor grade and shoddy pack the
producer ultimately must pay, although
temporarily the packer may receive an
advantage. Apples should be sold for
just what they are, according to the
recognized grades. Whether or not the
price may be high, growers and dealers
alike should adhere strictly to the policy.
Under all conditions there are certain
fundamental processes that ought to be
observed in preparing the crop for market if success is to be assured.
The fruit should be picked and packed
in such condition as to insure it against
abnormal deterioration. With perishable
varieties having a long ripening season
ance

FILLING SILOS.

justifies. In packing fruit for
j demand
Cure should be exercised
I storage, special
to pick the fruit in sound condition, pack
j
Last it
and rush it into

MARKETING.

COMMENCING

Tuesday, June 15, 1915,
STMR. GOLDEN
Will

run

every week

ROD

day as follows:

Leave Brooksville, 6.45 a. m.; Castine, 7.00 a
m; Warren’s Landing, Islesboro, 7.20 a m; arrive in Belfast, 8.10 a m, returning leave Bel-

fast, 8.30

*

BL

J

a m.

Leave Brooksville, 1 45 p ro; Castine 2.00 p
m; Warren’s Landing. 2.20 p m, in time for
boat to Boston and give people about 2 hours
for shopping in Belfast, Returning leave Belfast, 5.00 p m, for Warren’s Landing, Islesboro,
Castine and Brooksville.

100 big

Photo by American Press Association.
German soldiers with machine gun trained down one of the principal streets of Warsaw, the Polish capital, now
in the hands of Germany.

^

Eagle ‘"Mikado” Pencil No. 74

|

monthly

Only because of a very special
ment with the publi-io-rs
M

CONNECTIONS
Will be made with Eastern Steamboat Co. to
and from Boston. Maine Central Railroad to
and from Boston. Steamer Islesboro to and
from Camden. After July 4, connection Sundays with Eastern S. S. Co. from Boston for

pagm

__

nr

MAOAZINEcan we give > u lie
this money-saving elniMiirM
is the Fashion Authoruy :iud Io
ieg Helper of more women ilia
t.i\
magazine in the world.
Come in or write to see a samp'..
All the latest styles and fan.
every month : also delightful y-ni.
articles, besides regular ilepartim
«•• mking. home dressmaking and
keeping lhat lighten housework a:
money. Loved by women everyv
1

!

;

!

Warren’s Landing, Islesboh), Castine and
Brooksville. Sunday service will be discontinued if not profitable.
AGENTS

Fred PatterBon,x Belfast; James Richards,
Warren’s Landing; J. M. Vogel, Castine; C. P.
Tapley, Brooksville.

( acktd Cne l

|
!

a pleasant sail on Penobscot
take atmr. Golden Rod at 8.30 a m
Belfast and have 3 hours in Castine. Or
leave Castine at 2.00 p m for Belfast, giving
about 2 hours to shop. Returning, leave Belfast at 6.C0 o’clock p m. These excursions have
always been very popular in the past seasons.
Connections will be made with stmr. Sieur
DeMonts to and from Rockland at Castine for
Warren’s Landing and Dark Harbor.
First-class teams will meet boats Bt Warren’s
Landing to take paesengers or freight to any
24
part of the town.—Conrad Beckett.
Ring up 79-14

Parties desiring

Bay,

COOMBS BROS. Managara.

in an attractive

pull-eft

tex

Hexagon Shape Highly Polished

m

ar.d Half Cress in a Carton.

or

50c. per Dozen.

Yellow Finish, with Gilt Tip and Red Ring, fitteu with

best Erasive Rubber.

can

from

cztn

For £ale at Your Dealer 5c. each

j
!

ihe Mikado is

lead, which

is

a Superior Quality ot Pencil
exceedingly smooth and durable.

\

and contains the very finest

specially prepared

ACCURATELY GR,'DED IN FIVE DEGREES

No. 1 Soft

No. 2i Medium Hard

No. 3 Hard
No. 4 Extra Hard for

No. 2 Medium

Bookkeepers

GEO. t. JOHNSON

Attorney at Law.

ICOKCEIED TO EE TEiE FINEST PINCIL MADE: FOR GENERAL USE

EAGLE
377 BROADWAY
i

PENCIL

COMPANY
NEW YORK

BELFAST, MAINE.
Practice; in
specialty.

all

Courts.

Probate

practlc*

'<2tf

An Old
nee

HOLDS BIRTHDAY PARTY*AT CAGE OF LION.

Kentucky Homel

i Began

iking Peruna
Weigh 120

■

unds for the
rst Time in
My
y Life.

The Kind You Have Always Bought has borne the signature of Clias. H. Fletcher, and has been made under his
personal supervision for over 30 years. Allow no one
to deceive you in this. Counterfeits, Imitations and
“
Just-as-good ” are but Experiments, and endanger tlio
health of Children—Experience against Experiment.

weight
3102 lbs. My I
Vi other who is 1
rmer

76 Years Old
Had Grown so

The Kind You Have

Always Bought

|
---—■—--

Weak She could scarcely walk.
She also took Peruna and is flesh-

j

ier and

looking well.

The above splendid woman is Mrs. Hattie Hamilton, of 918 Glen
Address The' Peruna
recommends Peruna to all housewives.
iio, for a free copy of the ‘Tils of Life.”

«

|

*

Miss Isla Tudor, who was christened among lions in Coney Island twelve years ago, celebrated her
one ol the same lions, which is now at Prospect park zoo. Brooklyn.
i

----—

County, Kentucky,

Are., Latonla, Ky.
Co., of Columbus,

^

Photo by American Press Association.

made the highest
actual profit that ever has been achieved
by an individual—$204.77. If she could
have done the same on one acre, she
would have made $2,040.70!”

In Use For Over 30 Years.
birthday

with

THE

_

CENTAUR

COMPANY,

NEW

YORK

CITY.
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Literary News and Notes.

ing piece in words and pictures entitled
“A Barely Civil Engineer.”
John M
Siddall contributes
editorial entitled
Francis Perry Elliott,, author of “Pals "How the World jin
and
Fills.”
Empties
First,” attributes the popularity of this Ray Stannard Baker tell why he is in falatest novel to the necromancy of his vor of Woman
Suffrage. The regular
black cat.
He stoutly avows the cat
departments Interesting People and
write
the
book.
This
to
is
how
helped
The Family’s Money—are filled with
it happened: He had decided to tall the
'good reading and good ideas. The prize
story of the old vagabond, the “Dom- winning letters in the contest entitled
inie,’’ in the third person, and had press- "The Jew” complete a number of rare
ed down the shift-key of the typewriter, interest and freshness.
preparatory to writing “He.” Ac that
The Strand Magazine for October is so
moment, the cat, which had been watching operations from the vaijjtage-point of full of “live” articles and stories that
the author’s shoulder, slid (Town into his the extra large issue of several thoulap and mewed inscrutably. Then he sand additional copies printed because of

I

How one Small Hoy Increased the Lorn
ways of enjoyment.
Nothing suits
mejso well as to stand and tell the story
Crop of a Whole State.
TELEGRAPHY
of The Cross and attend the
regular I In the September American Magazine
Recalls Various Knox County HappenNO PAYMENT !N ADVANCE has been the P°,icy of lhis institution for thi-ty years
:,t
No one enjoyed danc- Stanley Johnson
prayer meetings.
a
We
seriesof
the
artibegan
purchaser’s right to an examinarecognize
tion or the goods, ami a test of their
Including a Hunt for Capt. Kidd's ing and fun better than myself, and 1 | cles entitled, “Youth Leads the
quality before payment is required Du not wait for a
!
Way,”
more convenient season—it will never come.
yet like to think I am young.
asure.
1 enjoy which records some of the recent wonPORTLAND
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Jennie Tyler” of Vinalhaven, now Mrs. and girls between the ages of ten and
■ot too late 1 would like to congratSoderstrom, lives in San Jose. We talk eighteen. Jerry Moore, a tifteen-yearsyou on your ‘‘booster’’ edition, over the days when her mother was oia boy of South Carolina, established a
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ideations showing where treasures
but are intended to present the must conquer before it can achieve true certainly be sold to other countries.
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of
toma7,462. pounds
E. R. TROWANT,
Edgar L. Hampton and Alice Wood
F. E. ELKINS, 131 Eureka Street,
over 30 years. Some will
r
Iw39p
15c,
AND
yea
STORE,
Boston,
have
I
only
her
waB
but
$91.13.
Commission
say
profit though
(My
expires April 9, 1920)
Newcaatle, Maine.
35tf
James Montgomery Flagg does an amus
San Francisco, California.
0Bt a lot of fun.
and your ad. free; fighta dept, stores.
No, I have found bet- Miss Lottie Luckett of

tin

v

Kiffs

ter

Memory Book.

Watches,

Cocks

THAYER,

and

Jewelry

Jeweler,

PRESTON’S

Livery, Boarding & Transient Stable

|

|

j

ORRIN J.DICKEY,

Quarries,

Factory

|

Notary Public,

Sites, Farms,Sites

REAL

Camps

ESTATE

Investigated

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

Cottages, farms,

Pythian ttlock,

|

Homes

Belfast,

Undeveloped

,■

«...

MAINE REGISTER

Farming

j

|

—

|

W,-....

For Sale

—=Jf

For Sale

Olivet Sulky Plows

■

dr. w. c. unity.

$39.00

—

DENTIST,

Me.;

tell Duncan,C.E„

JACKSON & HALL’S

Camden Woolens

MAINE,

HUMPHREYS’

|

Surveying,

Timberlands,

|

Topographic

|

Ownership, ManageCirculation, ttc;.

Hydrographic Surveys,
Engineering

E. H. BOYINGTON,
Eye-Sight Specialist

~

i

BOYINGTON

CO.,

Farm for Sale

~

Colonial Rag Rugs

Biggest

1

|

_

{toes;

I

Muhlenburg

HOME

i

j-

The Bay View Club gave

SEARSPORT.
Li

Kidder left Wednesday for New

smore

York,
Deshon is visiting friends in

Charles B.
Monroe.

on

a

business trip

Smith of Brewer

B.

in

was

town

Tuesday, Sept. 28th,

Miss Eudaville Cleaves left last week for
Boston for fall millinery.

He

eases.

of

the

was

complication

a

of dis-

of

Freeland A. and

was

61 years of age.

son

Diantha Wentworth and

house carpenter and had followed
several years as a ship’s carpenter.
He also operated the Rockwood House at
Swan Lake for several years until he sold it
to Fred G. Paine of New York. The funeral
Bervices were held at his late home Thursday
afternoon, Rev C. H. McElhiney of the First

Miss Marian Stowers returned Friday from a
visit in Boston and vicinity.
Miss Lillian Smith was a recent visitor with
Mr. and Mrs. Fred L. Gilkey in Camden.
Lizzie Reynolds of Unity is visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Shepard Shute on Water street.
The A. A. C. Co. are building two large
for their
boarding houses at Mack’s Point
Mrs.

He

was

a

the

sea

for

Cong’l church officiating. Interment
the family lot in the village cemetery.
survived

help.
E.
Regular meeting of Anchor Chapter 0,

who went to the Maine

S.

Dy

pleased

to

him

see

illness of three

an

the street

on

again

passed

after

ed at his

weeks.

two
Fred C. Kane, who has been spending
at Swan
weeks at “Waubessa,” his cottage
Lake, returned to Boston Monday.
sale in the
M. A. Cook is having a clearance
store on
his
at
variety
dry goods department
9th.
Main street from Oct. 2nd to Oct.
6 arrived FriR. and R. Lime Co. barge No.

with 1800 tons of
day from Weymouth, Mass.,
Mack’s Point.
at
Co.
C.
A.
A.
the
to
fertilizer
B. Parse returned
Capt. and Mrs. James

VI

day

The Perfection
of comfort on a

■

8

a

the most

8

STANDARD OIL CO. OF NEW YORK

■

New York

R

Buffalo

B
9
■

Look for the Triangle Trademark.

I

I

^ Mj

:__

Chesley

L

and

Rhode (Thomas)

at the Univtrsalist
Blair pastor, has been |
church, Rev.
changed from the evening to the afternoon, I
beginning at 3 o’clock.

|

Mr. M. L. Pinkham, one of the proprietors
of The Ames Grocery Company, bought last
j
week

8

viile)

cut

H

future

F”
large delegation from Mariner’s Lodge,
attended the funeral of their brothel',
& a. M
Swanville
the late Hon. A. h. Nickerson, in
last Sunday afternoon.
of
Mrs. Ruth H. Bruce and daughter Estelle
A

A

Seattle, Wash arrived Friday and are guests
C. H.
of Mrs. Bruce’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Stevens,

on

Main street.

Kane,auctioneer,

erson.Mrs. Flora Koulston and Miss Harriette
N. Roulston were in Swanville Sunday to attend tbs funeral of the late Hon. A, E. Nickson.

Capt. and Mrs. J. D. Sweetser and Mrs. C.
E. Adams, who had been on a tour in the
White Mountains and other points in New
Hampshire in Capt, Sweetser’s auto, returned
home Sunday.
work

Patrick McDonough, who haa been
past summer for Eugene T, Savage at his
cottage on the western shore, left Thursday
for Brookline, Mass., where he has a position
at

under the

Shrieks of delight Greeted each die-

covery.
hard to

the

stored.

cover

and in table

or joy would have been
four-thirty the magic word,

More noise

find.

At

“refreshments”

for the winter.

piano

curtains,
drawers.

Two

was

whispered and quiet

long
Sandwiches,
tables

upper room.
and cakes as well

a

re-

spread
|
variety of cookies

were

in the

without which
complete, and salted nuts
The small guests of honor have

will be a social at the vestry of the
Methodist church Friday evening, Oct. 8th,
consisting of a short program of games, etc.

no

Admission ten cents: refreshments free.
are cordially invited.

been popular with their teachers and playmates
and will be greatly missed. The children at-

There

were

All

George Philipps, who has been at work in
n the tonsorial parlors of M. F. Parker the
past summer, left Monday for Bangor, where
ho has a position with the Bangor Electric

^Railroad Company

for the winter.

C. H. McEihiney, daughter, Mies
Mabel, and sons, Fulton and Harold, left Tuesday to make ready their new home in SkowheRev.

Mrs.

gan.
dren

McEihiney

and two younger chil-

will join them later in the week.
Mies Jessie C. Nickerson, Mrs. A, J. Nickerof Boston and Miss
son, Miss Clara Roulstone
Rebecca M. Ross left Tuesday in Miss Nickerson’s Peerless

touring-car

Hampshire,

New

for

a

tour

Massachusetts

through

and

New

York.
Steamers
tion

began

of the Eastern Steamship Corporatheir four

trips

per week schedule

Oct. 4tb, leaving Searsport for Boston Mondays, Wednesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays
and arriving from Boston Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays.
J. P. Walker and daughter, Miss Alice Walker, who spent the summer in town, returned
Thursday to their home in Bangor. Mr.
Walker has bought the Capt. John Closson
homestead at Pleasant Cove and is to build a
cottage the coming spring.
O. C. Atwood left for Boston Sept.
30th to attend the millinery openings, and on
her return will open a millinery shop in the
Mosman building, corner of Main and Goodell
streets, where she will be pleased to receive
the patronage of old and new customers. Her
opening will be announced later.

summer

Mrs.

youthful party

j

served.

as

ice cream,

Peterson, Pauline Towers, John Frame,
Croco, George Littlefield, Byron Carr
Henry Rogers, and Clyde Heald
Mrs. C. L. Bailey assisted the hostesses in en-

DRINK
HABIT
RELIABLE HOME TREATMENT
Thousands of wives, mothers and sisters are
enthusiastic in their praise of ORRINE, beit has cured their loved one of the
“Drink Habit” and thereby brought happiness
to their homes. Can be given secretly. ORRINE costs only $1.00 per box. Ask for Free
Booklet.
Read & Hills, City Drug Store, Belfast.
cause

wanted, Man
Representative
Woman, $10 to $20 weekly selling Securi-

or

ty Products, known everywhere. Dress Goods,
Petticoats, Hosiery. Gloves, Handkerchiefs.
Exclusive agency. References.
2w40p
THE SECURITY CO. WEEDSPORT, N. Y.

block4

stockings” for the
are cordially invited

All

needle work.

the

steady improvement
in Bangor.
Surgeons

at

the

Paine

Hospital

nurses

declare all symptoms favorable for ulfrom

recovery

her

recent

and

surgical

be

present at the docking

Millinocket,
young neighbor.

this

being

of the

with

habit

a

Elden H. Shute of West Sebec arrived
:o spend Sunday with her
parents
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Flanders, East Main street.
Monday she accompanied her sister, Mrs. John
N. Levine, and son John, Jr., to their home
in Watertown, Mass., where she will remain j
siurt visit.

a

with her

Mrs

Levine has spent the

parents.

and Mrs William Clifford of Bethel, Vt,
with friends, Mr and Mrs. Williams, motored
tj

last Saturday and spent Sund >
cousin and wife, Mr. and Mrs. S. 1L

Sto :kton

with

!

h

s

MerrRne w, Church

Monday

sireet.

morning
Ruth Mer-

party, accompanied by Miss
i'ithev.-, .eft in their car for Bruoksvslle to visit
relatives, thar being Mr. Clifford’s native
ih

j

town.

Menii.bew, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. S. B. Merrithew, Church street, took
Monday's boat for Bus. n, eii rout* to Brockv i ! visit Miss Beulah
ion, Mass., where sn
Cuusens and other friends
She was accomMiss Maud

A. Lane

>f

Dealness Cannot Be Cured

Belfast called

on

friends in

by

iocrl ap? Boat ions, as they cannot reach the
uiseaaed portion of the ear.
There is only one
way to cure deafness, and that is by c.institutional remedies. Deafness is caused by an infi uiied c< nriiimn of the mucous lining of the
Eustachian Tube. When thi- tube is inflamed
you have a rumbling sound or imperfect hearing, and when it is entirely closed. Deafness is
the result, and unless the inflammation can b
taken out and this tube restored to its normal
condition; hearing will be destroyed forever;
nine cases out of ten are caused by Catarrh,
which is nothing but an inflamed condition of
the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any
ease of Deafness (caused by catarrh) that cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
Send
for circulars, free.
F J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 75c,
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipaton.

Sunday.

H. 11 Libb> ;.nd wife of Bangor
guests of relatives here.

were recent

Mrs.

Helen Gray of Bangor visited Mrs.
Copp last week.
F. E. Harding and daughter, Miss
Phyllis of
Brewer, were in town Saturday.
Minnie

Wilbur Grant of Bangor spent the weekend with his mother and sister hert.
Hattie C. Hichborn of Stockton Springs
guest of Airs. Lydia A. Haiey.

Mrs.
Was a

recent

Mrs.

Amanda Perkins of

Young
George Laley.

E. AL Rollins,

Mrs.

Hall

of Holden

our

are

Quarry

and

visiting Airs.

station agent, is ensister, Airs. Arthur

vacation with her

a

panied as far
Tilcomb, who
grandparents,
Sylvan street.
to

The Ladies’

Mrs. I. AL

Mr.

and Mrs.

Eugene Danforth

of Bangor
Tuesday.

and

Airs.

their

31st wedding anniversary Friday evening, Oct. 1st, by entertaining a large company
of friends. Cards were
enjoyed until a late

hour, when dainty refreshments

were

1

are

was a

business

R

W.

The

Central- Maine Power Co.

are

wiring

lights.

room.

Cleaves Knowlton, his mother and sister
Edna were in Belfast Sept. 30th.
The Ladies Circle met in the K. of P. hall
Sept. 30th. A large number were present and
a fine treat was served,

has been serving
in Belfast the past week.

Delbert Paul

juror

as

grand

Services at the church last Sunday with
by Rev. Nathan Hunt from Job 22-21.

sermon

,

The Ladies' Aid met at Mrs. S. W. Shibles
last Thursday and will meet Thursday, Oct.
Uth, at Mrs. John Berry’s.

Mrs. Ernest Bowen spent last Saturday and
! Sun' ay with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
i Claudius Knowlton, in Liberty.

!

|

Millard Nickerson, Leona Woodbury and
Irma Thomas, students at the E. M. C. Semi
nary, Bucksport, came home Friday and returned Monday morning by Dr. Pearson's auto.
James H.

now in

of the

only black mark he received was when he was
sentenced to a term in the legislature, but no
one will lay this against him as he was the
M.
means of having an addition built to the E
C. S. and otherwise redeemed himself.—The
Bucksport Times.

D. Conner has gone to California and
expects to be away about four weeks. Paul
Washer has charge of his store during his ab-

Rev. John Rogers has accepted the pastorof the Freedom Congregational church
and has moved his family into Knowles Bangs

sence.

“pushers”

here in

days

gone

by.

The

has returned to her home in Dexter.

Carl

ate

State Of 1'rade.

Improved. More snap to trade. Cooler
weather a stimulus, Wearing apparel leads
in activity. Foreign loans have good recep! tion.
War order business in evidence. DoI mestic iron and steel buying better.
Labor
scarcity noted in some industries. Higher
iron,
steel
seed,
and
for
cotton
cotton,
prices
J lumber. Farmers holding wheat. Bank clearmarket
active.
ings show heavy gains. Stock
1
in six
1 Largest;sales
2d.^—

j

|

bath. Apply to
2wS9
C. O. FCCR, 2S Cfcurch Street.

moved his family into

Dr. and Mrs. Nash, who have been stopping
at their cottage at the Park, have returned to
their home in Fairfield.

Taylor,

The

Bert Dagget recently
the Delbert Paul house.

Belfast.

V\ innifred Dodge and her mother and
Mrs. F. B. Nutt and Mrs. Reuben Sibley and
Edna Knowlton autoed to Waterville Oct. 2d.

lower part of ibe a. perry
hcusc, 19 Cedar street; seven roems and

even-

port,

Mrs. Mary Darahurst, who had been the
guest of her sisters, Mrs. Mitchell and Mtb

Miss

House to Rent.

father met her in Boston
Springfield, Mass.

take her to their home in

farm here for

Mrs. Harry Kenney and two children from
Burnham visited her parents, Mr. and Mrs. E.
J. Vose, the past week.

rent.

her

iitcomb.

Jones, a former resident of Bucksthe hardware business in Boston,
in Arlington, was in Bucksresidence
with his
of the week, coming with the
first
the
Dr. C. M. Whitney was a recent profesport
i body of his wife’s mother, Mrs. Hancock. Mr.
sional visitor at the Waldo County hospital in
Jones has many friends in town and was one
A. L. Blanchard of Bangor is stopping at his
a few days.

J, D. Plummer is putting steel ceilings in

sitting

re-

W. S. Merrick is working at the Farmers’
Union store.
the houses for

with

Mrs. Ella Littlefield is visiting relatives and
friends in Boston.

visit.

UflflTY.

Lottie Vose visited Mrs. Frank Cunningham in Troy last week,
and

a

Mr. and Mrs. John GratTan arrived last
week from Northport, where they had been
for several months.

Mrs.

S.

Grange sociable at the hall Saturday
ing, Oct. 9th.

Charles French has returned from Farmington, where he had been at work for several
weeks.

Sparrow is shingling the roof of nis

room

with Mr. and Mrs. Bates for

Julia Houston and grandson have
turned to their home in Stoneham, Mass.

FRELEOM.

L.

MORRILL.

and children of Rum.ord

Mrs.

served

summer

Mrs.

Brown, Middle street, in the abhusband, is acting the part of the
in assisting Miss Harriet D.
Samaritan
good
Hichborn during the illness of her sisters for
Miss Mary has been conthe past ten days.
fined to the bed more than a week by a severe
attack of the epidemic prevailing in tov. n and
Miss Faustina is suffering a return of her
previous serious eye trouble—scleritis —and is
(she hopes temporarily )again in absolute darkness. Dr. Stevens, who is watching the case,
thinks present indications favorable.

Meralda Pierce was in Belfast several
days last week on business.

Mrs. Lelia Smith

|
j

j

absent at the grange

years.—Bradstreets’Oct.

/
\

I
K

■
m

Clarions will l
durable. Rec,

i

It is a grave mistake for mothers t< neglect their aches ami pains and suffer in
1
silence—this only leads to chronic sickness and often shortens life.
If your work is tiring; if your nerves are |
excitable; if you feel languid, weary cr
depressed, you should know that Scott’s
Emulsion overcomes just such conditions.
It possesses in concentrated form the
very elements to invigorate the blood,
strengthen the tissues, nourish the nerves
and build strength.
Scott’9 is strengthening thousands of
mothers—and will help you. No alcohol.
Scott & Bowne, Bloomfield. N. J.

LU., Bangor, Me.

is

coming

in in

good shape and the prosbe more than the
average pack. This is well, for the potato crop
in the vicinity is a failure, and
many fields are
rotting badly.
pects

are

there will

now

SWANVILLE

Arbuckle’s

CENTER.

Abraham Curtis is building a new house.
Mrs. Wm. Small and Mrs. Wra. Curtis
both gaining.

son

Coffee
are

20c. a pound

S. will met with Mrs E. A. RobertOct. 14th.

Industrial Club will meet with Mrs.
Flora Littlefield Oct 13th
The

Three

Deep sympathy is expressed for Mr. and
Ed. Thompson and family in the terrible
death of their son Charles.

pounds

for

Mrs.

It

was

with

of the death

deep regret
of

50c.

that

Hon. A.

was one

His memory will
with both young and old.
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Weekly

linger long

A.A. Howes & C

cURRNET.

for

Groceries, Drugs

The Journal.

MARKET.

PAID

PRODUCER.

Apples,per nbl,1.00rZ‘>0 Hay,
dried, per lb., 7 Hides,
3 25a3 50 Lamb,
3 75 lamb Skins,
28a30 Mutton.
8^,al0 Oats, 32 lb..
8 Potatoes,
Beet.forequarters,
60 Round Hog,
Barley, bu,
24 Straw,
Cheese,
25 Turkey,
Chicken,

Beans, pea,
Beans, Y. E.,
Butter,
Beef, sides,

Calf Skins,
Duck.
Eggs,
Fowl,
(le^se,

Beef, Corned,
Butter

Salt,

14

Corn,
Cracked Corn,
Corn Meal.

Cheese,

Cottonseed,
Coidish, dry,
Cranberries,
(’lover

Seed,

Fh.ur,
H. G.
Lard

75

I

m

Seed.

18

I
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to wit: One certain | :nv:*l
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John Prescott, by 1
dc-d
ninth, A. 1 >. 1824, and d- > ;».

4
12:* 13
7
13

-a

tied lot of land eoi-v
Kii< ci Knight l>v i, d*
A L> 1883. and re
f !•• --, V
R gist:
Also, another eeria.t;
iug fifty-tv.. acres, a
••

1.13

i

<i

i
f

<

-f
E

-R

«

..

i 55
7

;

Charles Crockett, by i
teenth, A. L. 1869, and r-c
try afor* said, Via. 14.', Pa.
And rIso or., orE.

5

i >RN.

i

.1 Ev

im- r

222, Page 33-R convt >v.i to
ed, ‘‘three certain parein said Lincolnville. end d*

lb., i8a_2 Oat Meal,
05 Onions,
<7 Oil, kerosene,
>7 Pollock,
22 Pork,
180 Plaster,
10 Kye Meal,
8 Shorts,
19 Sugar,
7 i'()«■.8 75
T. I
3 75^
-t C- at> e
13 Wheat Meal.

u

Registry

c-riled in the Waldo

MARKET.

Lime,

Notice of foreclose

I

75
n>

7.00

18Tallow.
20 Veal,
12al3
36 Wool, unwashed,
3
16 Wood, hard,
5.00
l-' Wood, soft,
RETAIL.

an

Medicines.

10 001a 4 I
( 5

d

Containing

BRADFORD.

Iri Thorndike, Sept 21, to Mr
and Mrs Merton Brad lord, n
n ugh ter
Bridges.
In Brooklin, Sept 18 to .Mr alio
Mrs Parker B Bridges,a son, Horace Hartwell
Farr. In Baltimore, Md, Sept 7. to Mr and
Mrs C Leslie 8urr (Grace Spear), a son, Frank
Chandler, Farr, 2nd.
Hayford. In Belfast, Oct 3, to Mr and Mrs
Ralph Hayford. a daughter, Marian, 9 pounds
Ingersoll. In Portland. Sept 28, to Mr and
Mrs Frederick F Ingersoll, a son, Frederick F
Ingersoll, Jr.
Jackson. In Montville, Oct 3, to Mr and ;
Mrs Herbert t Jackson, a daughter.
In Belfast, Sept 26, to Mr aril!
Salisbury
Mrs Harvard Salisbury, a son, Harvard, Jr.
Veazie. In Castine, Sept 20, to Mr and Mrs
Orville L Veazie, a son.
Webster.
In Castine, sept 21, to Mr and \
Mrs Emery W Webster, a son.

MARRIED.

two acres, n..
a v
thfc Siilllt' i>r« Il iS.
yj
I ,11s by Elisha P. I
ten :>
i.
t urtecnth, i869, and th
ord in tin is-gistiy uiEresa:.:,
deeds and records reference E
fur further de.'cnptior:.”
And whereas, the e s litior.
has been broken, n.iv,-, ther.
i
the breach of the cund.tion
.-re
foreclosure of said mortgage.
September 27, 19!
3w40
JASON M. !.
..

t

Residence for
ROOM ! OUStim
piGHT
'J stable,
aert
»f a no and fr.
double windows and screens
!•'■
water. Nicely located in go d
other
Many
good burgaii-s. Ar
DICKEY- K NOW
Real Estate Coinpai y,

3w39

j

Blodgett-Nye
Iri Bucksport, Sept 30, t.y
Rev H W Webb. Frederick S Blodgett and Miss
Jessie Marie Nye, both of Bucksport.
Cross-Batchelder. In Belfast. Sept 30, by
Rev Haraden S Pearl, Harold Winfred Cross of
Mori ill and Miss Lottie Etta Batchelder of
Searsmont.
Flye-Hamblen. In Bar Harbor, Sept 19, by
Rev J Jones, Gleason E Flye and Miss Evelyn
Hamblen, both of Stonington.
I JGregony-Chase. In Camden, Oct 1. by J H
Hobbs, J of P, W Fred Gregony and Mrs Gussie
Chase, both of Camden.
Hall-Snyder. In Belfast, Oet 4. by Rev
Horace B Sellers, Ralph L Hall and Miss Alice
Snyder, both of Belfast
c,Hastings-Molhollad. In Calais, Sept 16,
by Rev R A McDonald. Milton Hastings of
Charlotte and Martha Virginia Molholland ol
Isle au Haut.
Knowlton Ednie.
In Vinalhaven, Sept 25, I
by D H (Hidden, J P, Llewellyn Knowlton and
Catherine Ednie, both of VitiHlhaven.
Mahon-Donohue, In Rockland, Sept 29, at
St Bernard’s church, by Rev Fr J A Flynn,
Peter Mahon of Roxbury, Mass, and Miss Agnes
Donohue of Vinalhaven.
Rising-Montgomery. In Rockland, Sept 29,
the First Baptist parsonage, by Rev W L Pratt.
Connevy E Rising and Nettie A Montgomery,
both of Rockland.
In Warren, Sept 23, by ;
Smith-Cargill.
Rev J E Everingham, William Smith of Thomaston and Miss Clara Cargill of Warren.

THE OFFICE OVER P‘ Pi! P
*
More recently occur d
Apply at the Drug Ston ..r to
Church street.

I
v

TO LET
;A tenement
Apply after 9 a
OIN

at

IP Condon

in

THH

PKI-.no-

->w39p

To

\[let

in

Inquire

Odd

Fellows

of

RALPH H. HOW
tf38

j

_
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DIED.
=:=vv:-

|

House and stable, 7 Cedar

sti

In Camden, Sept 29, Mrs Mary 1 | last.
to
Bracey, aged 80 years Burial at Castine.
F. E. HU V
Butler. In Rockland, Sept 25. Lincoln P i
3w39
30 Warren M Brooki
Butler of Camden, a native of Bremen, aged
51 year*, 3 months and 8 days. Burial at Cam- j
SKAkSMuN T.
den.
COBB
In Camden, Sept 25, Miss Anna Cobb. ;
Cobh of Chicago
Herbert
W
Carr
Mrs.
In
Carr.
Portland, Sept 20, Edgar
of her mother, Mrs. M try Cobh.
of Pitcstield, aged 37 years anti 11 months.
COLE. In South Paris, Sept 23 Mrs Louis*
Leroy Then., s of t i.arlton, M.
Page Cole, formerly of Buck&port, aged 31 | tt»
spend the winter with his gran
years. 10 months ami lo days.
Fame
and Mrs.
Cray. In Cape Rosier, Sept 25, Alvarado
Gray, 2nd, aged 32 years. 2 months and 19 days
(leorge Luce and tw- sons. !
gray. In Belfast, Oct 4, Charles L Cray, fur- | Clyde, with three of l>r.
K. 8m
merly of Deer Isle, aged 69 years, 10 months dren, have been v* ry nick fror
and 23 days.
is
it
cream,
thought.
In Brooklyn, N Y, Sept 27, Ada ;
Keene.
Mrs. Matilda Reynolds enterluin*
(Bird), widow of Capl Samuel L Keene, aged j dies’
Aid at her home Sept. 30th
58 years.
Moody.
In Rockland, Oct 2, Allen M Moody are making preparations for a i »g
to be given the lat
entertainment,
and
9
months.
45
of Lincolnville, ged
years
III Swanville, Sept 30, Hon Al- October.
Nickerson
bert Emery Nickerson, aged 76 years.
World s baseball Set it s
In Belfast, Oct 2, at the Waldo
Smith
Hospital, William P Smith of Waldo, aged 70 ,
I hiladeiphia N
Contesting clubs.
years and 5 months.
Thompson
In Swanville, Oct 1, Charles | and Boston Americans.
Bhilai
First and second games,
Thompson, aged 27 years.
Twombi.Y. In W aldo, Oct 2, W illiam C, son ber 8 and 0.
Boston.'
Third and fourth games.
oi Frank A and Bessie A Twombly, aged I
and 12.
year and 22 days.
l
October
at
the
Fifth
game. Fhiladelphia,
Wentworth, In Portland, Sept 28,
|
Sixth game.
Boston. October 14
Maine General Hospital, Melnot F Wentworth
w
coir
If seventh game is necessary
of Searsport, aged 61 years, 3 months and 13 I
tossed before sixth gutiie starts.
days.
Bracey

Apply

■

I

Specia!

were
were

The Monmouth Corn Canning company at
this place is now running at full blast, the

Mrs. Seth
of her

Mrs.

Fred Dockham celebrated

were

Palermo both of their houses
entered by thieves and three fine watches
taken, as well as other valuable jewelry.

sence

Dr, and Mrs. H. L, Gould and children of
Miss Jennie Homer of Bucksport is the
Bucksport, accompanied by Elden Emerson guest of Mr. and Mrs. B. M. Eames.
and Mrs. John Boyd of Frankfort, called on
Mrs. Josie Shute left Friday for Augusts^
friends in town last Friday.
having been here for a week's visit.
Mr.

Her

and

is glad to see it again occupied.
Mrs.
Elds is enthusiastic, courteous and obliging
and ever ready to^welcome her lady friends,
whether as patrons or visitors.
Many friends
wish them success in tiiis new venture.

Aid met last week with Mrs. F.

visitor here last

Potter and daughter
are boarding with Mrs. Walter Brown.
Air.
Potter is station agent pro tem, here.

Mr.

by little Miss Doris

the

public

F. Perkins.

Arnold

spent

Stockton’s new 10 cent store is a reality.
and Mrs. S. F. Ellis, Church street, opened early last week the customary suj piy of
goods to be found on such couuters. Give
them a call. Thay are located in the western
tenement of Sprague's block, Main street. The

SANDYPOINT.

Cummings very delightfully entertained the Sixty-three Club,” Friday evening, Sep:. 24th.
ana

Boston

as

Mr.

Hall, in Waterville.
Air.

family

and

RETAIL PRICE.

Mr.

j

Bridges

starting in life.

to

summer

I’.

H
a

Howes

House breakers and chicken thieves have
active in this vicinity of late. On Sept.
23 while Celia Nelson and family and Frank
been

piers

fur

town

I

LIBERTY.
Mr. and Mrs. F. Thompson and son Westly of
Chelsea. Mass., have been visiting relatives
here. Mr. Thompson is a native of Searsmont,
a son of the late Jonathan
Thompson.

street, the two enthusiastic youths making an
early morning trip Monday to Cape Jellisoii

Mrs.

!

& tsistiur

people learned
E
Nickerson. He
of Swanville’s most influential citizens
and lent a helping hand to many a
young man

Saturday

PROSPECT.

I

fit of Clarion economy.

The L. A.

many friends of Mrs. Jennie (Morse)
hear with much pleasure the continued

realms were swept clean for the incoming,
presumably tine, month of October. Friday
brought us a glorious beginning, followed,
however, by a rainstorm Saturday and a dull
Sunday.

his dining

tertaining.

LaFurley

The proverbial "September hush" was effectually broken by the boisterous w'-uis of
the last week of the month. The atmospheric

tending the party were: Juniors, Kathryn Mc- house.
Fred N. Flye has gone to Brighton, Mass.,
Elhiney, Gladys Rose, Edith Parse ValmaWebber, Marjorie Towers, Evelyn Thompson, Min- for several weeks.
erva and Inez Gray, Isabel Frame Frances
Fred Nichols'cousin, Mr. Lyman, from LowRogers, Christine Earaes and Ernest Carr. Primary
ell, Mass., is visiting him.
Class, Reginald McElhiney, Orilla Whitcomb,
Mrs. J. B. Wiggin has gone to Boston for
Dorothy and Leon Lovett, Alice Gray,Lear and her fall and winter
millinery.
Hazel

contribution.

The

our

is

Valerie and Carl

in

the “little

steamer

joying

suggested, and in
time to a lively march the long line was guided
to the lower vestry, where a most intricate cobweb had been arranged. A card bearing the
name
of each guest indicated the starting
point. Under chairs, around piano legs, over
light fixtures, back and forth the strings led
the excited youngsters.
Wee dolls, horses,
horns, balls for the kiddies and favors for the
older children were found behind pictures and

room

Master Keith Weymoutn spent Sunday with
friend Master Stanley Wardwell, Chureh

Follow-your-leader

next

with

his

Mrs. Annie

was

make

timate

entertaining the Junior and PrimaryCong’i Sunday school. Drop-thehandkerchief, Button-button, London Bridge,
Jerusalem, and many other loved games wer»
played and then the children gatherd around
the piano to sing some of their favorite songs.
Erskine

A. J. Nickerson, Miss Jessie C. Nick-

Mrs.

Reginald and Kathryn
daughter oi! Rev. and Mrs.
given a farewell frolic last

and

Bragg
reports of her

Classes of the

The household goods and farming implements
Charlet A. Woods will be sold at
public auction Friday. Oct. 8th, at his late resion

and

in the upper conference
room, Mrs. James Duncan and Miss Harriette

Bay

of the late

dence

son

McElhiney, were
Saturday afternoon

Main street.

A. M.

E.

Farewell Frolic.

youngest

View arrived Friday from
Newport News with 2,200 tons of coal to the
P C. & W. Co. at Mack’s Point, finished discharging Sunday and sailed on her return.
steamer

M.

at her

participate in

to

by

the

display

on

R

re-

Church, wished the travelers
“God-speed,” and Mr.McElhiney replied in behalf of himself and family, speaking of their
pleasant relations with the people of Searsport
and the affection with which they would always remember their life here,

of

week

The Ladies’ Aid Society of the Universalist
parish will meet this, Thursday, afternoon
with Mrs. J. A. Flanders, East Main street, to

>

spent
East Main street,

from Boston last

Main street.

^jhute. Toe “nibble” table, presided ver by
Mrs. Chester Bailey am Miss Harriet Lrskii e,
assisted by Miss ivlabel Giiffin and Mr; James

on

Prescott, (formerly Mrs. May-

returned

supply of Jail and winter milliney, which

her

Roulsi one; quartet,Miss Rouistone.Mrs. Alowry,
Dr. Sawyer, Mr. McEiiiim y* acct n- p; oi.st,M :ss

I

W. A. HALL, Belfast, Maine.

corn

Mrs. J. E.

Ma-

Duncan, was decorated with jink sweet ess
u Jig'ite.i by
nervous
on received of the
pink shaded candles On it was a
News has
breaadi >nuf Copt. Andrew J. Colcoru.com- itmpting array of sandwiches, cook.es, olive \
who is now in a nuts and candies surr- unding th* center piece,
mancer oi the steamer Ancon,
a
huge bowl cf fruit punch. Mr. and Mrshospital at Panama.
the many
received informally
McElhiney
arof
Mass.,
Calderwood
Kuxbury,
Dr. E. S.
friends who gathered to express regret ;;t
rived last week anu is with his family, who
their departure. Rev. James Ainslie, pastor
the summer at the McClure homestead

McLaughlin,

Mr. John

R

Saturday.

Mass

from

car

which he had upon the street Sunday.

Mrs. G. R. Wilson and selections by a
mixed quartet added to the pleasure of the
occasion. Mrs. S. C. Pattee was in charge of
the musical program and theorchestrawas Mrs
Pattee, Pulton McElhiney, Carl Corlson, Mis*

Mack’s
watchman at the P. C. & YV. plant at
late Frank
Point, succeeding his father, the
Herrick.
who
Mrs. B. C. Richardson ami son John,
their cottage on Main
spent the summer at
their home in Dorchester,
street, returned t

Ford

a

wuuu

fair at East

iitgher birthday anniversary.

is

I^tah'uhrrf 1839

;

A.

Little Miss Evelyn Noble, Seaview street
entertained a party of juvenile schoolmates,
Monday from 3 30 to 5 p. m„ the occasion be-

which it marked the close. The vestry was
attractively transformed by rugs, tables and a
profusion of flowers. A four piece orchestr3
furnished music throughout the evening anti

appointed night

y

regular service

Misses Gladys and Pauline, daughters of
Capt. and Mrs. Cnarles Cole, School street,
left Monday by Boston boat for Bridgewater,
Mass., to visit relatives.

the direction of Mrs. E. F. Mowry, President
of the Ladies Guild, and was one of the most
successful social events of the full season of

solo

prevailing epidaughter, Mrs, Byron Andrews,

bad attack of the

A.

Into

~

a

Her

The

S3
^

from

8

jg
f

■

than

improvementsguarantee r
Insist on having the ben

*
THE COLONIAL CLARION

is still with her.

|S|

I

Today’s
even more

family.

■

BB

Albany
Boston

Sold in many styles and sizes at all
hardware and general stores.

ing

f|

(Principal Statiods)

I

Clarions are still in use afn
thirty-five years and longer
and are doing good wo-H,
now.
Repair cost has he*
small because of this we

tied.

demic.

8

gives you
gallon of kerosene—•
inexpensive form of heat

rn

COOK-

Mrs. Frank Heath, Cross street, is improv-

88

ten hours

a

\rI

more

resisting quality.

Olive Foster, School street, took Monday’s boat for Boston, en route to Brockton,
Mass., where she will visit a paternal uncle

8
8
8

the house.

ing range is not
eighteen years,
■s,

1

__■.!•/•
CMUU^V, 111^

Iiv

Miss

8

In five minutes the Perfection makes chilly rooms
comfortable. It is light and
easy to carry around. When
the furnace breaks down
and during cold snaps, it is
the most useful thing in

B

num-

Successful Social Event. A farewell

A

Mr. and Mrs. Frank A. Kneeland and daughof Mr.
ter Helen of New York are guests
and Mrs. J. H. Kneeland on Mount Ephraim
road
Mrs. Fred Kendall, who has been visiting
Oxrelatives i:i town, returned Thursday lo
Mrs. Mary R.
ford, Mass., accompanied by
Perkins.
been

cozy all

keeps

|

ception w’as given at the Cong’! vestry last Friday evening in honor cf Rev.and Mrs Chas. H.
McElhiney and family. The affair was under

t apt.

has

mother

|

S
8

BSrVbST I

'T'L

are

thews, and her husband was Capt. Cyrus Harriman, formerly of Stock te n Springs, who
sailed in Searsport vessels for several years
before moving ;o Astoria.

auiu

News.

Ralph Herrick

LI

Master

liurranger, finished
I>. C. & W, Co’s,
discharging Thursday at the
Point and sailed for Newport
Mack's
at
plant
Meteor,

goodly

as

Monday was a glorious October day/and all
hoping that the prophecies, heard on all
sides, of a warm, beautiful month may be veri-

.SI

Mrs. Albert C. Colcord, E«st Main street*
recently returned from a short visit with her
sister, Mrs. George Robinson, in Rockland.

toria, Oregon, Sept. 25th.

H.
Mountain region and to Laconia, N.
who passed the
Mr and Mrs. John Sullivan,
returned
summer at the Richardson cottage,
Mass., Saturday,
to their home in Dorchester,
Steamer

a

fi

8
8

Death of Mrs. Jennie Harriman. After a
brief
illness, following an operation two
weeks ago, Mrs. Jennie Harriman. wife of
Captain Cyrus Harriman of this city, passed
away last evening at 5 45 o’clock, aged 67
Mrs. Harriman leaves to mourn her
years.
death her husband; one brother, Chesley Matthews of Searsport, Me.; one sister, Mrs. Margaret J. Fields of Boston; two daughters, Mrs.
Will Gordon and Mrs. M. F. Hardesty, both of
Astoria; and four grandchildren, •’'red, Gail,
Adolphus and Mary Hardesty of Astoria. The
remains were taken to the Hughes undertaking parlors and the funeral services will be
held from there at 1 o’clock tomorrow afternoon, wTith interment in Greenwood cemetery.
The deceased was well known in Astoria,
where she had lived since 1888, and leaves a
wide circle of friends to mourn her death.
The deceased was born in Searsport, Me on
November 16, 1848.—Morning Astorian, As-

ing, returned to Boston Friday.
from WeyBarge Boylston arrived Friday
fertilizer to
mouth. Mass., with 900 tons of
the A. A. C, Co. at Mack's Point.

an

found to contain,

parting gift
appreciation,
ber of gold coins.

was
Andrew J. Nickerson of East Corinth
Flora
Monday visiting his sister, Mrs.
Koulstune, on Reservoir street.
week at
Charles Johonnett, who had spent a
fishMarden's. Swan Lake, enjoying the tall

trom

was

of

OlNCE we got a PerfecO xion Heater, Grand-

8
I
8

p

home

I

8

re-

in town

Saturday

Church

Congregational

I
I

8

Notes.
The
Sunday services,conducted for the last time by
the pastor in official capacity,were alike trying
quested.
was a
and audience, though Mr. Me
Capt. E. R. Bennett of London. Eng.,
I for speaker
Curtis on Wa- Elhiney delivered no formal farewell, speaking
guest last week of Capt. H. G.
only a few well chosen wotds of appreciation
ter street.
been of the co-operation of church and parish offiMr. and Mrs. J. A. Clement, who have
returned cers, the helpfulness of ushers and janitor, and
spending two weeks at Swan Lake,
the regular attendance of choir members and
home Monday
of a faithful conlast organist, the encouragement
Fred L. Gilkey of Camden was in town
Following these remarks he deMrs. Fred B. gregation.
and
Mr.
of
the
guest
week,
lived a pertinent sermon, using as his text,
Smith, Church street.
Luke 10,20. The evening service was conduchad spent
Mr. and Mrs. Fred M. Harris, who
ted by the pastor. The subject of his address
Swan Lake, rea week at the Marden House,
While saying
was "Socialism in the church.”
turned to Boston Monday.
good night to the congregation Mr McElhiney
were
West
was
a small
The many friends of Capt. W. H.
ackage, which when openattendance is

A full

Monday, Oct. 11th.

Grandmothers
Comforter

■

He is

CLARIONS

severe

and

widow and father.

his

I
I

Mrs. Charles Cole, School street, suffered a
attack of cholera morbus last week,
but is improved at this writing, Monday.

8
8

ill

was

i

Dr. G, A. Stevens, Church street, left Mon- j
day morning for Troy to visit his parents, his
father being sick with kidney trouble.

■

General hospital at Portland Sept. 7th for
medical treatment, died at that institution

business.

on

F/Wentworth,

Melnot

to Boston.
Artnur

STOCKTON SPRINGS,

refreshments.

John Kelly left Monday

Monday

farewell recep-

a

Thursday evening. Sept. 30th, to two of
its members—Harold and Fulton McElhiney,
who are to leave shortly for their new home in
Skowhegan Vocal and instrumental mu ic
took up a larg- part of the evening, when the
party adjourned to the Searsport House for
tion

